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Executive Summary 
Consultation was conducted on behalf of Infrastructure Management Services to gather 
current public opinion on road user behaviour, road safety issues/concerns, effectiveness of 
our current road safety programs and preferred communication tools. The report 
summarises the results of the Road Safety consultation conducted within the Newcastle 
LGA through the Newcastle Voice community reference panel.  Specific information about 
road works that may be required to improve road safety has also been gathered. 
 
A survey was sent to 2159 Newcastle Voice members and received 853 responses (40% 
completion rate).  
 
The findings illustrate the relationship between driver behaviour and road works, identifying 
many areas for improvements.  The following roads topped the list with over 20 individual 
improvements mentioned for each: Kooragang Island from Tourle Street bridge to Stockton, 
Jesmond to Shortland, the hospital bypass, Elizabeth Street Tighes Hill and Minmi Road. 
 
Over 95% of respondents indicated that they have a current driver’s licence or motorcycle 
licence or permit. A majority of respondents (64.30%) indicated that they have had their 
driver’s licence for more than 25 years. Nearly 78% of the Newcastle Voice respondents 
stated that they had not been in an accident in the past three years. Of the 22% who 
indicated that they had, 16% were as a driver of a motor vehicle (other than a motorcycle). 
 
Respondents were asked to name their top five road safety concerns in Newcastle:  

1. Impatience or road rage (55.80%) 
2. Excessive or inappropriate speed (52.52%) 
3. Carelessness/negligent driving (49.00%) 
4. Distraction or lack of concentration (35.17%) 
5. Traffic congestion (25.79%) 

 
Respondents were asked to identify the type of infrastructure improvements they would like 
to see. Below are the top two infrastructure improvements by Ward: 
 

More cycle lanes/paths (65.23%) Ward 1 
Improved public transport (57.85%) 
More cycle lanes/paths (58.51%) Ward 2  
Improved quality of road surfacing (51.60%) 
Improved quality of road surfacing (48.57%) Ward 3 
Land use planning for traffic volumes (44.29%) 
Improved quality of road surfacing (69.00%) Ward 4 
Improved public transport (53.50%) 

 
Many respondents identified that road infrastructure is as important as road safety education 
campaigns to genuine road safety, and much valuable information has been gathered about 
specific locations for improvements.  
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When asked to identify the road safety campaigns/programs which they have heard about, 
respondents indicated being aware of the following: 
 

1. Speeding – no one thinks big of you (92.73%) 
2. Random Breath Testing (RBT) – You won’t know where, you won’t know when 

(85.11%) 
3. L8 Nite Transport (28.84%) tied with Bike week Family Fun Day (28.84% 
4. Newcastle Speed Check (27.78%) 

 
The information gained from this consultation will assist in the development and 
implementation of Newcastle Road Safety education programs and prioritisation of specific 
road works and traffic management improvements. 
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Introduction 
The local government road safety program focuses on road user behaviour as well as 
education and promotion of road safety. The program seeks to build a road safety culture in 
the Newcastle community that promotes safer road user practices. 

Council's Community Road Safety Officer (CRSO) works closely with the Roads and Traffic 
Authority (RTA), local Highway Patrol Police, Central Coast and Hunter Region councils and 
organisations and community groups with an interest in road safety. The role of the CRSO is 
to develop, implement and manage road safety projects within the Newcastle area and seek 
financial assistance and sponsorships for projects, when required. 

As part of our commitment to road safety, Council in consultation with the community is 
developing a Road Safety Strategic Plan for the next 10 years. The key objectives of the 
plan are: 

• Improve road user behaviour and promote responsible road use 
• Encourage community support, participation and ownership of road safety data and 

the processes involved in improving it 
• Increase the priority of road safety in the management of the road network 
• Continue effective communication and increased coordination between stakeholders 

involved in road safety 

Report Purpose 
 
This community consultation will help Council to develop, implement and manage road 
safety educational projects within the Newcastle area. It seeks to: 
 

• Find out about the community’s road user behaviour 
• Find out the community’s road safety issues/ concerns 
• Prioritise the community’s safety issues/concerns 
• Monitor the effectiveness of our current road safety programs 
• Determine the types of communication tools preferred to promote the road safety 

programs 
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Methodology 
Data Collection  
 
A survey using a structured questionnaire with a total of 15 questions was sent to all active 
Newcastle Voice members.  Where appropriate, questions were built with the options 'other, 
please specify,' 'unsure' or 'don't know.'  There were two open-ended questions to record 
additional comments. To control order bias, the system automatically rotates the 
presentation of items within certain questions on a random basis. A copy of the survey is 
provided in Appendix I. 
 
A survey invitation and link to the on-line survey was sent on 17 August 2010. Electronic 
reminders to those online members who had not yet completed the survey were sent on 24 
August 2010 and 27 August 2010.  
 
The survey was duplicated, printed and distributed in hard copy to those Newcastle Voice 
members who requested printed surveys. The survey was mailed out on 17 August 2010. A 
pre-paid envelope was included to encourage their return.  
 
The survey link was also sent to industry stakeholders on 17 August 2010. 
 
The survey closed at midnight on 31 August 2010.  
 

Survey Area 
 
Residents and ratepayers from the Newcastle Local Government Area (LGA) were 
consulted, through the Newcastle Voice community reference panel. The breakdown of the 
demographics by suburb is provided in Appendix II, which includes data for the sample 
group and the respondents group. 
 

Sample Selection 
 
A total of 2159 Newcastle Voice members were surveyed.  The survey was also sent to 30 
key identified stakeholders: 
 

ORGANISATION NUMBER OF STAKEHOLDERS 
SAMPLED 

NSW Police  1 
RTA 4 
NSW Department of Education (schools) 10 
NSW Department of Education 1 
The City of Newcastle 5 
Kidsafe Hunter 1 
Older Driver Steering Committee  8 
TOTAL 30 
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Representation 
 
Although sampling 2159 panel members represents over 1.5% of the Newcastle LGA 
population, the sampling frame for this survey was not statistically representative of the 
population.   
 
This is due to the fact that all active Newcastle Voice members, on-line and off-line were 
surveyed. With the exception of Inner City South, Inner City North and Hamilton, the other 
planning districts are under-represented. Responses are over-represented from Ward 1 and 
2, while they are under-represented in Wards 3 and 4. Furthermore, panel members in the 
16-24 and 70+ age brackets are also under-represented.  
  

Participants 
 
The breakdown of the demographics by gender, age and employment status is provided for 
the sample as well as for the survey respondents in Appendix II. In brief, results show that:  
 

• 10.21% of respondents live in Merewether, 5.79% in Mayfield, 5.52% in Newcastle 
(CBD), 5.10% in Cooks Hill, 4.97% in Hamilton and 4.97% live in New Lambton 

• A relatively even proportion of respondents were 25-39 years old, 40-54 years old or 
55-69 years old (22%, 28%, 29% respectively) 

• 43% of respondents live in the Inner City South and North planning districts  
• 72% of respondents are employed full or part-time; a higher response from these 

groups than in past surveys 
• 65% of respondents have lived in the Newcastle LGA for more than 10 years 
• The gender split was 49% male and 51% female. 
• 3.46% of respondents (29 out of 853) live in one of the adjoining Lower Hunter 

Council local government areas 
 

Data Handling and Analysis 
 
The data handling and analysis was carried out by staff in the Customer Service, 
Communication and Consultation service unit. The approach used during the consultation is 
designed to increase inclusiveness and generate data for analysis into themes. 
 
The full raw data is included as Appendix III.  
 
Trend analysis was conducted from the open-ended question responses. All responses are 
treated in confidence to ensure the anonymity of respondents, and edited only for grammar 
and spelling if inserted as comments into the body of the report. The complete record of all 
comments received is included as Appendix IV. 
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Response Rate  
 
The survey had a 40% completion rate (853 out of 2159) and a 43% participation rate (932 
out of 2159). That means that 43% of respondents started the survey, but 3% did not 
complete it (79 out of 2159). Of those who chose not to complete the survey (4%), 48% 
dropped out before reaching the second question, which is typical behaviour in this kind of 
research. 
 
Of the 30 stakeholders who were asked to complete the survey, 9 were completed (30%). 
The results of the Newcastle Voice and stakeholders were compared, but reported in 
combined form to provide more actionable information.  



Findings 
Current Habits 

 
Over 95% of Newcastle Voice respondents indicated that they have a current driver’s 
licence or motorcycle licence or permit. Participants were asked to identify the type of 
licence or licences they currently hold from the list below: 
 

• C class - Car: learners’ permit or P/plate driver licences  
• C class - Car: Full driver's licence 
• LR class - Motorcycle: learners’ permit or P/plate driver licences 
• LR class -  Motorcycle: Full motorcycle licence 
• MR class – Medium rigid licence 
• HR class - Heavy rigid licence 
• HC class – Heavy construction licence 
• MC class – Multi-combination licence 

 
Of those respondents holding a licence or permit (95%), 88.51% hold a C class licence (car 
– full driver’s licence), with 13.57% holding a LR class (motorcycle – full motorcycle licence). 
The graph below shows the licences that respondents currently hold. The overall results add 
up to more than 100% as some survey respondents hold multiple licences.  
 
Graph 1: Type of licence  
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Over half of the respondents (64.30%) indicated that they have had their driver’s licence for 
more than 25 years. A fairly small portion of respondents (6.97%) said that they have had 
their driver’s licence or permit for less than ten years.  
 
Graph 2: Length of time with a driver’s licence 
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When asked how frequently they drive a motor vehicle or ride a motorcycle on the road – 
assuming an average week – 54.40% of respondents said that they drove every day of the 
week, with only 2.95% indicating that they drive “less than one day a week/at least 
sometimes” or “never/do not drive anymore”.  
 
Graph 3: Frequency on the road 
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When asked how long they spend on the road as a driver or passenger, on an average day, 
47.95% said 30 minutes to one hour, with another 22.86% saying that they were on the road 
between one and two hours daily.  
 
Graph 4: Length of time spent on the road 
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Respondents were asked if they had been directly involved in a road accident over the past 
three years. Nearly 78% of the Newcastle Voice respondents stated that they had not been 
in an accident in the past three years. Of the 22% who indicated that they had, 16% were as 
a driver of a motor vehicle (other than a motorcycle), and a few have had their parked cars 
damaged while they were parked at the roadside. 
 
Graph 5: Involvement in a road accident  
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Road Safety Concerns 
Respondents were asked to name their top five road safety concerns in the Newcastle local 
government area, from a list of 25 possible answers. The results revealed that the top five 
concerns are as follows: 
 

1. Impatience or road rage (55.80%) 
2. Excessive or inappropriate speed (52.52%) 
3. Carelessness/negligent driving (49.00%) 
4. Distraction or lack of concentration (35.17%) 
5. Traffic congestion (25.79%) 

 
The chart below shows all the possible causes in ranked order, demonstrating that 
community views reflect the twin contributors to road safety: driver behaviour and road 
conditions. 
 
Chart 6: Road safety concerns 
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Behavioural dimensions are the top four highest concerns about road safety – with some 
comments to illustrate: 
 

 “Speed limits are widely regarded as the minimum not maximum speed to 
travel.” 

 “I live alternately in Newcastle and Sydney due to work commitments and I 
find Newcastle has a larger proportion of aggressive, loud, dangerous "P" 
plate drivers and I often feel concerned not only for the quality of their driving 
but the possibility of road rage incidents.” 
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 “I find there are a number of Newcastle drivers who speed, tailgate, are 
aggressive and won't allow cars to merge. Drinking driving and speeding are 
real concerns and aggressive truck drivers.” 

 “The need for road safety publications is unnecessary for the drivers who 
believe they are the best drivers, i.e. at a guess 98%.  Re-education of 
Newcastle drivers in the correct method of using round-abouts, and in fact 
most drivers should be retested - in a manner not to frighten them - after say 
25 years - road rules change often. Revenue raising parking fees, and other 
road fees do NOT save lives  - check the deaths per 1000 from around 1930 
onwards - we now have one of the lowest deaths on the road.” 

 “There is a general intolerance in society that translates into road safety 
issues with regards to drivers. I also cycle and find that I am intimidated by 
the aggressive way that many drivers behave.” 

 “Why is the law against driving while talking on the phone not enforced?” 
 “Zero tolerance regarding legal infringements. Ban bad drivers by taking their 

license.Simple.” 
 

Focus for Improvements, by Ward 
 
Respondents were asked to nominate only one Ward that they believe is in most need of 
improvements to road infrastructure. The Wards were ranked as follows by Newcastle Voice 
respondents, and specific areas of focused concern will be discussed in this order: 
 

1. Ward 1 (38.10%) 
2. Ward 4 (23.45%) 
3. Ward 2 (22.04%) 
4. Ward 3 (16.41%) 

 
Of note, most respondents nominate the ward where they live as the one most in need of 
improvements, with the exception of Ward 2 respondents who nominate Ward 1 as most in 
need. Upon selecting one ward out of a possible four, respondents were asked to identify 
the type of infrastructure improvements they would like to see, from a list of 17 options. 

Ward 1 {Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, Maryville, 
Mayfield, Mayfield East, Mayfield West, Newcastle (CBD),Newcastle East, 
Newcastle West, Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham} 
 
Over 65% of respondents who selected Ward 1 indicate that ‘more cycle lanes/paths’ are 
needed. This response is consistent with the results from the Newcastle Voice Cycling in 
Newcastle survey conducted in May-June 2010.  
 
Over 57% of respondents who chose Ward 1 as needing the most infrastructure 
improvements, indicate that “improved public transport” is needed. This response is in line 
with the results from both the Newcastle Voice Newcastle by Night consultation conducted 
in February-March 2010 and the Newcastle Voice Hunter Street Revitalisation Stage I 
consultation conducted in April 2010.  
 



The following five improvements were of most interest to respondents for Ward 1: 
1. More cycle lanes/paths (65.23%) 
2. Improved public transport (57.85%) 
3. Improved quality of road surfacing (50.15%) 
4. Improved existing footpaths (49.54%) 
5. Improved street lighting (40.92%) 

 
Graph 6: Infrastructure improvement opportunities in Ward 1 
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The 238 comments received for improvement focus in Ward 1 provide detailed information 
about where the above improvements are sought. Most comments address the need for 
road works, which includes improved lane design, road widening, footpaths, separated cycle 
lanes and the condition of road surfaces. The road from Tourle Street Bridge to the Stockton 
Bridge is frequently described as lacking, especially in light of the recently-constructed two-
lane bridge which does not alleviate congestion; Maud Street Waratah, Elizabeth Street 
Tighes Hill, Darby Street Cooks Hill and Maitland Road/Industrial Drive are all mentioned 
frequently as insufficient thoroughfares. 
 
Crossings between road and any other transport form are of keen interest, with the daily 
traffic at Stewart Avenue most mentioned. Pedestrian and cycle crossings are also called 
for. Cycling facilities are keenly sought into the city, with the interest in the one-way pairing 
of Hunter and King Streets to allow room for increased parking, cycleways separated from 
traffic, increased shade through plantings and decreased congestion from buses. The 
connection of the Foreshore cycleway to the TAFE is sought, with frequent mention of the 
crossing at Hannell Street near the Carrington roundabout. 
 
Other comments address the need for traffic calming (especially around schools), improved 
signage, lighting, parking design and increased functional public transport.The following 
comments reflect the range of comments received; all are included in Appendix IV: 
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 “Driving into or out of Newcastle between 4pm and 6pm is a nightmare which 

ever way you go. Make Hunter St one way in and King St one way out and 
Honeysuckle Drive 4 Lanes.” 

 “The whole Stewart Ave/King St/Hunter St/Wickham railway gates situation 
would have to be the worst traffic issue in Newcastle - absolutely ridiculous!” 

  “Tourle St bridge should have been and now needs to be a four lane bridge.  
This was already becoming congested before the 2 lane bridge was replaced 
despite booming suburbs and airport arrivals.” 

  “Maud Street - traffic congestion during peak times it can take 20minutes to 
travel from Maitland Rd to enter University Drive!” 

 “Elizabeth St and Williams St in Tighes Hill.  I have contacted council and 
spoken to 3 different departments and none have any intention of 
coordinating work schedules despite current plans for major works.” 

 “Bruce St (Cooks Hill) surface is very rough. Water always pools at Hunter St 
West (near church), Maitland Rd Islington (at Tafe traffic lights) and Industrial 
Dr (near Elizabeth St roundabout) during heavy rain.” 

 “Whilst I do not live there, approx twice per week I travel through Kooragang 
and find it dangerous with long stretch of narrow road, heavy traffic, often sun 
reflection issues and bicycle use on the narrow road.” 

  “Cycle/pedestrian crossing across Hannell St/Industrial Dr” 
 “Cut the rail line and the traffic would not back up at peak times.” 
 “Poor road surface through much of Cooks Hill.” 
 “Rail crossings are a disgrace. There has been no attempt to co-ordinate 

traffic lights and level crossing lights so that when the level crossing gates are 
down then the through traffic lights automatically turn red. A grossly inefficient 
system.” 

 “Safe cycleways connecting the CBD with other key cycleways (between 
University, John Hunter Hospital, Fernleigh Track) are needed.  Safe means 
separated from traffic, not necessarily off road.” 

 “Allow Donald St/Samdon St lights to switch twice in 3 minutes rather than 
once.  Can spend 2-1/2 minutes in Samdon St looking at a red light and 
empty intersection.” 

 “MARK car lengths on on-street parking to encourage better parking from 
drivers: there's lots of overly laid back attitude.” 

Ward 4 {Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / Lenaghan, 
Callaghan, Elermore Vale, Fletcher, Hexham, Maryland, Minmi, Rankin 
Park, Sandgate, Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend} 
 
A majority of respondents (69.00%) indicated that “improved quality of road surfacing” is 
needed in Ward 4. Over 53% of respondents, who chose Ward 4 as needing the most 
infrastructure improvements, indicate that “improved public transport” is needed. This 
response is in line with the results from both the Newcastle Voice Newcastle by Night 
consultation conducted in February-March 2010 and the Newcastle Voice Hunter Street 
Revitalisation Stage I consultation conducted in April 2010.  
 
Over 46% of respondents, who chose Ward 4 as needing the most infrastructure 
improvements, indicate that “more cycle lanes/paths’ are needed. This response is in line 
with the results from the Newcastle Voice Cycling in Newcastle survey conducted in May-
June 2010.  



 
The following five improvements were of most interest to respondents for Ward 4: 

1. Improved quality of road surfacing (69.00%) 
2. Improved public transport (53.50%) 
3. More cycle lanes/paths (46.50%) 
4. Land use planning for traffic volumes (44.50%) 
5. Improved existing footpaths (42.50%) 

 
Graph 7: Infrastructure improvement opportunities in Ward 4 
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A number of roads are identified for road surfacing improvements in open-ended comments 
– 119 were received for Ward 4 - including all roads around the university and John Hunter 
Hospital, as well as connections south towards Belmont and west to Sandgate.  
 

 “Combined with the lack of effective public transport for the whole area - e.g. 
it takes two buses to get from Maryland to University, which is a six-minute 
drive in a car - and the peak hour problems due to University traffic clogging 
all roads up to the link road at Wallsend, traffic flow is an oxymoron.” 

 “Beresfield. Anderson Drive. Area of the Catholic Church and Matthews 
Corner Shop is a deathtrap. Too many fast vehicles transiting an area where 
stupid parking is allowed on either side of the road and a Zebra Crossing is 
located next to the Catholic Church.” 

 “Corner of Lake Road and Croudace Road. Either the RTA or Council has 
installed a left turn priority arrow, but no lane is marked and one of you has 
just marked a bike lane through this area. It creates a lot of confusion with the 
traffic going straight ahead and needs to be rectified.” 

 “Minmi Road is carrying an enormous amount of traffic since the housing 
developments increased, so basically all roads to/from the city and the 
University need to be improved to cope with the extra volume.” 
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  “I have to drive my children to a bustop on Newcastle Road between 
Douglas Street and Longworth Avenue as there is nowhere for us to cross.  
When we did walk to the busstop it was a nightmare trying to get across so I 
had to revert to driving them there every morning.” 

 “Complete Highway 123 including the tunnel from railway line at Kotara to 
Jesmond with the entry and exit for both north and south traffic as it was 
planned in 1935.” 

 “Grandview Road needs some of the roundabouts taken out, it is simply 
ridiculous!” 

  “The drive from Maitland to Newcastle has become a joke. In just the four 
years I've been living in Thornton an extra FIVE sets of traffic lights have 
been installed in areas where cars travel 80/90km/hr. Then they are expected 
to come to a grinding halt. The number of rear end accidents is ridiculously 
high.” 

 “And MOST of the run from Maitland to Newcastle and back needs to be 
THREE lanes. Has anyone seen the size of the median strips in some areas? 
They are the width of a house, and there is no need for it. Also, going the 
other way, take the New England Highway as you head from Newcastle to 
Maitland and you want to turn left at Sandgate cemetery. There is a cement 
barrier blocking people from getting out of the main two lanes to left!! Glebe 
Rd needs to be made into two lanes either way at peak times. There is no 
excuse in this day and age to have a main arterial road having just one lane.” 

 “Bumpy narrow bends, bad surface, no footpath or cycle lanes. Peak hour 
traffic from Lake/ Link Roads through to Croudace St.(Lambton) needs 
serious attention.” 

 “There is a road reserve (parallel to Wilkinson Avenue) linking Cameron St to 
the roundabout on Blue Gum Road/University Dr that has never been built.  It 
should be investigated whether building this link would ease congestion on 
Wilkinson Avenue.  Drivers from Maryland/Wallsend use this as an alternative 
to Newcastle Road.  If the road is not feasible, a shared pathway for safe off 
road cycling and walking should be constructed on the road reserve as a 
matter of priority.” 

Ward 2 {Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, Broadmeadow, 
Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton North, Hamilton South, Merewether, 
Merewether Heights, The Junction} 
Over 58% of respondents, who chose Ward 2 as needing the most infrastructure 
improvements, indicate that “more cycle lanes/paths’ are needed. This response is in line 
with the results from the Newcastle Voice Cycling in Newcastle survey conducted in May-
June 2010.  
 
More than half of the respondents (51.60%) indicated that “improved quality of road 
surfacing” was needed followed by 46.28% who said that improving the existing footpaths 
would be beneficial in Ward 2.  
 
The following five improvements were of most interest to respondents for Ward 2: 

1. More cycle lanes/paths (58.51%) 
2. Improved quality of road surfacing (51.60%) 
3. Improved existing footpaths (46.28%) 
4. Improved public transport (44.15%) 
5. Improved street lighting (32.98%) 



Graph 8: Infrastructure improvement opportunities in Ward 2 
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Of the 167 comments made to improve road safety in Ward 2, the majority again are about 
road works, which includes footpaths, traffic lane design and the quality of road surfacing. 
Public transport is of interest to remove some traffic from roads, as are improved cycle ways 
and removal of the Adamstown rail gates. The following comments illustrate the chart 
above: 
 

 “Adamstown railway gates. An alternative crossing method should be found 
immediately.” 

 “Most cars have to stop on crossing to see clearly when moving left to St 
James Road or right onto Glebe Road. Often pedestrians weave their way 
around vehicles.” 

 “City road between the intersections with Scenic Drive & Alice Street. 2 
deaths in the past year and numerous more accidents.“ 

 “Coastal walk-cycleway linking up with Foreshore and extending to Fernleigh 
track.” 

 “The residents around Gregson Park in Hamilton are extremely concerned 
about Samdon Street. It is only a matter of time before a pedestrian is 
seriously injured or killed. The volume and speed of cars is a huge problem.” 

 “Glebe Road Junction people crossing outside of lights. Footpaths almost all 
over Newcastle are hazards.” 

 “A lot of Newcastle roads are narrow and uneven.  I think more public 
transport, even smaller buses to do more runs to keep cars out of the city 
areas as the parking is pathetic, especially for residents.” 

 “Traffic around the Merewether Beach area in summer is gridlock. Parking is 
impossible and the intersection of Frederick St and John St is always banked 
up. Possibly a good site for a roundabout if you can pinch a bit of land from 
the park.” 
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 “Improve flow on Glebe road. Widen Date Street between Victoria and Glebe 
Road (very dangerous at present).” 

 “Corner of Stewart and Gordon Avenues - it is difficult for south bound traffic 
out of Gordon. Bikes crossing Glebe Road at Teralba St.” 

 

Ward 3 {Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New Lambton, New 
Lambton Heights, North Lambton, Waratah, Waratah West} 
Over 48% of the respondents indicated that “improved quality of road surfacing” was needed 
followed by 44.29% who said that improving land use planning for traffic volumes would be 
beneficial in Ward 3.  
 
More than 42% of respondents, who chose Ward 3 as needing the most infrastructure 
improvements, indicate that “more cycle lanes/paths’ are needed. This response is in line 
with the results from the Newcastle Voice Cycling in Newcastle survey conducted in May-
June 2010, and many specific suggestions are offered – mainly to connect sections of 
cycleway which currently do not meet up in safe ways. 
 
The following five improvements were of most interest to respondents for Ward 3: 

1. Improved quality of road surfacing (48.57%) 
2. Land use planning for traffic volumes (44.29%) 
3. More cycle lanes/paths (42.86%) 
4. Improved existing footpaths (40.00%) 
5. Improved public transport (38.57%) 

 
Graph 9: Infrastructure improvement opportunities in Ward 3 
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Again, the quality of road surfacing and land use planning for improved road safety are high 
in the results, above – reflected in the 101 comments made about Ward 3.  The fact of 
incomplete major thoroughfares near the region’s major employers reflects in the comments, 
as does the continuing rail congestion in the area: 
 

 “You need to engineer the problem out rather than wasting money on more 
education. Fix the roads, Fix the traffic patterns, get the pushies of the road 
and don't have school zones on major thoroughfares. The one on Lookout Rd 
is a joke.” 

 “Finish West Charlestown by-pass, of course.” 
 “This area needs the Road to Nowhere extended so it goes somewhere at 

both ends. With sensible interaction with existing roads at each end. Traffic 
lights and roundabouts are not sensible! Get rid of four way stop signs, they 
are a hazard.” 

  “Connecting the Charlestown by pass to Jesmond round-a-bout. The biggest 
hospital / private facilities outside of Sydney metropolitan area is on a 50,000 
per day congested road. Another seven-storey private building and others in 
the future are being built.” 

 “A definite traffic/parking problem exists, mainly Monday to Friday, where 
Villa Road, Waratah West, changes from a 'standard' road width, alongside 
the Hospice/Mater Hospital precinct.” 

  “Generally speaking the footpaths are nonexistent in this ward which results 
in non-motorized traffic mixing with motorized traffic on the road. This, 
combined with the general youthful (inexperienced) driver population, and the 
high speed of Griffiths/Newcastle Road is very dangerous.” 

 “Adjoining streets to Westfield Shopping centre are very congested, 
especially on Saturday and Sundays. It is often impossible to do a right hand 
turn onto Park Avenue during peak times.” 

 “Lambton Rd just up from Griffith Rd need the lights sequencing so that 
halted traffic at the Lambton Rd Waratah pedestrian lights does not extend 
back over Griffith Rd. The stop arrow on the turn into Orlando Rd from Griffith 
Rd should be sequenced to turn off after initial illumination to allow traffic to 
turn with care.” 

 “I am very concerned about the 50km speed limit on a series of very narrow 
streets in Georgetown. (Sparke St, Asher St, Palmer St, Turner St etc)” 

 “I used to live at Fletcher, and I can categorically say that travelling to 
Newcastle in the am, or returning in the pm is shocking. A 20 minute trip at 
the weekend becomes 1hr+  marathon at times.” 

 



Road Safety Education  
Respondents were asked to identify the road safety campaigns/programs which they have 
heard about from a possible nine: 
 

• Bike Week Family Fun Ride 
• Helping Learner Drivers Become Safer Drivers Workshops 
• L8 Nite Transport 
• Newcastle Speed Check 
• No Surprise, Breathalyse (breath testing at venues) 
• Random Breath Testing (RBT) - You won’t know where, you won’t know when 
• Road Safety for Kids 
• Speeding - no one thinks big of you 
• Tools for Safer Schools 

Road Safety Education Awareness 
 
The top five campaigns/programs which elicited the most awareness are as follows: 

1. Speeding – no one thinks big of you (92.73%) 
2. Random Breath Testing (RBT) – You won’t know where, you won’t know when 

(85.11%) 
3. L8 Nite Transport (28.84%) tied with Bike week Family Fun Day (28.84%) 
4. Newcastle Speed Check (27.78%) 
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Graph 10: Awareness of road safety campaigns/programs 
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Over half of the respondents (50.76%) said that they have seen or heard less than 5 road 
safety advertisements in the past week. Another 33.08% of respondents indicated that they 
had either not seen or heard a road safety advertisement in the last week or “don’t know” if 
they had.  
 
Graph 11: Number of road safety advertisements seen/heard in past week 
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Improvements to Road Safety Education 
 
When asked what more could be done to improve road safety education, 50.18% said 
“conduct more local education campaigns”, followed closely with 44.31% saying “involve 
more local media in road safety programs” and 41.85% saying “encourage more support for 
road safety initiatives from community members and local businesses.” 
 
Graph 12: What more could be done to improve road safety education 
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Of those in the 26.73% ‘other’ response, the types of changes sought tend to be of the 
harsher variety: local education activities in schools and local advertising with evidence of 
road accidents. Driver training is also of much interest, with support for stricter driver 
training, and re-testing drivers at various points of their driving lives. Enforcement in the form 
of higher fines, more police presence and harsher penalties are supported by some 
respondents.  
 
Others seek a cultural shift towards public transport as a primary and normal form of 
transport, or educating drivers about the privilege that driving is, rather than a right. Some 
people do not see the merits of increased road safety education, stating that actual 
improvements to road infrastructure would contribute most to road safety.  
 
The following indicative comments reflect the span of comments received: 
 

 “Make driver training part of senior school learning to prepare them for future 
driving.” 

  “Talks at schools from people who have first hand experience - visits to 
emergency department for first time offenders.” 

 “Education campaigns might make everyone feel better, but enforcement of 
existing laws is a better use of our taxes than education campaigns.” 
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 “Improve cycleways and public transport and reduce the cost.” 
 “Change the culture that makes us so dependant on the car - most people in 

Newcastle think public transport is for the nerds/olds.” 
  “We have the worst drink and drug driving levels in the state in our CBD. You 

need to prioritise this. It has by far the greatest immediate risk. Evidence 
shows younger people pretty immune from public education programs.” 

 “I believe road safety education should be the responsibility of the RTA not 
local government.” 

 “Ensure that other traffic options actually improve traffic flow so that people 
are inclined to obey the road rules.” 

 “No more campaigns. Time to cut driving by improving public transport and 
cycling options so there are far less road accidents. Australia has too many 
road safety campaigns already. The public is saturated and immune to them 
now.” 

Sources of Road Safety Information 
 
Respondents were asked from which source they would like to get most information about 
road safety campaigns. Respondents were asked to select all the sources that apply to 
them, so results add up to more than 100%. Below are the five most popular sources of 
information, out of a possible twelve: 
 

1. Local TV (63.19%) 
2. Local radio (50.53%) 
3. Local newspapers – Star, Post, Herald (48.89%) 
4. Billboards on major roads (41.62%) 
5. Roadside electronic display boards (40.09%) 

 
Graph 13: Where people would like information on road safety 
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The chart above reflects Council’s Customer Service and Communications survey in 
December 2009, which is that mass media channels remain favoured for mass 
communication activities. Nevertheless, these are also the most costly forms of public 
education so alternate methods must also be used, such as social media which triggers 
word-of-mouth communications. 
 
As in previous questions, some respondents query the need for more road safety 
information from Council, stating that more significant change could be achieved with road 
works or from the Roads and Traffic Authority directly. The following comments illustrate: 
 

 “'Saturation campaigns': a specific road issue which floods the media for 2 
weeks, followed a few weeks later by another issue. Perhaps a board in Civic 
Square (like the energy consumption one) which outlines major road issues 
and keeps a tally for each month eg accidents, injuries, drink driving statistics 
etc. These can also be displayed in any of the media. 

 “Painted on cars themselves (like cigarette packs).” 
 “Pour the funding into actual projects that address these issues.” 
 “Isn't road safety really a State issue - does Council have the resources to 

spend on advertising????” 
 “I don't want to see campaigns. I want action taken against law breakers. 

Also people who put others a risk by breaking road rules should be required 
to assist ambulance drivers (unpaid) for a period of time.” 

 
The material provided generates much potential to implement a functional Road Safety 
Strategic Plan for 2011-20. 
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Final Comments 
In concluding, respondents are provided the opportunity to offer a final comment, which in 
this case drew 385 additional comments. They range from further specific suggestions about 
road works required, to a shift required from Council from education back to construction, to 
increased police enforcement of current road rules. The interest in commuter cycling 
facilities and improved public transport remains as strong as it has since the launch of 
Newcastle Voice – in this instance, to reduce the load on road infrastructure, to offer 
increased transport options and to improve environmental outcomes.  
 
The following comments are an indicative sample; all comments are included in Appendix IV 
as received. 
 

 “The lack of road courtesy by drivers is a serious concern. Running red lights 
is becoming the norm. Everyone is in a hurry.” 

 “Considering the Government of the day in the mid 1960's planned the 
Stockton Bridge of 4 lanes to make an allowance for growth, the current State 
Government designing a 2 lane bridge 44 years later is beyond belief!!” 

 “Newcastle has fantastic potential as a major cyclist city, alleviating traffic 
congestion and aiding public health whilst reducing environmental damage. 
Lack of driver awareness as to cyclists rights, inadequate response of traffic 
signals to cyclists and a lack of dedicated bike lanes render this fantastic 
scenario - in which Newcastle is healthier, greener and less congested - a 
longed-for ideal. Luckily, it would be very easy to implement a cyclist plan for 
Newcastle - council should start today!” 

 “Get more police on the road and give them the authority to confiscate the car 
and mobile phone of any person using a mobile phone while driving. Police 
should not be hiding with a speed camera they should be on the move in 
marked cars.” 

 “There are simply not enough options for people other than to clog up the 
roads with cars. Better bike lanes and attractive public transport will relieve 
pressure on the roadways.” 

 “I have encountered more dangerous older drivers in the last week than idiot 
P-platers. These include two that were driving at half the signposted speed 
limits and one gentleman on a mobility scooter driving on the Pacific Highway 
at Bennetts Green. “ 

  “Lobby businessses like Hunter Water, NIB, Energy Australia, AGL etc. Have 
Safety messages thru there.” 

 “Limiting the use of 4 way stop signs and installing either traffic lights or 
roundabouts will also cause less confusion seeing as nobody knows how to 
actually use a 4 way stop sign.” 

  “I would rather see all council's resources used to make sure the road 
surfaces are in the best condition possible and footpaths are provided as well 
as good curbing and guttering and appropriate signage used.” 
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Appendix I – Questionnaire  
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Road Safety 
 
Improving road safety requires the participation of many different organisations and sectors. 
Council works closely with the Roads and Traffic Authority, local Highway Patrol, Central 
Coast and Hunter region councils and organisations and community groups who are 
committed to road safety.  
 
Council's road safety program focuses on road user behaviour and education initiatives. The 
program seeks to: 
 

 build road safety culture in the community  
 improve road user behaviour and promote responsible road use 
 encourage community support, participation and ownership of road safety 

problems  
 encourage safety as a dimension of  road network management.  
 continue effective communication and increased coordination between road 

safety stakeholders. 
 
Please spend 5-10 minutes to provide your input. Your feedback will assist in developing, 
implementing and managing road safety projects within the Newcastle area, including the 
road safety education plan for 2011-12. 
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Q1. Do you have a current driver’s licence or motorcycle licence or permit? Please select 
one response only 

 Yes 

 No (GO TO Q 5) 
 
Q2. What licence or licences do you currently hold? Please select all that apply. 

 C class - Car: learners’ permit or P/plate driver licences  

 C class - Car: Full driver's licence 

 LR class - Motorcycle: learners’ permit or P/plate driver licences 

 LR class -  Motorcycle: Full motorcycle licence 

 MR class – Medium rigid licence 

 HR class - Heavy rigid licence 

 HC class – Heavy construction licence 

 MC class – Multi-combination licence 
 
Q3. How long have you had your driver's licence or permit? Please select one response 
only 

 Less than a year 

 1-3 years 

 4-10 years 

 11-25 years 

 More than 25 years 
 
Q4. How often do you drive a motor vehicle or ride a motorcycle on the road, assuming an 
average week? Please select one response only 

 Every day of the week 

 4-6 days a week 

 2-3 days a week 

 At least one day a week 

 Less than one day a week/at least sometimes 

 Never/Do not drive anymore 
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Q5. On an average day, how long do you spend on the road as a driver - or passenger? 
Please select one response only 

 Less than 30 minutes 

 30 minutes – 1 hour 

 1-2 hours 

 2-3 hours 

 More than 3 hours  

 Don’t know 

 None  
 
Q6. Thinking about all forms of road use over the PAST 3 YEARS, have you been directly 
involved in a road accident? Please select all that apply. 
 

 As a driver to a motor vehicle (other than a motorcycle) 

 As a passenger to a motor vehicle (other than a motorcycle) 

 As a motorcycle driver 

 As a motorcycle passenger 

 As a pedestrian 

 As a cyclist 

 Other, please specify ___________________________________ 

 None, have not been in an accident over the past 3 years 
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Road Safety Concerns 
 
Q7. In your opinion, what are the main road safety concerns in the Newcastle local 
government area? Please select only the 5 factors which MOST apply. 

 Excessive  or inappropriate speed 

 Drink driving 

 Drugs (other than alcohol) 

 Impatience or road rage 

 Younger drivers 

 Older drivers 

 Distraction or lack of concentration 

 Carelessness/Negligent driving 

 Insufficient driver training 

 Driver fatigue 

 Pedestrians not following road rules 

 Poor road design or signage 

 Poor road conditions 

 Traffic congestion 

 Weather conditions (e.g. wet roads, sun glare) 

 Tailgating 

 Lack of vehicle maintenance 

 Drag racing 

 Lack of police enforcement 

 Lack of parking enforcement 

 Cyclists not following road rules 

 School zones (parking and speeding) 

 Inadequate pedestrian crossings and facilities 

 Don’t know 
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Q8. In your opinion, which Ward is most in need of improvements to infrastructure (i.e. 
signage, footpaths, and crossings)? 
Please select one response only 
 

 
Ward 1: Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, Maryville, Mayfield, 
Mayfield East, Mayfield West, Newcastle (CBD), 
Newcastle East, Newcastle West, Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, 
Warabrook, Wickham 

 
Ward 2: Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, Broadmeadow, 
Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton North, Hamilton South, Merewether, 
Merewether Heights, The Junction 

 Ward 3: Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New Lambton, New 
Lambton Heights, North Lambton, Waratah, Waratah West 

 
Ward 4: Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / Lenaghan, 
Callaghan, Elermore Vale, Fletcher, Hexham, Maryland,Minmi, Rankin 
Park, Sandgate, Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend 

 
Q9. In the interest of road safety, what infrastructure improvements would you like to see in 
the Ward you specified above? Please select all that apply. 

 Provide more safe pedestrian crossing points 

 Improved street lighting 

 Provide more refuges or medians 

 Improved signage 

 Increased number of speed humps 

 Provide more roundabouts 

 Improved road conditions/quality 

 Introduce more traffic lights 

 Introduce more speed cameras 

 Improve existing footpaths 

 Land use planning for traffic volumes 

 More cycle lanes/paths 

 Improved public transport 

 Improved signage within school zones 

 Improving crossing within school zones 

 Other, please specify ______________________________________ 

 Don’t know 
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Q10. Are there specific roads or crossings which are most in need of these improvements – 
in the Ward you specified?  
Please be as specific as possible. 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Road Safety Programs/Campaigns 
 
Q11. Which of the following road safety campaigns/programs have you heard about? 
Please select all that apply. 

 
 

Bike Week Family Fun 
Ride 

 

 
Helping Learner 
Drivers Become Safer 
Drivers Workshops 

 

 L8 Nite Transport 

 

 Newcastle Speed 
Check 
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No Surprise, 
Breathalyse (breath 
testing at venues) 

 

 
Random Breath 
Testing (RBT) - You 
won’t know where, you 
won’t know when 

 

 Road Safety for Kids  

 

 Speeding - no one 
thinks big of you 

 

 

 Tools for Safer Schools 
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Q12. In the past week, how many road safety advertisements have you seen or heard, in 
any form? Please select one response only. 

 Less than 5 

 5 to 10 

 More than 10 

 Don’t know 

 None 
 
Q13. What more could be done to improve road safety education? Please select all that 
apply. 

 Conduct more local education campaigns 

 Involve more local media in road safety projects 

 Encourage more support for road safety initiatives from community 
members and local businesses 

 Undertake more large scale media campaigns (TV, radio & print) 

 Other, please specify __________________________________ 
 
Q14.  Where would you like to get most of your information about road safety and road 
safety campaigns? Please select all that apply. 

 Council brochures or leaflets in public places 

 Online – at Council’s website or other website 

 Council brochures or leaflets with rate notices 

 Council electronic newsletter  

 Local newspapers (Star,Post, Herald) 

 Billboards on major roads 

 Local TV news 

 Local radio 

 Bus shelters 

 Roadside electronic display boards 

 Other, please specify _____________________________________ 

 None of these 
 
Q15. Please provide any additional comments or suggestions regarding road safety in 
Newcastle. Please be as specific as possible. 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix II – Demographics 
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General Characteristics of Sample from Newcastle 
Voice 
 
Length of time lived in Newcastle LGA 

 

Gender 

 
Age 
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Employment Status 
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Suburb of Residence 
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Ward 
 
 

Ward as % 
LGA 

Road 
Safetysurvey 

    sample % 
Ward 1 
(including the suburbs of: 
Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, 
Maryville, Mayfield, Mayfield East, Mayfield West, 
Newcastle (CBD), Newcastle East, Newcastle West, 
Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham) 25 34.92 
Ward 2 
(including the suburbs of: 
Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, 
Broadmeadow, Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton 
North, Hamilton South, Merewether, Merewether 
Heights, The Junction) 25 28.08 
Ward 3 
(including the suburbs of: 
Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New 
Lambton, New Lambton Heights, North Lambton, 
Waratah, Waratah West) 25 18.94 
Ward 4 
(including the suburbs of: 
Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / 
Lenaghan, Callaghan, Elermore Vale, Fletcher, 
Hexham, Maryland,Minmi, Rankin Park, Sandgate, 
Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend) 25 18.06 

 

Planning District 

 PD as % LGA Road Safety survey 

    sample % 
Inner City South 15.8  29.28 
Inner City North 8 12.32 
Hamilton 18 16.22 
Mayfield 10.1 8.29 
Lambton 19.5 14.86 
Jesmond 6.2 3.57 
Wallsend 13.5 7.97 
Blue Gum Hills 7.2 4.59 
North West 3.4 1.72 
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General Characteristics of Respondents to survey 
from Newcastle Voice 
 
Length of time lived in Newcastle LGA 

 

Gender 

 
Age 
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Employment Status 
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Suburb of Residence 
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Ward 
 
 

Ward as % 
LGA 

Road Safety 
survey 

    
respondents 

% 
Ward 1 
(including the suburbs of: 
Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, 
Maryville, Mayfield, Mayfield East, Mayfield West, 
Newcastle (CBD), Newcastle East, Newcastle West, 
Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham) 25 35.56 
Ward 2 
(including the suburbs of: 
Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, 
Broadmeadow, Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton 
North, Hamilton South, Merewether, Merewether 
Heights, The Junction) 25 30.64 
Ward 3 
(including the suburbs of: 
Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New 
Lambton, New Lambton Heights, North Lambton, 
Waratah, Waratah West) 25 15.99 
Ward 4 
(including the suburbs of: 
Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / 
Lenaghan, Callaghan, Elermore Vale, Fletcher, 
Hexham, Maryland,Minmi, Rankin Park, Sandgate, 
Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend) 25 14.35 

Planning District 

 PD as % LGA Road Safety survey 

    respondents % 
Inner City South 15.8 30.62 
Inner City North 8 12.68 
Hamilton 18 19.32 
Mayfield 10.1 8.96 
Lambton 19.5 13.65 
Jesmond 6.2 2.62 
Wallsend 13.5 7.31 
Blue Gum Hills 7.2 3.86 
North West 3.4 0.97 
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Appendix III – Topline  Report – quantitative results 
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Q1. Do you have a current driver’s licence or motorcycle licence or permit? Please select 
one response only 

 
 
Q2. What licence or licences do you currently hold? Please select all that apply. 

 
 
Q3. How long have you had your driver's licence or permit? Please select one response 
only 
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Q4. How often do you drive a motor vehicle or ride a motorcycle on the road, assuming an 
average week? Please select one response only 

 
 
Q5. On an average day, how long do you spend on the road as a driver - or passenger? 
Please select one response only 

 
 
Q6. Thinking about all forms of road use over the PAST 3 YEARS, have you been directly 
involved in a road accident? Please select all that apply. 
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Q7. In your opinion, what are the main road safety concerns in the Newcastle local 
government area? Please select only the 5 factors which MOST apply. 
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Q8. In your opinion, which Ward is most in need of improvements to infrastructure (i.e. 
signage, footpaths, and crossings)? 
Please select one response only 
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Q9. In the interest of road safety, what infrastructure improvements would you like to see in 
the Ward you specified above? Please select all that apply. 
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Q11. Which of the following road safety campaigns/programs have you heard about? 
Please select all that apply. 

 
 
Q12. In the past week, how many road safety advertisements have you seen or heard, in 
any form? Please select one response only. 
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Q13. What more could be done to improve road safety education? Please select all that 
apply. 

 
 
Q14.  Where would you like to get most of your information about road safety and road 
safety campaigns? Please select all that apply. 
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Appendix IV – Open-ended Responses – qualitative 
results 
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Road Accident – other 
road_accident_7_other 
car park accident 
I had an accident September 2007 
my car was hit whilst parked 
My parked car has been hit twice 
never 
No accident for 50 years 
None except as a bus passenger. I was thrown violently forward when 
the driver suddenly broke to avert a car going thru a red light. Skin 
damage resulted. This a minor incident feel it's worth noting. Bus driver 
not at fault 
 

 

Improvements – other, by ward 
 
ward improvements_16_other 

1 
4 way stop signs and effective speed humps and traffic calming devices that really 
work like in Baulkham hills 

1 A different type of driving training 
1 A lot more street trees 

1 
a number of accidents at lights at cnr Ingall and Maitland rd, ambiguity of lanes on 
hunter st onto maitland rd 2 -3 lanes and sometimes the outer lane is parking. 

1 additional lanes across kooragang island and another toule st bridge 
1 Bicycle paths 
1 bike paths 
1 Blind corners. 
1 CCTV coverage of late night pedestrian traffic 

1 
Change colour of road lines from white (as when its raining, it is near impossible to see 
lines) 

1 completion of roadworks that have been ongoing for a significant period of time 

1 

Consider reducing traffic flow through Tighes Hill - it is a small suburb and would not 
inconvenience motorists. There are towns in Europe that have significantly reduced 
traffic flow through suburbs making the streets more pedestrian friendly and 
encouraging greater community interactioin. If that is not possible then certainly do 
something to stop motorists from outside the suburb driving a higher than necesssary  
speeds through the suburb . 

1 Co-ordinate traffic lights to ease traffic congestion, especially in the west end 
1 cycle lanes protected from vehicles 
1 Ease traffic congestion 
1 eliminate parking spaces close to intersections for better visibility 
1 fewer traffic lights 
1 get cyclists off roads 
1 get rid of rail crossings 
1 get rid of the rail line 
1 Greater police presence 

1 
greater police presence on weekends when motor bikes and cars seem to think 
Hannell St is a race track. 

1 Improve Road on Kooragang Island 
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1 improved street parking design 
1 INCREASE TRAFFIC MOVEMENT TO DECREASE CONGESTION 
1 Introduce slip lanes at the intersection of Pacific Highway and Maud Streets 

1 
it would be great if the traffic flowing along Maitland road was only one lane through 
tighes hill and islington. 

1 

korogang needs 4 lanes and another 2 lane tourle street bridge in the other direction , 
should have built 4 lanes on the new one. super Dumb planning. Divided 2 lane road 
all the way to the bay,  other comments apply to elermore vale..  more footpaths, 
roundabouts at croudace/garsdale intersection urgently. 

1 LED streetlighing 
1 Less traffic lights 

1 
less traffic lows. one way traffic flow. it takes 15 minutes to drive accross the city. 
there's too many traffic lights. 

1 Level Crossings Removed 
1 Light rail is a must 
1 Longer turning lanes, and to have something done about train gates 
1 Lower speed in residential areas 
1 make all of  hunter street a 50 zone 

1 
Make traffic lights sensitive to cyclists - I often have to wait for a car at lights whilst 
riding my bike, because they don't otherise change to green. 

1 

Monitor level crossing at Wickham - drivers queue across the intersection causing 
those travelling east along Hunter Street get caught at the lights for ages during peak 
hour 

1 more lanes across to stockton 
1 more level crossings for the Railway 

1 
Need to slow down traffic by narrowing entrances etc to roads. This would also allow 
90 degree parking and help with Newcastle East dire parking problems. 

1 no 4 way stop, change Industrial drive route 
1 off street cycle lanes, additional lane from Honeysuckle Drive leading into Hannell St 

1 
Parking in Smith st, between Parry and Dumaresq sts.  No parking on the south side of 
the Scouts Hall driveway, on the bend. 

1 parking stations to eliminate parinking in residential areas 

1 
Please do not put in more traffic lights - the heirachy of operation is the reason why the 
city is in decline not the rail. 

1 Provide a right turn out of the ibis hotel 
1 Provide adequate (or for Kooragang Island, some) drainage 
1 Rail crossing 
1 refuges 
1 Removal of level crossings in Newcastle CBD 
1 remove & fine vehicles that park on footpaths 
1 Remove 4way stop signs 
1 remove dangerous bike picture "car door death lanes" 
1 Remove low level rail crossings 

1 
remove speed bumps, improve visibility, improve traffic light timing & interaction with 
rail signals etc 

1 road bridge over Stewart Ave rail line as was originally planned 

1 
Roundabouts are dangerous, people become impatient & tend to take chances 
whereas such opportunities are less likely at lights 

1 slow traffic down in residential areas 
1 Sweep the streets more often - glass is a major problem, especially for cyclists 
1 Sync traffic lights 
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1 
Target road thoroughfares, more chicanes and landscaping to slow traffic in non 
thoroughfare streets 

1 the entire neighbourhood of tighes hill is a 40 zone but is not often followed 
1 The river xings need more lanes and the Rlway xings need great improvement 

1 
the road narrowing at interesctions is causing major delays as you have to wait  for the 
traffic turing right before you can turn left. 

1 traffic calming 
1 Traffic calming 
1 transport interchange at Wickham - get rid of gates 
1 under/overpass at stewart ave/rail crossing 
1 wider roads 
2 adamstown rail crossing 
2 Adamstown Rail Crossing 
2 Adamstown Rail Gates 
2 adamstwn gates bridge 
2 an overpass atht he adamstown rail gates 

2 
At peak traffic times it can be a life threatening experience to get on main roads (ie 
Stewart Ave)  or accross them without trafic lights. 

2 Better design at certain intersections 

2 
Close entrance/exit  at one end of many small streets to alter cross strre intersections 
to much safer tee inter sections 

2 Congested big problems with parking 
2 Enforcing the "no mobile phones while driving rule" 
2 fix high flow hot spots 
2 Fly over at Adamstown Railway crossing 

2 
Forget the traffic management devices - get the road surfaces in a safe condition as 
the priority 

2 I really like " Newcastle Speed Check" 
2 Improve Adamstown railway crossing 
2 improve rail crossing 
2 improved access to Llewellyn St 
2 improved driver skills 
2 Improved intersection design for safer visibility 

2 
Insufficient lighting on city roads at night. Traffic must flow more Police are better than 
speed cameras. 

2 less signage e.g. double stop signs 
2 less traffic through better public transport and cycle ways and cycle facilities 
2 listen to the rate payers 
2 More Free Parking Spaces 
2 more off street car parks 
2 more parking spaces 
2 More parking spaces off road Newcastle University - University Drive 
2 More Police on road to Williamtown at Stockton 
2 more red light cameras 
2 More traffic lanes to handle higher volume of traffic 
2 Need a roundabout at parry and National Park Streets 
2 One Way Streets 
2 Provide real alternatives at rail crossings 
2 Rail crossing at Adamstown 
2 Reduce speed in all City streets 
2 Removal of 4 way stop signs at intersections 
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2 removal of silent cops 

2 
Road rules education - motorists not following road rules eg not stopping at stop signs, 
driving wrong way in a one way street 

2 
roads continually dug up to access water mains causes huge pot hole and tarmac 
problems 

2 Roundabouts should be large in size only 

2 
safe pedestrian crossing to beaches - there is only 2 along 2 km stretch of road from 
Bar Beach to Merewether! 

2 Safer rasilway crossing at Adamstown 
2 School crossing Flashing lights 
2 Spped humps in non-thoroughfare suburban streets 

2 

There is not one properly constructed road in Newcastle other than Industrial Drive.  
What do the engineers do other than create more street furniture by way of 
roundabouts and speed humps?  I am 81 and some of the streets are exactly the 
same as when I was growing up particularly in Merewether. Lighting is appalling and 
street signage almost non-existent. 

2 traffic slowing mechanisms on minor roads near major roads 

2 

We should be discouraging people from bringing their cars into the City by improving 
public Transport especially Light Rail and less buses. We should be providing Parking 
area in suburbs eg Energy Australia Stadium, Newcastle Showgrownd Etc and 
providing free Mini Bus Services to transport people into and out of City, Less vehicles 
in City overall.!!! 

3 Better syncronisation of traffic lights 
3 Bus shelters 
3 Complete New Lambton Hts to Jesmond Bypass 
3 Completion of H23. 
3 Drivers do not respect cyclists 
3 finish inner-city bypass 
3 finish W Charlestown by-pass, of course. 
3 fix road rage 
3 Get rid of intersections where all 4 roads have a stop sign! 

3 
get rid of school zones and get cycles off the road and sort out lookout road traffic 
jams 

3 
improved traffic light configurations to improve traffic flow and completion of 
charlestown to jesmond bypass 

3 install footpaths 
3 JH Hospital vehicles parking within quiet suburb streets 
3 More bypass express roads 

3 
More clearways with better enforcement of them, fewer bus lanes, more measures to 
get cyclists off roads and onto cycleways 

3 more foot paths on the inner streets 

3 

More turning lanes, and fix the mess they made of the Croudace/Howe intersection!!!! 
Along Howe, go back to two lanes turning right, and in Croudace have three lanes so 
one is only for turning into Howe 

3 New footpaths 

3 
Newcastle is over signed some areas have so many signs they are more of a 
distraction than a guide. 

3 No reverse cambers on roundabouts 
3 parking at hospital 
3 Rail crossing 
3 reduce speed calming devices 
3 Reduced inappropriate traffic humps 
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3 reduced vehicle dominance 
3 remove Adamstown level crossing 
3 Replace all traffic lights with round a bouts 
3 Route Lookout Rd traffic to the west of John Hunter Hospital to Jesmond roundabout. 
3 Slower speed limits around parks 

3 

This area needs the road to nowhere extended so it goes somewhere at both ends. 
With sensible interaction with existing roads at each end. Traffic lights and 
roundabouts are not sensible! Get rid of four way stop signs, they are a hazard. 

3 traffic flow around westfields 
3 Traffic light secquencing, traffic flow 
3 Traffic light syncing 
3 Widen Villia Rd. Waratah West. 
4 build major arterial roads 
4 Complete highway 123 
4 Complete the bypass 

4 
Create uniform speeds so we are not constantly changing from 50 to 60 to 50 to 70 to 
40 etc. 

4 
Designated turningn lanes (clearly marked) and minimise the times that lanes merge 
(potentials for frustrating drivers) 

4 finish motorway 23 
4 Flashing Lights at School crossings 
4 growth area with poor ped access 
4 impove traffic congestion newcastle rd wallsend jesmond lambton 
4 Improve traffic flow to reduce congestion on major roads at peak times. 
4 Improved lines of sight at intersections 
4 Improved quality of traffic treatment 
4 Imrove parking arrangements near Uni and schools 
4 Keep the rail 
4 less traffic lights, less roundabouts 
4 Longer time zones for pedestrians crossing at traffic lights 
4 lower speed limits in residential streets that r not through roads where children play 
4 maintenance of roads is pathetic at best 
4 more footpaths 
4 More footpaths 
4 More lanes at Hexham 
4 more policing 
4 more red light cameras 
4 mostly more safe cycling facilities to encourage people not to resort to driving 
4 Newcastle Inner City Bypass completion 

4 
On Newcastle Road, there is no protected crossing between Douglas Street and 
metcalfe Street. Can we have some crossings please? 

4 Pedestrian crossing needed on Anderson Drive outside Tarro Catholic School 
4 Please finish the road to nowhere 
4 Reduce rat runners (people speeding and taking short cuts through local roads) 
4 Reduce traffic signals and replace with roundabouts!!!!! 
4 remove foilage in roundabouts 
4 seperate local, inter-urban, and interstate traffic 

4 

the traffic lights at both intersections with Maryland drive are rediculous, there is ample 
space for large roundabouts which would improve traffic flow. Also with the increase in 
housing in this area Minmi rd should be 4 lanes from the western intersection with 
Maryland drive all the way to the traffic ligts just west of Wallsend hospital 
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4 
There are too many differing speed signs. Looking for speed limit signs and not 
concentrating on actual driving 

4 Upgards to Minmi Rd to cater for population growth 
4 walk path on Minmi Road 
4 widen newcastle road to handle more volume or provide alternate routes 

 

Focus for Improvements – by Ward, and type of need 
 
ward type of need focus 

1 crossings 

* Pedestrian/ Bike Crossing on Throsby Creek bikepath at Hannell 
Street, Wickham needs serious improvement. The refuge/ median 
is too small, signage is poor and the crossing requires the 
interaction of large numbers of pedestrians, including many small 
children, with high speed traffic. Lights/ traffic calming devices 
should be considered 
 
*Eastbound on Crebert Street, intersection with Vine Street, 
Mayfield. This intersection is signposted as left turn only due to the 
poor visibility resulting from a bend in the road. Many cars ignore 
this and proceed straight ahead through this intersection. The 
traffic island here should be reshaped to prevent this. I have seen 
many near misses at this intersection. 

1 crossings 

1.  The pedestrian crossing on  the corner of Tooke St and Darby 
St is the scene of a minor accident or near miss at least 3-4 times 
per week.  When crossing at this spot it is very common for cars to 
not stop or for cars to assume the stopped car is waiting to turn 
and therefore undertake them.  It is vedry dangerous and I will not 
let my children cross alone on this crossing.  I assume the issue is 
that it is so close to the intersection. 
 
2.  The lighting on Tooke St alonmg the side of Centennial Park is 
almost non existent.  There is more than a block which is in 
complete darkness at night due to lights that are not working.  
Even when the lights have been fixes they are quickly put out 
again by people who do not like light in the park during the night. 

1 crossings 

A roundabout or Stop sign/s at the busy intersection of Albert and 
Branch Streets, Islington. 
 
A pedestrian crossing over Hannell Street north of the Cowper St 
Bridge and also one opposite the Fish Markets. 
 
Retain the rail line to the CBD 

1 crossings 

A roundabout or Stop sign/s at the busy intersection of Albert and 
Branch Streets, Islington. 
 
A pedestrian crossing over Hannell Street north of the Cowper St 
Bridge and also one opposite the Fish Markets. 
 
Retain the rail line to the CBD 

1 crossings All rail mcrossings 
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1 crossings 

All school zones should have flashing signs. 
 
Lewis St Maryville through William St Tighes Hill is a 40 k/ph zone, 
but is used as a through road from Maitland Road to Industrial 
Drive, and the majority of drivers speed, endangering children, 
elderly, other motorists, etc. 
 
The speed hump signs on William St between John St & George 
St Tighes Hill are always knocked over. As soon as they are 
reinstalled, they get pushed over again. It's time to think of a better 
solution, not just putting them back in the ground in a shallow hole 
each time. 
 
Lighting on Industrial Drive needs to be re-evaluated. The street 
lights go out before sunrise on some parts of the road. I leave for 
work just after 6am and if the sun is not up a lot of Industrial Drive 
is in darkness, and this is an 80 k/ph road. Dangerous!  
 
The road through Mayfield West/Sandgate/Hexham etc should be 
made into a 6 lane road. The traffic at peak hours between 
Maitland and Newcastle is as bad as Sydney peak hour. 

1 crossings 

an over/underpass is required at the Stewart Ave/Rail line 
intersection. 
 
The intersection between Stewart Ave/Hunter St needs to have 
marking and signage to prevent drivers from entering the 
intersection and stopping in the middle of it. Drivers travelling north 
on Stewart Ave enter the intersection when the rail gates are down 
queueing across the intersection. When the lights change before 
the rail gates have opened this blocks hunter st causing traffic 
chaos for the sake of 1-2 drivers trying to jump the lights. markings 
like those at the intersection of Elizabeth and Bathurst St (Sydney) 
and suitable enforcement would improve this situation. 
 
level crossings need to be installed along the rail corridor at each 
road intersection along hunter st 

1 crossings 

Another safe pedestrian crossing on Hannell Street between 
Downie and Elizabeth Streets.  
 
Planning to ensure that residential areas are well served by public 
transport and to minimise industrial traffic. 

1 crossings 

Bruce St (Cooks Hill) surface is very rough. Water always pools at 
Hunter St West (near church), Maitland Rd Islington (at Tafe traffic 
lights) and Industrial Dr (near Elizabeth St roundabout) during 
heavy rain. Lots of drivers run the red light outside The Store 
(maybe requires repositioning the lights for better viewing). 
Heading East on Hunter St in the morning, the left hand lane 
always gets stopped by drivers trying to get across the Stewart 
Ave railway line but who instead stop/get stuck in the middle of the 
intersection. 

1 crossings 

Congestion along Hunter Street will be made much worse if 
Railway is removed!!! 
 
Stephenson Place and entry into Zarra Street needs to be 
improved. 

1 crossings Crossing at tighes hill shopping centre 
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1 crossings 

Crossing Maitland road at mayfield, the intersection at 
Hanbury/Maitland road.  The traffic flow along Maud Street to 
maitland road. 
 
plus the number of right turns off maitland road in Mayfield both 
directions (eg turning onto Nile Street, Church Street, Barton 
Street Etc). Need to, where possible, put in small right turn bays or 
green arrows at the lights. 

1 crossings 

Cycle/pedrestrian crossing across Hannel St/Industrial Dr 
 
Wider foot path along the foreshore 
 
Safer cycle lanes/paths not "death" lanes - especially along hunter 
st and maitland road. 

1 crossings 

Foreshore / Shortland Esplanade - 
 
insufficient pedestrian crossings 
 
excess speed - 40kph not adhered to 
 
no police booking offenders 
 
drag racing - Fort Drive, King St, Nobby's Rd 

1 crossings 
Get rid of heavy rail in Newcastle and there will be a dramatic 
improvement in traffic flow, public transport, walking and cycling 

1 crossings 

Glebe Road between The Junction and Stewart Avenue needs 
improved lighting and speed humps. 
 
Newcastle East needs better pedestrian crossings esp. around the 
school at the top of Tyrrell Street. 
 
Swan Street needs speed humps coming up to the Kitchener 
Parade intersection/both sides. 

1 crossings 

Honeysuckle Drive, near Wickham station is too narrow and 
dangerous for drivers, pedestrians and cyclists. 
 
Cut the rail line and the traffic would not back up at peak times. 

1 crossings Level rail crossings removed. 

1 crossings 

Narrow safety island on Hannell St where Throsby Cycleway 
crosses. Should have traffic lights. 
 
Laman St urgently needs the street resurfaced, the gutters re-
engineered to drain without water covering the footpath. 
 
Close Laman St to pedestrians only between Darby and Dawson 
Streets and keep those figs. 
 
Remove the other figs in Laman St. 
 
Increase the cycleway budget to provide safe, linked and 
separated facilities. 
 
Foster the use of car-pooling within Council and in the broader 
community. 
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1 crossings 

Nesca Parade is a bit of a "racetrack" for a lot of the young people 
living in the upper Nesca Parade. It desperately needs 
speedbumps as there are many kids due to school and park, there 
is also a considerable amount of pedestrians walking more or less 
sober home in the evening and it is just a miracle that nobody has 
been killed by speeding cars. 
 
Would also be good with a proper pedestrian crossing into the 
park, preferably with refuge as this slows traffic down also. 

1 crossings 

Newcastle East near Railway needs crossing from station to 
Newcastle bus stop. 
 
At round about there needs to be a safety zone for pedestrians to 
cross 

1 crossings 
On King Street in the city no one ever stops for pedestrians on the 
crossings especially Newcommen St. 

1 crossings 

Pedestrian crossing at Civic Park / City Hall.  
Market Town traffic singnals flow to/from King Street not Parry 
Street. 
Russell Road up to New Lambton needs right turn lanes. 

1 crossings 
Pedestrian crossing at Maryville, Hannell street, where the water 
front walk way crosses. 

1 crossings 
pedestrian crossing at wickham where the cycleway crosses 
hannell st. 

1 crossings 

pedestrian crossing near Groongal st that crosses werribee street, 
cars come at quite a pace up werribee st towards industrial drive 
and don't realise there is crossing there. 

1 crossings 

Pedestrian crossing or refuge needed near Bowling Club in 
Stockton and near Retirement Village in Stockton (across Fullerton 
St) 

1 crossings 

Pedestrian crossings needed Stockton Public School, Stockton 
Bowling Club. 
 
Urgently require 'no parking zones' around the ''T'' intersection at 
Bowling Club, car entering Mitchell Street from Monmouth Street 
very dangerous, turning blind, maybe even no right turn from 
Monmouth to Mitchell Street. 
uneveness of some roads. 
 
All street lighting very dull in Stockton. 
 
Footpaths being raise from the roots of trees, especially in 
Douglas & Crown Streets. 

1 crossings 

pedestrian crossings on Elizabeth st. need better lighting  
 
four way stop signs on the junction of union and bryant st 
 
better lighting at the junction between elizabeth and williams st 

1 crossings rail crossing at wickham 
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1 crossings 

Rail crossings are a disgrace. There has been no attempt to co-
ordinate traffic lights and level crossing lights so that when the 
level crossing gates are down then the through traffic lights 
automatically turn red. Having been a long term user of Stewart 
Avenue gates I have observed countless number of vehicles 
attempting to run red lights in an attempt alleviate the congestion 
caused by a grossly in-efficient system. This in turn endangers 
pedestrians who are threatened by errent vehicles. It is almost a 
certainty that when the railway gates go up after passage of a train 
the through traffic lights turn red. The congestion around peak 
hour in Stewart Avenue is legendary. It is a disgrace that neither 
Council nor the RTA have bothered to do anything about 
alleviating the problem. 

1 crossings 

Removal of the rail back to Broadmeadow & North Hamilton. 
 
Use it as a DEDICATED bus, cycle & pedestrian pathway where 
the line currently cuts our city in half.  
 
Legislate for the land to be released can never be used for 
development. 
 
This will make the traffic on Hunter street flow at a more even 
pace & it may be possible to remove some of the 7 sets of lights 
on Hunter street to be removed. 
 
Removal of the rail will also open our city to the foreshore. 
 
Broadmeadow should be where the hub for buses, coaches, taxis 
& park & drive areas meet. 
 
Unlike rail, busses could branch off the dedicated roadway to   
 
travel to any part of the inner city area, including the beaches. 
 
Rail just travels in & out, without the ability to leave the set track & 
causes long delays to all traffic trying to cross at Stewart Avenue. 
Most of the trains coming into the Newcatle are empty after Cardiff 
& Broadmeadow. 
 
There are plans being developed for Newcastle to have major 
soccer & football finals in Newcastle. A hub at Broadmeadow on 
the mail line would bring more fans to these matches by rail. 
 
A Fast Train from Sydney to Brisbane would not come into 
Newcastle city EVER. 
 
A Broadmeadow hub would be ideal. 
 
I am not at all surprised that Prof.Stefan Lehmann a Man of Vision 
& just the person we needed to take Newcastle into the future has 
given up on us. 

1 crossings 
Removing Railway Crossings at Stewart Ave and Merewether 
Roads 

1 crossings 

Road bridge over Stewart Avenue rail line as was originally 
planned. 
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Hunter, Darby and Union Streets - crossings or refuges for 
pedestrians. 

1 crossings 

School crossing at Mayfield east needs flashing lights - so easy for 
cars to turn left from industrial highway into crebert street and not 
slow down in time  
second crossing needed near school as you turn into margaret 
street  
 
very few speed humps in suburban mayfield streets when 
compared with some other suburbs 

1 crossings 

Scramble crossings are a good option at some of the intersections 
in Mayfield shopping centre on Maitland Road. It would be much 
more pedestrian friendly and safer in the long run. 

1 crossings 

Section of Hannel Street between the roundabouts is near 
impossible for pedestrian to cross during peak hours. Footpaths 
around Islington are in very poor condition - note how nice paved 
footpaths along Beaumont Street stops at point where Hamilton 
becomes Islington. It's like a line that say DO NOT CROSS IN TO 
THE SLUM SIDE OF TOWN! 

1 crossings 
Silsoe street 
Maitland road crossings (near Woolworths, Mc Donalds) 

1 crossings 

The crossing on the walk/cycleway at the bridge on Industrial Blvd 
to link with Honeysuckle walk/cycleway. There is not enough 
space on the refuge in the middle of the road. Signage is poor for 
drivers coming South off the roundabout and North into the 
roundabout to alert them to frequent walkers and cyclists.  
Graham Bridge into Tighes Hill is poorly maintained with 
dangerous slippage holes on the sides and embankment.  
 
Traffic calming throughout the region to encourage drivers not to 
use residential areas as cut throughs. 

1 crossings 

The Pacific Highway (Highway 1) is the only road that goes around 
all of Australia. When it goes through the largest regional city in 
Australia (Newcastle)it crosses the main rail line at Wickham. 
Although there was plenty of vacant land to buid a bridge, a level 
crossing was build. Was this third world option taken because 
Newcastle is a safe Labour seat. 

1 crossings 
The pedestrain traffic lights at Mayfield West, many drivers fail to 
stop for the red light. Not sure what you can do about it. 

1 crossings 

The pedestrian crossing behind the wharf restaurants near the 
forum gym Newcastle are in great need of spot lights to show that 
there is a crossing there. I have had so many near missers there 
where i have come close to running a person over because i have 
just not seen them in the dark. The pedestrian walk way from 
Nobby's to Newcastle should be wider with a one way motor road 
system, As i feel more people walk that stretch then drive it. 

1 crossings 

The railway line crossing, from industrial drive to the Pacific Hwy. 
 
Get rid of the railway line! 

1 crossings 

The Stewart Ave - King St, Hunter St, Railway level crossing, 
Honeysuckle Drive section. With all the lights and rail crossing, 
this is a major traffic obstruction. The traffic lights need to be 
synchronised to flow the traffic without continual stopping. 
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1 crossings 

The train bridge between Mayfield and the back of the TAFE 
(Girling St) has no suitable access for pedestrians. It is particularly 
dangerous for parents with prams. A dedicated footpath is 
required here. 

1 crossings 

There needs to be more traffic law enforcement at the Wickham 
level crossing.  Every single morning, drivers queue across the 
intersection so anyone travelling east down Hunter Street gets 
stuck near 'The Store' - this includes buses.  It's most frustrating 
as people shouldn't be queueing across the intersection when the 
gates are down...the congestion in peak periods at this 
intersection is phenomenal! 

1 crossings 

Tighes hill and Wickham roads. 
Newcastle west to CBD traffic lights don't flow 
 
The Merrewether street / wharf rd intersection is a bottleneck. 
I think more consideration should be made to one way traffic on 
Hunter and back again on King with angle parking on one side and 
cycleway on the other would be a good start. 
 
The Merewether st area near Crown Plaza to Argyle st should also 
look at the Fannys block being in essence a roundabout (east on 
Wharf, and west on Centenary) to imnprove flow at Merewether / 
Wharf Rd. 

1 crossings 

Watt St and Hunter St requires pedestrian crossing on beach side 
to be moved back from intersection to make it more obvious that 
Hunter St is a through street with priority.  
 
Bike lanes into city 
 
Many new traffic lights to be tested. Should make things safer. 

1 crossings 

Western end of Laman Street - poor road surface 
Stewart Avenue rail crossing 
Roundabouts instead of 4 way stop signs or give way signs 
wherever possible 
Poor road surface through much of Cooks HIll 

1 crossings 
Wickham gates and in fact any rail crossings still with gates eg 
Adamstown, Hamilton and city. 
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1 crossings 

YES: more pedestrian crossings are needed to gain access an 
egress to Hamilton Railway Station. 
 
There is no pedistrain crossing between Hudson Street and 
Maitland Road for persons to safely cross to Hamilton Railway 
Station from Hundson Street and Fern Street (Western Side of 
Beoumont Street). 
 
I witnessed a young lady with three children trying to cross to 
Hamilton Railway Station from Hundson Street.  As there was 
pram friendly access from the footpath the pram fell onto the road 
way (Beaumont Street) one baby fell from the pram.  Predestrians 
quickly assisted the lady. 
 
However, I did not observe any car slow down or offer assistance 
to this lady. 
 
I have also at this same location observed a car travelling north on 
Beaumont Steet unable to negioate the slight bend on the railway 
crossing and collide with the Station Hotel.   
 
Excess speed and without adequate pedestrain crossings in this 
vicinity may result in serious injury or worse. 

2 crossings 

* the whole Stewart Ave/King St/Hunter St/Wickham railway gates 
situation would have to be the worst traffic issue in Newcastle - 
absolutely ridiculous! 
 
* Teralba Rd/Glebe Rd intersection- roundabout? 
* Chatham Rd/Clyde St intersection  
* Clyde St/Chin Chen St intersection  
* Brunker Rd/Koree St intersection 
* Parry St turning right into Stewart Ave needs a longer right turn 
lane  
* it's probably in New Lambton but Bridges Rd would have to be 
about the worst stretch of road in Newcastle - too narrow, 
congested and the humps in the left lane of the road make it very 
difficult when driving larger vehicles such as a school bus - and 
right hand turns should not be allowed in either direction along it 

2 crossings 

1)  Two school crossings on Brunker Road need flashing lights in 
40K time periods. 
2) The start of the Gun Club Road and Fernleigh Loop road needs 
widening and resurfacing.  Better off road parking is needed for all 
the mountain bikers and bush walkers who park their cars on the 
side of these roads at the entrance to the Glenrock Park.  This 
area is becoming increasingly dangerous.  In the nine years we 
have lived in Fernleigh Loop, the cars parked there have 
increased dramatically and we are constantly having to look out for 
people standing on the road and cars suddenly pulling up or out in 
front of you, as you drive around the corners and over the crest of 
a hill.  An accident will soon happen.   
3. Dumaresq Street needs resurfacing along the racetrack part as 
tree roots make the road bumpy to drive along. 

2 crossings 

A bridge over the Adamstown station rail line. Traffic congestion 
when the gates are down - and that's often- is horrendous, fuels 
road rage and negligent driving 
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2 crossings 
A pedestrian refuge in Lexington Drive Kotara near the gate to 
Westfield 

2 crossings 
Adamstown Gates 
Hamilton north gates 

2 crossings adamstown rail crossing 

2 crossings Adamstown Rail Crossing 

2 crossings 
Adamstown Rail way gates. An alternative crossing method should 
be found immediately 

2 crossings Adamstown railway crossing 

2 crossings 

Brunker Rd in Adamstown particularily in the shopping precent is 
in desperate need of attention. the pedestrian crossing at Victoria 
St and Brunker Rd is a death trap and I am surprised no one has 
been fatally injured at the crossing. The traffic on Brunker Rd gets 
quite congested and visibility is not good for pedestrians or 
drivers.Traffic also goes quite fast and it should be a 40km zone 
as well as having speed humps to slow the traffic down. 
 
The railway crossing at Adamstown also poses another major 
problem which eeds to be addressed. 

2 crossings 

carolyn street at Belair public school is like taking your life in your 
own hands to cross the road. The hill provides very little warning to 
pedestrians crossing the road and the speed in which they fly 
down the hill is an accident waiting to happen. We have seen a 
boy run over in Wade Street (last year, and probably not reported 
to police) due to speed. 

2 crossings 

Crossings near the Beaches Hotel to get to Merewether Beach. 
Clebe Road to Junction needs flashing signal warning drivers of 
crossing and speed cameras. 

2 crossings 

Frederick St.-Pedestrian crossings! 
 
Coastal walk-cycleway linking up with foreshore and extending to 
Fernleigh track 

2 crossings 

Glebe Road Junction people crossing outside of lights 
Footpaths almost all over Newcastle are hazards 
train crossing at Adamstown gates a nightmare 

2 crossings Gordon Avenue crossing zones/s 

2 crossings 

Gordon Avenue desperately needs a safe pedestrian crossing as 
there are alot of children who need to cross this road to get to and 
from school and the local primary school needs a safe crossing 
when it uses Learmonth Park for sports activities.  Gordon Avenue 
has a 50km speed limit which is rarely observed by motorists 
further exacerbating the problems with pedestrians crossing the 
road and causes traffic congestion from cross streets as it 
becomes difficult to judge the how fast any car is approaching as 
well as having to account for the staggered nature of the traffic 
movement along Gordon Avenue 
The intersection at Gordon Avenue and Dumaresq St has 
experienced a marked increase in traffic flow in recent years which 
has led to traffic accidents where vehicles have mounted the kerb 
and posed a potential danger to pedestrians and have damaged 
residential property.  This is linked to the issue above of excess 
speed and poor judgement and needs to be addressed.  At night 
this intersection and Gordon Avenue become part of a drag strip 
as there are no impediments to speeding such as roundabouts or 
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speed humps. 
The intersection at Parkway and Dumaresq St is poorly marked 
and sign posted leading to many drivers making right hand turns in 
front of oncoming traffic believing that they have right of way. 
 
The 4-way stop signs in use throughout suburbs of Newcastle are 
a menace as nobody is clear about right of way and this leads to 
confusion and indecision.  A roundabout offers the same traffic 
calming in a much safer way.The intersection on the eastern side 
of Adamstown railway crossing is completely unsafe and it is only 
a matter of time before a very seriou accident occurs there. 

2 crossings 

i find medium refuge or islands in the middle of the road are very 
dangerous from a,hoon drivers ,old drivers ,and inexperienced 
drivers easily distracted,,,there  are  NO PROPER PEDESTRIAN 
CROSSINGS  IN THE MEREWETHER /DIXON PARK BEACH 
AREA AND A LOT OF KIDS ABOUT USING THE BEACH 

2 crossings 

Inadequate pedestrian crossings and facilities particularly poor 
crossing near Adamstown Railway Station - move it far too 
dangerous. Most cars have to stop on crossing to see clearly 
when moving left to St James Road or right onto Glebe Road. 
Often (++++) pedestrians weave their way around vehicles.  The 
majority of cars rarely stop for pedestrians. Far too dangerous a 
crossing. 
 
The intersection of St James Road and Kings Road can be 
horrendous - so many accidents and near misses over the years. 

2 crossings 

Intersection at Morgan St and Mary St, Merewether is very 
dangerous crossing Morgan st into Yule road in an easterly 
direction. One cannot see oncoming traffic from the north, due to 
parked cars and rise in road.  
 
Level crossing at Glebe Road Adamstown creates some dreadful 
traffic build ups. Right hand turn lane into Northcott Drive going out 
of town is not long eanough. Glebe Rd and Pacific Highway 
intersection now gives Right hand turn from Glebe into Highway 
an arrow at the end of the green light period, which builds up traffic 
far more than it did when the green arraow came first with the 
green light! 

2 crossings 

Intersection of glebe rd where their is a pedestrian crossing at the 
Adamstown railway gates.  There are vehicle accidents here 
weekly and it is a matter of time before a pedestrian is hit on the 
crossing.  I won't let my children use the crossing as cars queue 
across it (in order to see traffic coming from their right) obstructing 
vision and cars approach it at speed coming down glebe road, 
these cars can only clearly see the crossing when they are on it. 
 
The bottle shop located on the corner of glebe rd and wood st, 
Adamstown is a problem.  Again accidents here occur often.  It is 
busiest at the times when traffic is also at a peak and this corner is 
already a busy one as it is the first road you can right into after you 
come through the railway crossing.  The wood st entry/exit to the 
bottleshop is very close to the corner and cars often backend 
those entering the carpark.  Cars exiting also create problems 
especially when they turn right into wood st. 
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2 crossings 
It is hard to cross many of the roads along the beach as young 
drivers travel fast and there is not many refuges. 

2 crossings 

More pedestrian crossings are needed on Stewart Avenue, 
Parkway Avenue (especially around school zones)and Union 
street . 

2 crossings 

My children and I cross Northcott Drive near Wade St every day to 
walk to and from Belair Public School. It is a particularly 
dangerous crossing as the cars come very fast down the hill and 
viability is difficult. Many other families also cross at the same 
point as it is a convenient spot to come off the Fernleigh Track and 
the most direct route to Belair school, Kotara High and Westfield 
shopping centre. The only marked crossings are at the top of 
Northcott Drive / Pacific Highway or down at the cnr Northcott 
Drive / Park Ave. Crossing near the shopping centre is dangerous 
for the children as it involves either walking through the car park or 
crossing 2/3 car park entrances.  
 
I would dearly like to see something done here as I feel it is only a 
matter of time before an accident happens.  
 
It is also very difficult for cars turning right out of Wade St to 
Northcott Drive, which a lot do due to school traffic. Visibility is so 
poor that often drivers just shoot across without being able to see 
the cars coming down the hill, causing cars to brake suddenly and 
much horn tooting goes on. 
 
A pedestrian light here would be my favoured option and make 
Wade St a no right turn. 

2 crossings 

needs to be a pedestrian crossing over Bailey Street near Fletcher 
to allow access to Fernleigh track and Kotara Mall, and for school 
kids. Pedestrian crossings should have flashing lights, that operate 
by pedestrians pressing a button, to warn drivers 

2 crossings 

Parkway and Union is being dealt with. 
 
The railway gates on Stewart avenue are a night mare 

2 crossings 

ped crossing at lewellen st shops Merewether. 
 
Marked right turning lane on Frederick St into Ridge St in front ot 
the Beach hotel. 
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2 crossings 

Pedestrian access at Darling St/Stewart Avenue/Turbull St 
intersections e.g. Lights or pedestrian bridge. This will reduce risk 
of pedestrian injury or death by providing an additional safe 
crossing point along this very busy road. 
 
Speed bumps - In Darling St between Beaumont St and Chatham 
Rd ***not in front of homes*** 
 
e.g. at intersections of Darling /Churchill, Darling/Hassall, 
Darling/Fowler. This will slow traffic and restrict drag racing early 
hours of the morning. Resulting in improve local amenity for those 
living in this street. 
 
Roundabouts at Darling St / Beaumont St (over storm water drain, 
realignment needed) Darling St / Gordon Avenue and at 
Dumaresq St / Gordon Avenue. This will slow traffic and reduce 
risk of serious car accidents resulting in injury or death.  
 
Speed reduction to 50 KPH in Glebe Rd from Steward Avenue into 
Darby Street Cook Hill. 
 
The 60 KPH (a lot of people are doing 65-75 KPH through this 
high use pedestrian area). This will reduce risk of pedestrian injury 
or death. 

2 crossings Railway crossing at Adamstown Station. 
2 crossings Railway crossings need to have overpasses. 

2 crossings 

Remove gates at Adamstown Rail crossing 
 
Close South Street to Brunker Road 
 
Improve flow on Glebe road 
 
Widen Date Street between Victoria and Glebe Road (very 
dangerous at present) 

2 crossings 

Road surface - Glebe Road 
 
Adamstown railway gates 

2 crossings 

Safe pedestrian crossing point on Stewart Ave between Jenner 
Pde and Glebe Rd. 
 
Parry St / Gordon Ave intersection needs attention to pedestrian 
ramps on southern side to allow for wheelchairs & aged mobility 
scooters travelling Hamilton to Market town area. 
 
Melville Rd / Brunker Rd intersection needs lights. 
 
Gordon Ave / Stewart tAve intersection needs lights. 

2 crossings 

Samdon Street and Tudor Streets (west) intersection and Lindsay 
and Samdon streets intersection where people, especially older 
children & teenagers often have to cross INCREASINGLY VERY 
busy road (ie, Samdon Street) to get to Gregson Park &/or to 
make their way to Beaumont Street shops via the park. 

2 crossings 
Scenic drive between Hickson Street and Lloyd Street. ( No 
footpaths for a start let alone crossing) 
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2 crossings 

See my comments on Other.  In the stretch of beach from Bar 
Beach to Merewether there is only 2 safe pedestrian crossings!  
No safe crossing exists to take children (or dogs..) into the Dixon 
Park play area - what message are we sending our pre-schoolers 
when they have to be "run" across the road to avoid cars? 

2 crossings see previous- rail crossing at Adamstown 

2 crossings 

Traffic island in Donald street near Lawson St intersection in order 
for cyclists and pedestrain to safely cross to Hamilton Station 
grassed reserve. 

2 crossings 
We need a pedestrian crossing across Princeton Avenue and 
Lexington Avenue, Kotara. 

2 crossings 

After turning left from Searle Street onto Park Avenue there is no 
footpath or cycle space. TRaffic travelling from Charlestown 
towards Westfield along Park avenue often travel faster than the 
speed limit around the left hand bend just before Searle Street 
making it difficult for pedestrians to either cross the road or 
continue along Park Avenue. 

3 crossings 

A lot of the back streets of New Lambton are really dark (eg the 
top end of King St).  
 
The padestrian crossing in front of Adamstown station is REALLY 
dangerous (traffic lights or a round-about would do well there) 

3 crossings 
Adamstown Rail crossing traffic management Gates kept open at 
peek times no trains. 

3 crossings 

BOTTOM OF ALMA RD NEAR NEW LAMBTOM PUBLIC 
SCHOOL SCHOOL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTS HAVE SEEN AT 
LEAST 4 VEHICLES SKID THROUGH RED LIGHT ESPECIALY 
IN WET WEATHER. 

3 crossings 
Crossing Howe St between railway and durham to go to the park 
or the pool 

3 crossings 

Crossing needed in Carney Avenue at Roundabout on Bridges 
Road New Lambton. Trying to cross Carney Avenue when walking 
on Bridges Road is dangerous. Also Queens Road New lambton 
has become a speed way lately and also needs a crossing near 
Fleat Street. 

3 crossings 

I often choose to drive instead of walk because of the time it takes 
to cross Bridges Road at St James Rd intersection. I prefer to 
walk, but the added time is enough to change my mode of getting 
to the new lambton shops particularly during winter when there is 
less daylight after work. 

3 crossings 

I refer to the pedestrian crossing at the southern end of Blue Gum 
Road, Jesmond - the crossing before the traffic lights going south. 
It still has in place the yellow pedestrian refuges in the middle of 
the road. A raised crossing with better lighting is needed especially 
as it is situated at the entrance to the busy Jesmond Shopping 
Centre. 

3 crossings 

It's not in the Ward I specified however the Adamstown Gates 
needs attention ASAP.  It is down nearly every single time I use 
thta road which is daily.  An overhead bridge is required and the 
coal mining companies should be paying for it. 
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3 crossings 

Near Lambton High, on Young St, there's an intersection where all 
4 roads have a STOP sign. It's ridiculous when there are 4 cars 
there at once, especially if one is making a turn. 
 
The main road (Griffiths or Hwy - keeps changing its name) - there 
are inadequate places for pedestrians to cross, particularly near 
bus stops - people tend to do silly things and take risks crossing 
there. 

3 crossings 
On the way to the university the crossing at Maud street which 
leads onto the bike track is really busy and hard to get across. 

3 crossings 
Pedestrian refuge - Georgetown Road at bus stop near Christo 
Road intersection. 

3 crossings Pius School Crossing to Westfield Kotara 

3 crossings 

The corner of Regent St and Portland Place New Lambton. We 
require a pedestrain crossing  on the other side of the street near 
the Duke hotel. Many elderly people take risks daily crossing 
there, also the bus stop is on that corner. People have to cross 
there to go to the shopping centre. I have spoken to John Tate (6 
months ago)and our local member (last week) to see if something 
could be done. Would you please check the RTA and advise how 
many people have been hit by cars there. I know my elderly friend 
was hit 6 months ago and she is still having treatment and this 
week is her first week out of her home. 

3 crossings Turton Road, more crossings 
4 crossings All school crossings 
4 crossings Anderson Drive - Tarro school crossing 

4 crossings 

Anderson Drive Tarro a marked pedestrian crossing is urgently 
required outside the Catholic School for the children. This is 
URGENT!! 

4 crossings 

bus stop linking sangate station which is located in 
shortland,pedstrian help crossing busy roads in all areas as uni 
students are everywhere, footpaths connesting from wetlands to 
bridge at shortland?sandgate always muddy 

4 crossings 

I have to drive my children to a bustop on Newcastle Road 
between Douglas Street and Longworth Avenue as there is 
nowhere for us to cross.  When we did walk to the bustop it was a 
nightmare trying to get across so I had to revert to driving them 
there every morning. 

4 crossings 

newcastle road can't handle the traffic volume. 
 
Convert ped crossing at Jesmond Park to ped bridge crossing 
instead to eliminate yet another traffic light on this busy commuter 
road into Newcastle.  Numerous times 100's of cars have to stop 
while 2 persons walk across Newcastle Road at Jesmond Park. 

4 crossings Pedestrian access in accross Cowper St 

4 crossings 

Pedestrian crossing is needed at the cyleway/walkway at Tillie 
Street Wallsend, durning peak times almost impossible to get 
across the road. A roundabout or traffic lights are urgently required 
at this intersection. 
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4 crossings 

Pedestrian/cyclist crossing between Wal Herd Park and Wallsend 
Shopping Centre - needs to be considered before new skate park 
is built. 
 
Pedestrian refuge on Metcalfe St at Cowper St intersection. 
 
Additional crossing legs at signalised intersection (ie Nelson and 
Cowper St) 
 
The above crossing have been mentioned on behalf of my next 
door elderly neighbour who has a electric scooter and finds these 
crossings especially difficult due to lack of room and poor 
incline/grade. 

4 crossings 
Permanent crossing needed in Anderson Drive  outside Tarro 
Catholic School. 

4 crossings Rail Bridge over Sangate rail line 
4 crossings Suggest crossing at Douglas Street and Longworth Avenue. 

4 crossings 

The highway between Jesmond and Birmingham Gardens lots of 
international students and local people need to go across it but it's 
extremely difficult durning peak hours in the morning and 
afternoon. 

4 crossings 

The origonal Jesmond, University, Shortland was finished in 1992 
which is 18 years ago and the people of shortland cannot even get 
onto it even if the full roundabout was finished it would have been 
possible, then believe it or not the railways put a flyover the 
mainline for extra coaltrain to get to the loaders, all the 
infastructure i.e concrete baching plant was all there why in all 
common sence was`nt the roadbridge done at the same time so 
now it seems that progress has started so I`ll wait with baited 
breath to see if will really be put into commision  Dave Smith 

1 cycling 

Bridge over railtracks on Industrial Drive, Tighes Hill urgently 
needs CONTINUOUS cycling lane.  Current shared path option 
(city bound) is dilapidated, full of gravel, glass, etc. and stops 
abruptly forcing cyclists to either continue on grassed council strip 
or dismount and continue on Industrial Drive. 
 
Dedicated, separate cycle lane along Hunter Street or King Street. 

1 cycling 
Cooks Hill (Darby St), High St The Hill and down Watt St, 
Memorial Drive- all need safe bicycle lanes 

1 cycling 

Footpaths from the TAFE at Tighes Hill to Dangar Park Mayfield 
need repairing. I cycle and drive and find this stretch dangerous 
for both cyclists and drivers. There is no bike lane across the high 
level bridge at Tighes Hill and the footpath isbumpy and uneven, I 
have fallen off my bike on this stretch. If you cycle on the road the 
cars come so close they almost clip you or they are forced into 
one lane to avoid the cyclists. The entrance to the cycleway in 
Islington Park from the bridge at Tighes Hill is awful.  
 
The other area I find disappointing,but it is too late to do anything 
now I suppose, so I will just comment. The lack of foresight in the 
building of the new Tourle St Bridge. Why one lane? Everyone 
comes off the Stockton Bridge from two lanes into one lane along 
Kooragang Rd. Mon - Fri peak hour traffic is so busy why on earth 
didn't they build a four lane bridge. From the Industrial Highway to 
Stockton Bridge  should be two lanes each direction. The traffic is 
set to increase not decrease, what were they thinking? 
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1 cycling 

Hunter and/or King Street are in desperate need of a cycle lane. 
 
Scott Street Needs a Cycle Lane. 
 
Scott Stret road surface needs fixing. 
 
The lights at the junction of Selma Street and Parry Street need to 
operate at a faster cycle rate during peak traffic to avoide ques 
banking into the Pacific Highway. 
 
The majority of feeder roads in all suburbs do not accommodate 
cyclists very well. 
 
Albert Street and Railway Street have very poor road surface 
conditions. 
 
Cycle lanes throughout Newcastle LGA come and go without any 
consistency creating confusion between drivers and cyclists and 
stimulating driver/cyclist road rage. 

1 cycling 

hunter street is very dangerous for cyclist, there is no cycle lane, 
buses, cars & trucks spped past parked vehicles squeezing 
cyclists to the inadequate footpaths. I have had two near misses 
with buses taking the mirror off  my cycle. I am abused if I am on 
the footpath. 
 
king street has cycle lanes but cars trucks buses park in them 

1 cycling 

I think that safer cycling should be promoted along the harbour, 
beaches and through the city. 
 
This should include wider cycling lanes and more places to chain 
bikes. 

1 cycling 

In terms of cycling to work, Maitland Road, Mayfield is a 
dangerous place to travel by bike, there is space but drivers are 
discourteous and often act dangerously. To make it truly safe, a 
decent bike lane which does not place you in teh car door zone 
would be great. I currently travel backstreets up and down hills to 
avoid this road. 
 
I find the lights at werribe street and industrial drive mayhem of an 
afternoon, thankfully not much foot and bike traffic here. 
 
The CBD from Honeysuckle is a laugh. I can ride home and beat 
my partner who drives. For a 8 to 9km trip where I travel 
backstreets that is pretty slow with the majority trying to get out of 
the gridlock caused by the train lines. (I ride as i start early and 
kids need to go to daycare) 
 
Roundabout at Carrington bridge morning and afternoon gets 
clogged due to short turning lane into Honeysuckle. Additionally, 
cars stop in the bike lane or have no hesitation in moving into it, 
from time to time not realising I am cycling in it at the time! A 
longer turning lane would be fantastic and solve some problems 
there. 
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1 cycling 

Increased Bicycle and pedestrian paths around the area, this also 
applies to the whole of Newcastle. 
 
Also flashing lights need to be installed at school zones, the 
introduction of 'tiger teeth'on the roadway has had little effect in 
slowing traffic.  Flashing lights have a much greater affect of 
slowing traffic. 
 
The mistakes with building a two lane Tourle Street bridge should 
be identified and a parrallel two lane bridge should be built as a 
priority with the whole section of roadway on Kooragang increased 
to 4 lanes.  There has been a significant increase in traffic flow 
over the past 2 years especially with increasing the coal loader 
and building, also the traffic to the airport and Nelson Bay area 
has increased, the decision to build a two lane bridge was penny 
pinching and ludicrous. 

1 cycling 

Junction of Hunter Street and Aukland Street - Newcastle CBD.  
Simultaneous green arrow for traffic with green man for 
pedestrians.  Personally I have been involved in 2 'near-misses' 
and reported to RTA - but no action taken. 
 
As a cyclist I would like to see wider cycle lanes with no car 
parking allowed in these lanes.  I have previously commented 
about this in an earlier survey. 

1 cycling Most of the suburbs are unsafe for cycling. 

1 cycling 

Most roads have the Confusing "bike lanes"  
 
Confusing "bike lanes" in Newcastle:  The bike pictures on the 
roads in Newcastle are in the wrong place.  Most are in the car-
door-opening-death-zone, encouraging people to cycle where they 
will get hit by an opening door, or worse, swerve into traffic trying 
to avoid the door.  Unsignposted "bike picture lanes" are too 
narrow & Road Rules 153, 144 & 247 advise not to ride in them. 
So cycle safely & legally (away from parked cars) in left of left 
hand lane. 
 
Sandblast the "bike lanes"  paint of the roads 

1 cycling 

residential side roads leading off main rds 
 
eg Baker St Mayfield is used as a speeding thourough fare to by 
pass traffic lights and general traffic build up from Hanbury St and 
Maitland Rd   
 
Bike paths along Maitland Rd it is a nightmare to ride along  
more bike paths in general 

1 cycling 

Safe cycleways connecting the CBD with other key cycleways 
(between University,John Hunter Hospital, Fernleigh Track)are 
needed.  Safe means separated from traffic, not necessarily off 
road. 

1 cycling See NCM proposed improvements. 

1 cycling 

side of the road on Maitland Road where the road bitumen and the 
footpath don't meet (road uneven) which forces cyclists to ride too 
much to the right to the the great annoyance of drivers 
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1 cycling 

The King St "cycle lane" is a disgrace. It encourages bikes to ride 
in the dangerous door zone. It should be scrapped and replaced 
with a separated cycle lane from Hamilton to CBD. 
 
Why is there no centre refuge on Glebe Rd at Teralba Rd? This is 
a dangerous road crossing used by lots of cyclists accessing the 
Fernleigh track. 
There should be lights on Tugboat Way (From roundabout near 
Newcastle station to Nobby's) 
 
On a summer weekend it is difficult for pedestrians to cross this 
road from the foreshore park to nobbys due to all the parading 
cars. New lights should have a time cycle that is 70% pedestrians 
and 30% cars. These cars are not going anywhere, just doing laps 
so they may as well be standing still. 

1 cycling 

There needs to be an extension of SAFE cycle lanes from the end 
of the fernleigh track into the CBD - this could be easily achieved 
along the land surrounding the exisiting rail corridor 

1 cycling 

Watt St and Hunter St requires pedestrian crossing on beach side 
to be moved back from intersection to make it more obvious that 
Hunter St is a through street with priority.  
Bike lanes into city 
Many new traffic lights to be tested. Should make things safer. 

2 cycling 

All major roads require cycle paths. However not the current 
suicide lanes that pass as cycle ways on some of our roads. 
 
The intersection of Glebe road and Smith/Lingard St, is a death 
trap. It desparately needs lights. Not just the current pedestrian 
lights. 

2 cycling 

Alot of Newcastle roads are narrow and uneven.  I think more 
public transport, even smaller buses to do more runs to keep cars 
out of the city areas as the parking is pathetic, especially for 
residents and Im sick of seeing parking officers hanging around on 
Sundays when families are out and about with their kids.  More 
cycles ways are needed for people who dont want to use their 
cars, but I do not feel safe enough to ride my bike on Newcastle 
roads, they are narrow, fall away at the sides and its too stressful 
worrying about being hit by someone. 

2 cycling 

corner of Stewart and Gordon Avenues - it is difficult for south 
bound traffic out of Gordon. 
Bikes crossing Glebe Road at Teralba St 
corner of Kenrick St and Stewart avenue 
coming out of Beaumont St onto Glebe Road - particularly going 
west 
Adamstown railway crossing 

2 cycling 

Intersection of Memorial drive and Parkway Ave and Memorial dr 
and Kilgore ave, when trying to enter Memorial Drive it is difficult 
to see and entre safely due to high volume of traffic. I also have 
concerns for pedestrians and cyclists down memorial drive and 
acessing Empire Park. 
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2 cycling 

Pacific Highway between Merewether Heights and Glebe Road.  
This is am 80km per hour stretch, yet the bicycle path is too 
narrow, and totally unprotected from the traffic. Also, there is no 
footpath for most of this stretch, yet there are quite a lot of young 
people who walk along here in the evenings of the weekend. 
Perhaps a walking/bicycle path is required that covers this 
distance, even if it is taken away from being directly adjacent to 
the roadway. 

2 cycling 

Road surfacing on Morgan St, Merewether - must be one of the 
worst surfaces in Merewether. 
 
Traffic access from The Junction shopping area into Merewether 
residential area - currently difficult. 
 
Consider moving the pedestrian traffic lights on Glebe Road to be 
traffic lights at the Smith St/Lingard St and Glebe Road 
intersection. 
 
The intersection at Patrick Street/Watkins Street/Frederick St is 
dangerous. 
We need dedicated cycle routes from Merewether into town. 
 
Footpath/cycleway around Racecourse has been improved, but 
there is still not a continuous footpath. 

2 cycling 

Scenic Drive - cycle safety 
 
 Glebe Rd - cycle lane 

2 cycling 

Scenic drive for a cycleway. 
 
Roundabout at Morgan and Yule Rd. 

2 cycling 

Southern end of Beaumont Street has been in poor condition for at 
least 10 years - needs new kerb and guttering and road 
resurfacing. Consideration should be given to reducing speeding 
drivers who travel from Glebe rd down Beaumont St at excessive 
speed. 
 
Other roads around our beaches need to incorporate shared 
pedestrian access. 
 
Cycle lanes currently marked are on heavy traffic volume roads 
which cyclists tend to avoid. More off road cycleways are needed 
or incorporated into shared pedestrian/cyclist lanes. 

2 cycling 

UPGRADE OF CITY ROAD FROM GLEBE ROAD UP TO THE 
TOP OF MEREWEATHER HEIGHTS---I RIDE A BICYCLE UP 
AND DOWN CITY ROAD AND IT IS VERY VERY DANGEROUS 
ROAD---NARROW VERGE WITH LOTS OF BUILDING RUBBISH 
IN THE LEFT HAND AREA 

3 cycling 

After turning left from Searle Street onto Park Avenue there is no 
footpath or cycle space. TRaffic travelling from Charlestown 
towards Westfield along Park avenue often travel faster than the 
speed limit around the left hand bend just before Searle Street 
making it difficult for pedestrians to either cross the road or 
continue along Park Avenue. 

3 cycling 
All of them need proper cycle lanes NOT in the door zone of 
parked cars 
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3 cycling 

Alnwyck Road/Janet Street and Acacia Avenue, need footpaths 
 
Cycleway sacross city linking uni and city and suburbs 
 
Improved public transport linking suburbs, more frequent and more 
areas covered 

3 cycling 

corner of alnwick road and north lambton needs addressing as 
there is constant wheel spin. 
 
acacia ave does not have speed signs is it 50 or 60kmph zone etc.
 
acacia intersection and alnwick road is blind when turning onto 
acacia and an issue if cars speed on acacia. speed dump either 
side would reduce chance of cars doing above 50kmph when 
approaching intersection. 
 
acacia could do with better road edges for cyclists 
 
alnwick/janet st constantly gets pot holes with slapdash fixes 
which last less then 24 hours in wet weather 

3 cycling 
Cycle lane from University connecting to major roads such as 
Donald Street Hamilton 

3 cycling 

Cycle lanes needed along Turton & Griffiths Roads. Also, seperate 
cycle lanes (divided from cars) along the Link Rd from F3. So 
many cyclists use this route and I have been involved in a hit & run 
along this route as a cyclist. Please do something about this. 

3 cycling 

General improvements to pedestrian/cyclist facilities in the vacinity 
of Westfield, particularly Park Avenue, Bradford Close, Lexington 
Parade. 

3 cycling 

Improve the Howe St.-Croudace St. intersection for cyclists. They 
have excellent access eastbound, but if westbound they are forced 
between cars. Add a bicycle lane between the turning lanes and a 
bicycles-only traffic light. 

4 cycling Maryland Drive could do with dedicated cycle way 

4 cycling 

McCafferey Drive - volume of vehicles, pedestrains crossing at 
Grandview. 
 
Lookout Rd - volume of vehicles, lack of cycle facilities 

4 cycling 

Provide separated cycle lanes as alternatives to riding on major 
roads, i.e- Minmi rd, jesmond bypass, also Howe st lambton and 
Donald st hamilton  (last 2 not ward 4) 

4 cycling 

The intersection of the pacific hwy and new england hwy near 
Hexham has shocking surface. Many of the road around 
Beresfield have bad surfacing.In general the street lighting is bad 
in Newcastle - makes riding a bicycle in the dark very hazardous 
unless lights are well and truly above and beyond what is required 
by law. 
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1 lighting 

1.  The pedestrian crossing on  the corner of Tooke St and Darby 
St is the scene of a minor accident or near miss at least 3-4 times 
per week.  When crossing at this spot it is very common for cars to 
not stop or for cars to assume the stopped car is waiting to turn 
and therefore undertake them.  It is vedry dangerous and I will not 
let my children cross alone on this crossing.  I assume the issue is 
that it is so close to the intersection. 
 
2.  The lighting on Tooke St alonmg the side of Centennial Park is 
almost non existent.  There is more than a block which is in 
complete darkness at night due to lights that are not working.  
Even when the lights have been fixes they are quickly put out 
again by people who do not like light in the park during the night. 

1 lighting 

All school zones should have flashing signs. 
 
Lewis St Maryville through William St Tighes Hill is a 40 k/ph zone, 
but is used as a through road from Maitland Road to Industrial 
Drive, and the majority of drivers speed, endangering children, 
elderly, other motorists, etc. 
 
The speed hump signs on William St between John St & George 
St Tighes Hill are always knocked over. As soon as they are 
reinstalled, they get pushed over again. It's time to think of a better 
solution, not just putting them back in the ground in a shallow hole 
each time. 
 
Lighting on Industrial Drive needs to be re-evaluated. The street 
lights go out before sunrise on some parts of the road. I leave for 
work just after 6am and if the sun is not up a lot of Industrial Drive 
is in darkness, and this is an 80 k/ph road. Dangerous!  
 
The road through Mayfield West/Sandgate/Hexham etc should be 
made into a 6 lane road. The traffic at peak hours between 
Maitland and Newcastle is as bad as Sydney peak hour. 

1 lighting Crossing at Civic Park / King St requires better lighting 

1 lighting 

Lighting around islington park and the footpaths on way back from 
maitland road into Maryville and islington - very dark in winter 
walking back from the bus or riding along. 

1 lighting 

Pedestrian crossings needed Stockton Public School, Stockton 
Bowling Club. 
 
Urgently require 'no parking zones' around the ''T'' intersection at 
Bowling Club, car entering Mitchell Street from Monmouth Street 
very dangerous, turning blind, maybe even no right turn from 
Monmouth to Mitchell Street. 
uneveness of some roads. 
 
All street lighting very dull in Stockton. 
 
Footpaths being raise from the roots of trees, especially in 
Douglas & Crown Streets. 

1 lighting 

pedestrian crossings on Elizabeth st. need better lighting  
four way stop signs on the junction of union and bryant st 
better lighting at the junction between elizabeth and williams st 
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2 lighting 

City road between the intersections with Scenic Drive & Alice 
Street. 2 deaths in the past year and numerous more accidents. 
Really needs to be improved. The road is in bad condition and I 
believe the speed limit is too high. There is also very limited road 
lights - probably due to the houses that back onto it, but when you 
are driving that road at night or when raining - it is very dangerous. 

2 lighting 

Cnr Glebe Rd & Lingard st Merewether -   many accidents over 
the past few years, including a pedestrian fatality. Very poor vision 
due to angle of roads and telegraph poles. Lights on the 
intersection would solve the problem. 
Pacific Hwy between Merewther and merewether Heights. Needs 
to be lit at night time and a speed limit of 70kmph as opposed to 
the current 80kmph. 

2 lighting 

Lighting in Kent Street Hamilton.....very poor and trees block what 
little light there is to a very dangerous and extremely uneven 
footpath. 

2 lighting More street lighting in King Street Adamstown. 
4 lighting Just more lighting for safety 

4 lighting 

Sandgate road between Marton Sreet and Sandgate station - 
needs another street light outside of station (basicly its navigation 
by the light once you leav the station at night and walk on the 
road, feeling the path beneath your feet.) 

4 lighting 

street lighting everywhere that has no paved footpaths... that's too 
many places to list but start around the university.( and other high 
pedestrian areas).. a light on every electricity pole.. paving all the 
footpaths is never going to happen. 
 
A NEW road in the old tramway north of Cameron St Birmingham 
Gardens and Wilkinson ave.to provide better uni traffic access 

2 none Fine pedestrians for not using crossings 

2 none 
have not got a street directory with me  , cannot remember the 
street names. 

4 none 
Can't think of one. The one I have concerns about is in the Lake 
Macquarie area! 

4 none I live at Lambton and think we have quite good roads and signs. 

1 parking 

4 way stops signd cnr swan and kitchener, hoons are doing 
burnouts between kitchener swan, K and Anzac pde and at the 
bottom of anzac - check out the marks on the road,many school 
kids cross here 
speed bumps on anzac completely ineffective 
commuter all day free parking has turned anzac into a one way 
street, very dangerous between lemos and kitchener 
pedestrain hazard crossing tyrell st along darby 
darby st cnr King is now FKD up. one lane turning both left into 
king and going straight ahead (north). Those turning left 
sometimes stopped by pedestrains and red arrow, holds up cars 
going stright thru 
some cars turning left from council/swan into darby dont give way 
to pedestrains crossing darby west east 
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1 parking 

Beaumont Street: too much congestion around Hamilton Railway 
Station. Needs much better traffic management. Coming in and 
out of that train station car park is a hazard.  
 
Parking along Beaumont Street needs to be improved. Too much 
activity: Should make it a mall and have parking on some of the 
side streets.  
 
Maitland Road through Mayfield could do with some widening. 

1 parking 

Darby Street is narrow and congested with cars trying to reverse 
park, people crossing street in middle of traffic as traffic is halted. 
 
Street lights at intersections King Street & Auckland Street also 
King Street and Darby Street should have a specified right turn 
lane only (as driving into the city).  Particularly dangerous is the 
King Street Auckland Street right turn.  You line up of cars in the 
one lane some going right, some straight and the lights turn green.  
You pull into the left hand lane and pass a car waiting to turn and 
continue along King Street and other cars follow.  The car turns 
right and the cars behind it can now go straight and they cut off the 
cars that had pulled into the left to pass the turning car.  They can 
no longer go forward as they are now behind the cars parked 
along King Street.  There is a race to see who can get through 
first....... 

1 parking 
MARK car lengths on on-street parking to encourage better 
parking from drivers: there's lots of overly laid back attitude. 

1 parking Parking in the CDB is terrible!!!!! 

1 parking 

Pedestrian crossings needed Stockton Public School, Stockton 
Bowling Club. 
 
Urgently require 'no parking zones' around the ''T'' intersection at 
Bowling Club, car entering Mitchell Street from Monmouth Street 
very dangerous, turning blind, maybe even no right turn from 
Monmouth to Mitchell Street. 
uneveness of some roads. 
 
All street lighting very dull in Stockton. 
 
Footpaths being raise from the roots of trees, especially in 
Douglas & Crown Streets. 

1 parking 

The Hill: Ordnance Street heading west into Wolfe Street is very 
narrow especially when cars are parked on both sides of the road. 
 
Newcastle (CBD): One way at eastern end of Bolton Street makes 
egress into Scott Street difficult.  
 
Hunter Street Mall: Parking and bollards along mall don't mix 
making it cluttered.   
 
Angle parking in Wolfe Street (between King Street and Hunter 
Street mall) difficult to access approaching from King Street. 
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1 parking 

Tighes hill and Wickham roads. 
 
Newcastle west to CBD traffic lights don't flow 
 
The Merrewether street / wharf rd intersection is a bottleneck. 
 
I think more consideration should be made to one way traffic on 
Hunter and back again on King with angle parking on one side and 
cycleway on the other would be a good start. 
 
The Merewether st area near Crown Plaza to Argyle st should also 
look at the Fannys block being in essence a roundabout (east on 
Wharf, and west on Centenary) to imnprove flow at Merewether / 
Wharf Rd. 

2 parking 

1/ The intersection of Alice St & Morgan St needs STOP sign on 
Alice St and parking needs to be moved further from intersection. 
Poor visibility means car have to creep out into the intersection 
and take a chance especially with traffic heading west along 
Morgan St. 
 
2/ Merewether Heights Public School is a dangerous area. Due to 
very limited parking opportunities parents are parking on the 
opposite side of the road and walking across a major arterial road 
(Scenic Drive) to retrieve children. I expect this will become much 
worse when the day-care centre is established. 
 
3/ Traffic around the Merewether Beach area in summer is 
gridlock. Parking is impossible and the intersection of Frederick St 
and John St is always banked up. Possibly a good site for a 
roundabout if you can pinch a bit of land from the park. 

2 parking 

Alot of Newcastle roads are narrow and uneven.  I think more 
public transport, even smaller buses to do more runs to keep cars 
out of the city areas as the parking is pathetic, especially for 
residents and Im sick of seeing parking officers hanging around on 
Sundays when families are out and about with their kids.  More 
cycles ways are needed for people who dont want to use their 
cars, but I do not feel safe enough to ride my bike on Newcastle 
roads, they are narrow, fall away at the sides and its too stressful 
worrying about being hit by someone. 

2 parking Crossings are good parking is a real problem. 

2 parking 

Morgan St & Alice St intersection: people fly over the hill and the 
car parking is too close to the intersection so that you can't clearly 
see what is coming down Morgan St when exiting Alice St. 
 
Pacific Hwy and Gordon/ Stewart St: Dangerous when leaving 
Stewart St and crossing to the otherside of Pacific Hwy. People 
frequently get frustrated with this intersection. 

2 parking 

Morgan Street and Alice street crossing - restrict parking to 
improve visability.  
Morgan Street in general  
Glebe road and LIngard Street intersection - round about needed 
Senic drive - edges of median strip near school needs to be 
rounded off.  
Scenic Drive and Sunhill Cres - restrict parking up hill to improve 
visability 
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2 parking 

Parking in Hamilton needs addressing - around Beaumont St 
 
Adamstown railway crossing is appalling and alternatives need 
addressing. 

2 parking 

The residents around Gregson Park in Hamilton are extremely 
concerned about Samdon Street. It is only a matter of time before 
a pedestrian is seriously injured or killed. The volume of car and 
the speed of cars is a huge problem. It is also extremely difficult to 
see when cars are parked on the side of the road. We have a lot of 
people with young children and elderly people, who have a lot of 
difficulty crossing this road to get to Gregson Park. At a recent 
community meeting we decided to start an action group. We need 
a crossing or speed bumps. 

3 parking 

A definite traffic/parking problem exists, mainly Monday to Friday, 
where Villa Road, Waratah West,changes from a 'standard' road 
width, alongside the Hospice/Mater Hospital precinct (no parking 
on the opposite,[western] side),'south' to the Hospital/reservoir 
'border', where Villa Road narrows to a 'laneway' width at times at 
the southern end alongside the Braye Park/Reservoir precinct, to 
join Leonora Street. Parking 'where-ever' for those people with 
'construction/business dealings',also those visiting dying relatives 
at the Hospice at these buildings, risk 'fines'.    
 
After years of complaint by concerned residents at the level of 
parking outside their residences on the west/southern end,some 
parking restrictions have been introduced..... 
 
The alternative to widen alongside the Reservoir, has been 'put on 
hold' due to Costs....However,is the eastern/reservoir side part of 
Water Board Property? If so,Hunter Water Board could be 
approached to contribute to the widening of this southern end of 
Villa Parade? 

3 parking 

Cars that park on the bends in Park Ave Kotara, the way some 
cars take the bends are going to cause a serious accident, as they 
have before. 

3 parking 

Curzon Road, Brett Street risks due to heavy use of parking by 
(presumably) hospital employees. The unrestricted parking now in 
evidence reduces the traffic flow to a single lane and the 
subsequent risk from motorists not undertsanding the one way 
nature in effect when both sides of the streets are heavily parked. 
Many motorists are travelling with excessive speeds when visibility 
is limited. Risks exist to pedestrians, car drivers and their 
passengers and the children moving in and out of driveways or 
cycling. The NCC has been made aware of the situation. The 
solution would appear to be time restricted parking on one side of 
the street and no parking on one side. The time restrictions need 
only to apply to week days. 

3 parking 
Please put more parking near or in the hospital so that there are 
not so many cars lined on the streets. 
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3 parking 

Suburban streets within close proximity to JH Hospital (ie. 
Ridgeway Road, Carrington, Curzon & Brett Streets in New 
Lambton Heights) are inundated each week day with hospital staff 
vehicles.  Road are reduced to single lanes and have poor 
visibility.  I have seem many near miss accidents.  There are no 
foot paths for locals or additional people to walk to their cars, so 
they walk in the middle of the road! 
 
Recently many trucks/utes have begun parking at the top end  of 
McCaffery Drive Rankin Park.  This is a busy road and make 
visibility poor. 

3 parking 

The parking situation in the residential streets around the John 
Hunter Hospital needs to be reviewed.  I refer specifically to 
Croudace St, Ridgeway Rd, Carrington Pde, Brett St and Curzon 
Rd.   
 
People who park in these streets seem to think of them as parking 
lots and don't appear to be aware that through traffic may be 
travelling at up to 50 KPH on reasonably confined roadways.  
They open car doors in front of passing traffic and also enter the 
roadway from between parked cars without looking for oncoming 
traffic.  There is a noticeable absence of self preservation from 
many pedestrians and I think it is just a matter of time before 
someone is hit by a passing car. 
 
While this may not neatly fit the list of improvements (previous) it is 
something that requires attention. 

3 parking 

Westfield Kotara is a nightmare. Parking spaces are not sufficient 
for the number of cars that go there. There is overcrowding of 
traffic from Lambton Rd / Bridges Rd / Westfield morning and 
afternoon. Planing is essential to handle the traffic that will be on 
this road in the next decade. 

4 parking 

Around Wallsend Hospital. The people who work there take all the 
parking places around the areas and as a result of this parking, 
residents have difficulty using the roads where they live. e.g. 
Braddon Street, Longworth Avenue, etc. 

4 parking 

Beresfield. Anderson Drive. Area of the Catholic Church and 
Matthews Corner Shop is a deathtrap. Too many fast vehicles 
transiting an area where stupid parking is allowed on either side of 
the road and a Zebra Crossing is located next to the Catholic 
Church right in the middle of this deadly area. 

4 parking 

Review the parking arrangements outside the pre school at the 
corner of McCaffrey Drive and Elbrook Drive.  Currently vehicles 
are permitted to park too close to the corner and being at the 
location of a slight bend in the road it is sometimes necessary 
when exiting Elbrook Drive to have to move out nearly into the 
traffic to ensure that no vehicles are travelling towards Lookout 
Road. 
 
Being a very busy pre school with children playing in the front yard 
of the establishment, protective guard rails should also be 
considered ensure that in the event of an out of control vehicle 
mounting the footpath and crashing through the pre school wire 
fence. 
 
Extend the length of the right hand turn lane for traffic travelling 
along Lookout Road and turning right at the traffic lights into 
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Russell Road. 

2 parking 

Turning into Scott St from Telford St (northern side) is often 
extremely difficult due to vehicles parked close to the intersection, 
on left or right sides.  Delivery vehicles parked or double parked 
outside the Foodways supermarket pose a particular problem.  
One has to inch one's way forward.  I would suggest reducing the 
parking spaces on at least the right side of this intersection to 
improve visibility of the oncoming traffic. 

1 public transport 

GENERALLY -  
 
I don't think we should spend more money on roads, and kerbing. 
 
I think we should be allocating more traffic budget to projects that 
discourage car use and encourage walking, cycling and use of 
public transport. 
 
PROJECTS 
* All wards - upgrade streetscaping to pedestrian areas in 
commercial areas. 
* improve public transport & keep prices low.  
*Buses in Newcastle are hopeless. Every one I met who moves 
here without a car is forced to buy one immediately as the public 
transport is so slow and irregular.  
*Retain existing heavy rail infrastructure (where else would a city 
remove an asset like this that arrives in its city centre).  The 
'barrier' to the foreshore can be dealt with more pedestrian level 
crossings (not overhead bridges) & improving the visual 
presentation of the corridor.   
 
*Add a light rail route that links from the Newcastle main line along 
the eastern side of the city & loops back around to the main 
northern line via Charlestown. 
 
* Build more and upgrade existing cycle routes to meet Austroads 
standards. 
 
WARD 1 
 
* Try riding the foreshore route from Throsby Creek to Knobbys.  
There are heaps of locations where it becomes a squeeze, you a 
forced on to the road, where the route is not clear, where you 
clash with commercial interests & events along the foreshore.  
 
I understood this was originally ratified by Council as a shared 
ped/cycle route so it should be signed appropriately and all the 
above issues addressed.   
 
I also understood that temporary routes would be provided whilst 
the Honeysuckle foreshore upgrade is in process.  The simply 
addition of kerb ramps etc, line marking, signing, and the removal 
of obstacles or minor widenings, filling in of potholes would 
address this with minor expense. 
 
WARD 3? 
 
* Also look a good cycle connections to the uni from all directions. 
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1 public transport 

People working in the city need an incentive to use public 
transport. Roads around Honeysuckle are terribly congested 
around 5 - 5.30pm. Stewart Ave is extremely congested in the 
mornings from before 8.00am. The improvements required to 
adequately accommodate current traffic would be extremely 
expensive, The most cost effective and sustainable option is to 
provide frequent, reliable, good value public transport and 
incentives for people to use it. Also providing safe options for 
cyclists and incentives for people to cycle to work either from 
home or from train stations. Trains and buses should be cycle 
friendly and provide quick and easy to use bike racks. 

4 public transport 

All roads and intersections around Minmi Rd/ Wilkinson Ave/ 
Cameron St/ Longworth Ave, Robert St/ Sandgate Rd.  All the 
intersections are unsafe, unable to handle the traffic, and 
inconvenient. These intersections are heavily used due to the 
large population growth in the Wallsend - Minmi corridor. and the 
proximity of the university. The intersectional "solutions" are non-
intuitive and piecemeal, done at least cost, rather than optimal 
outcome.  Combined with the lack of effective public transport for 
the whole area - e.g. it takes two buses to get from Maryland to 
University, which is a six-minute drive in a car - and the peak hour 
problems due to University traffic clogging all roads up to the link 
road at Wallsend, traffic flow is an oxymoron. 

1 roadworks 

* Pedestrian/ Bike Crossing on Throsby Creek bikepath at Hannell 
Street, Wickham needs serious improvement. The refuge/ median 
is too small, signage is poor and the crossing requires the 
interaction of large numbers of pedestrians, including many small 
children, with high speed traffic. Lights/ traffic calming devices 
should be considered. 
*Eastbound on Crebert Street, intersection with Vine Street, 
Mayfield. This intersection is signposted as left turn only due to the 
poor visibility resulting from a bend in the road. Many cars ignore 
this and proceed straight ahead through this intersection. The 
traffic island here should be reshaped to prevent this. I have seen 
many near misses at this intersection. 

1 roadworks 

1) Tourle St bridge should have been and now needs to be a four 
lane bridge.  This was alredy becoming congested befote the 2 
lane bridge was replaced despite booming suburbs and airport 
arrivals 
 
2)Elizabeth St and Williams St in Tighes are increasingly used as 
fast short cuts at well over the speed limit.  There needs to be 
speed humps road modifications and signage to maintain integrity 
of them as local traffic zones.  I have contacted council and 
spoken to 3 different departments and none have any intention of 
coordinating work schedules despite current planns for major work 
by one department on Elizabeth St cliff restoration and associated 
increase in road surface damage elsewhere due to detours. 

1 roadworks All apply to inner city area and The Hill and Cooks Hill. 
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1 roadworks 

All school zones should have flashing signs. 
 
Lewis St Maryville through William St Tighes Hill is a 40 k/ph zone, 
but is used as a through road from Maitland Road to Industrial 
Drive, and the majority of drivers speed, endangering children, 
elderly, other motorists, etc. 
 
The speed hump signs on William St between John St & George 
St Tighes Hill are always knocked over. As soon as they are 
reinstalled, they get pushed over again. It's time to think of a better 
solution, not just putting them back in the ground in a shallow hole 
each time. 
 
Lighting on Industrial Drive needs to be re-evaluated. The street 
lights go out before sunrise on some parts of the road. I leave for 
work just after 6am and if the sun is not up a lot of Industrial Drive 
is in darkness, and this is an 80 k/ph road. Dangerous!  
 
The road through Mayfield West/Sandgate/Hexham etc should be 
made into a 6 lane road. The traffic at peak hours between 
Maitland and Newcastle is as bad as Sydney peak hour. 

1 roadworks 

Beaumont Street: too much congestion around Hamilton Railway 
Station. Needs much better traffic management. Coming in and 
out of that train station car park is a hazard.  
 
Parking along Beaumont Street needs to be improved. Too much 
activity: Should make it a mall and have parking on some of the 
side streets.  
 
Maitland Road through Mayfield could do with some widening. 

1 roadworks 

bolton st is in very poor condition 
newcomen st still blocked 
elizabeth st tighes hill blocked 

1 roadworks 

Bruce St (Cooks Hill) surface is very rough. Water always pools at 
Hunter St West (near church), Maitland Rd Islington (at Tafe traffic 
lights) and Industrial Dr (near Elizabeth St roundabout) during 
heavy rain. Lots of drivers run the red light outside The Store 
(maybe requires repositioning the lights for better viewing). 
Heading East on Hunter St in the morning, the left hand lane 
always gets stopped by drivers trying to get across the Stewart 
Ave railway line but who instead stop/get stuck in the middle of the 
intersection. 

1 roadworks cbd needs complete re appraisal of roads system 

1 roadworks 

Cooks Hill   Darby St. 
 
Newcastle CBD  Scott St. 

1 roadworks 

Cormorant Road Kooragang is fast becoming the most congested 
road in the LGA - high traffic volumes both ways with changing 
lane configurations.  Traffic banked back 1km or more etc.  
Incredibly dark and dangerous on rainy winter evenings.  Several 
billion dollars of revenue via the coal loaders yet a poor road with 
almost no functioning lights. 
 
Turn left access onto Industrial Highway is very risky with merging 
traffic.  Needs controlled lights to the left. 
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1 roadworks 
Cormorant Road on Kooragang Island between Tourle Street 
Bridge and Stockton Bridge. 

1 roadworks 

Corner of maitland rd & maud st 
 
 Should have left turn roads put in instead of wasted park corners. 
 
This would impove traffic flow. 
 
 Keep clear lines on side streets on Maud st. 
 
    As impossible to get out at peak hours 

1 roadworks Darby St and Parry St intersection 

1 roadworks 

Darby Street 
 
Wharf Road 
 
Scott Street 
 
Hunter Street 

1 roadworks Darby street/Parry street intersection 

1 roadworks 

Driving into or out of Newcastle between 4pm and 6pm is a 
nightmare which ever way you go. Make Hunter St one way in and 
King St one way out and Honeysuckle Drive 4 Lanes and God 
help us if they ever take the rail line out. 

1 roadworks 

dunbar street stockton 
 
many of the minor steets of mayfield tighes hill 
 
surfaced lanes in stockton-many are badly potholed eg between 
fullerton street and william. I damaged a wheel driving through one 
which was non detectable due to rainwater which cant run 
away(no I was not driving fast) the hole was very large and deep 

1 roadworks Elizabeth St Tighes Hill 

1 roadworks 

Elizabeth St Tighes Hill needs to be rethought (possibly one way 
in the opposite direction. Recent configuration of lights at King and 
Darby causes congestion. 

1 roadworks Elizabeth st Tighes Hill roundabout 

1 roadworks 

Elizabeth Street (East of William Street). This road has been 
blocked off or a single lane for a very long time and consistent 
roadworks in the area make the drive to and from work each day 
more difficult than it needs to be. 

1 roadworks 

Elizabeth Street in Tighes Hill is very dangerous at the pedestrian 
crossing at Union street as it is on a crest and busy intersection 
where visibility is poor - I have seen a number of near misses and 
there will be a nasty accident soon.  There should be a speed 
bump put in there (like the ones in Georgetown) to slow traffic 
down as people tear along that road and there are two entries 
from Union St. 

1 roadworks 
Elizabeth Street Tighes Hill is still closed after extensive time of 
closure causing difficulty for users with detours. 

1 roadworks Everywhere in Newcastle East and Cooks Hill 
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1 roadworks 

Footpaths and roads around Maryville and Wickham. Only 2 lanes 
across Kooragang Island which is only going to exprerience more 
and more traffic with the opening up of the new coal loaders, 
especially more and more trucks. Tighes Hill streets need attention 
too. 
 
The crossing at the Cowper St roundabout is tantamount to 
pedestrians dicing with death,  especially during peak hours. 

1 roadworks 

Greater consideration be given to the safety aspects associated 
with increased traffic volumes being drawn to small suburban 
areas. 
 
Namely, the increased traffic that will inevitably be drawn to the 
proposed development planned between Church & Havelock 
Streets, Mayfield. 

1 roadworks 

Hunter and/or King Street are in desperate need of a cycle lane. 
Scott Street Needs a Cycle Lane. 
Scott Stret road surface needs fixing. 
The lights at the junction of Selma Street and Parry Street need to 
operate at a faster cycle rate during peak traffic to avoide ques 
banking into the Pacific Highway. 
The majority of feeder roads in all suburbs do not accommodate 
cyclists very well. 
Albert Street and Railway Street have very poor road surface 
conditions. 
Cycle lanes throughout Newcastle LGA come and go without any 
consistency creating confusion between drivers and cyclists and 
stimulating driver/cyclist road rage. 

1 roadworks Hunter St between Darby and Union needs the bumps ironed out 
1 roadworks Hunter Street 

1 roadworks 

Hunter street between watt and Deninson Street roads need 
resurfacing. Especially the manholes in the off centre of the lanes. 
 
The King street footpaths between Darby and Watt street need 
repairing. 

1 roadworks 

Hunter Street is in need of resurfacing urgently. This road is 
disgraceful and embarrassing to a major regional city. 
 
Elizabeth Street Tighes Hill has been closed east bound for years 
for no apparent reason, fix it and reopen it to ease traffic on back 
streets. 
 
Cormorant Rd Kooragang Island needs an urgent upgrade to dual 
carriageway from Industrial Drive right through to the airport in the 
least. The increase in traffic flow should be enough evidence to 
support this. 

1 roadworks 
Hunter Street west of the Mall and Scott Street both need upgrade 
of footpaths. 

1 roadworks 

Hunter street 
Tourle street bridge 
Darby street 
church street 

1 roadworks Hunter Street, King Street and Maitland Road. 

1 roadworks 

I believe Brown Street Necastle should be one way up the hill 
between King and Church and Perkins Street should be one way 
down between Church and King. 
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1 roadworks 

I really can't be specific as I don't know the names of the 
streets/roads.   However I find the intersection in Tighes Hill near 
the school in Elizabeth St, at the Stop Signs, uncomfortable when 
turning right in street at Graham's Brdge.   My vision looking right 
is not clear. 
Thank you. 

1 roadworks Improvements =needed are more about traffic flow. 

1 roadworks 
In general, I would like to see roads that are safer for multiple 
transportation types. 

1 roadworks 

Increased Bicycle and pedestrian paths around the area, this also 
applies to the whole of Newcastle. 
 
 
 
Also flashing lights need to be installed at school zones, the 
introduction of 'tiger teeth'on the roadway has had little effect in 
slowing traffic.  Flashing lights have a much greater affect of 
slowing traffic. 
 
 
 
The mistakes with building a two lane Tourle Street bridge should 
be identified and a parrallel two lane bridge should be built as a 
priority with the whole section of roadway on Kooragang increased 
to 4 lanes.  There has been a significant increase in traffic flow 
over the past 2 years especially with increasing the coal loader 
and building, also the traffic to the airport and Nelson Bay area 
has increased, the decision to build a two lane bridge was penny 
pinching and ludicrous. 

1 roadworks 
Industrial Drive and Merewether St rlway xings need overpassses 
and Tourle St and Cormorant Dr need double lanes 

1 roadworks 

Ingall St near the park across to Mounter St 
 
O'Mara St, Mayfield has a terrible surface. 

1 roadworks 

Intersection of Darby and King Streets.  TRaffic proceeding north 
in Darby proposing to turn right into Darby has a RH turn lane.  
Traffic continuing north in darby Street is supposed to use the left 
lane with the LH turn traffic.  The left lane is delayed by LH turn 
traffic having to wait for the red arrow to go because of the 
pedestrians crosing King St.  Some motorists intending to continue 
north in King St use the RH turn lane and then go straight ahead, 
which causes problems for people going north from the left hand 
lane and not expecting such traffic from the RH turn lane.  
Perhaps the RH turn lane should return to not being a lane 
dedicated to Right turn traffic only. That will give traffic continuing 
North a choice of the left lane or the right lane, as they previously 
had.  Alternatively perhpos the RHturn lane can be better road 
marked or signposted to make it clearer that it is RH turn traffic 
only. 

1 roadworks 

Intersection of Havelock St & Maitland Rd 
 
Intersection of Church St & Maitland Rd 
 
both require right turn arrows at traffic lights 
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1 roadworks 

Intersection of Kemp and Union Sts 
 
Entry point to Marketown car park on Parry St, dangerous 
intersection with Smith St traffic entering Parry St 
 
Need footpath in Bruce St from Parkway Ave to Kemp St, also no 
pedestrian crossing over Cottage Creek.  Pedestrians must walk 
on to road to cross creek. 

1 roadworks 

Introduce slip lanes at the intersection of Pacific Highway and 
Maud Streets.  The land is useless parkland and should be 
transferred to the ownership of the RTA to facilitate this. 

1 roadworks 

Junction Bruce and Laman Streets, Cooks Hill. I requested white 
paint on centre island; it's almost impossible to see in dark and 
wet. 
 
 
 
Clear indication of who has right of way on four-way stop signs at 
intersections. 

1 roadworks 

Kooragand Island is a huge concern. There are often traffic delays 
or slow traffic because of the two lane Tourle Street bridge and the 
narrow road across the island from the bridge to the main 
roundabout leading to Stockton Bridge (coming from the city). 

1 roadworks 

Kooragand Island needs to be updated now with road lighting and 
double lanes now that the 2nd and 3rd coal loaders are in place.  
This area of road isn't coping with the volume of traffic.  If plans to 
upgrade Newcastle Airport eventuate .. tomago road will also need 
to be a road will total lighting and double lanes. 

1 roadworks kooragang is and another crossing of the river at toule st 

1 roadworks 

Kooragang is getting increasingly congested - particularly of an 
afternoon heading into Newcastle. The road needs to be improved 
so as to be able to cope with the increase in traffic.  
 
 
 
There are also some potholes on Darby St, outside the Art Gallery 
and Civic Park, which aren't satisfactory for such a busy area.  
 
 
 
I'm not sure whether it's NCC managed, but the overtaking lane 
past Fern Bay, heading to Nelsons Bay, gets a lot of glare off the 
surface of the road in the mornings - particularly when the road is 
a little wet and the sun is shining. It makes it quite difficult to see 
and is therefore a hazard. 
 
 
 
Better lighting on some pedestrian crossings would be good also. 

1 roadworks 

Kooragang Island congestion due to single lane bridge and truck 
movements and construction work vechiles due to coal loader 
expension. 

1 roadworks 

Koorogang and up to the bay. Latest tourle street bridge ahould 
have been 2 lanes each way. Opportunity absolutely wasted!!!! 
likewise rom the island to the bay should be 2 lane divided road all 
the way. Where is the vision and common sense??? It s been a 
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problem for years and years.. 

1 roadworks Laman & Dawson, All along Dawson, Along Laman to Dawson 

1 roadworks 

Laman St - surface is in poor shape, it is a busy throughfare, 
access to parking station causes congestion at peak times, cars 
travel too fast, confusing for motorists and pedestrians at blocked 
of section mear library, motorists trying to find parking. 
 
 
 
Streets around Market Town, new additions to Mkt Town, Aldi, 
have greatly increases traffic in the area.  Traffic entering and 
leaving these places (and Macdonalds) can get congested and 
confusing.  Also greatly increased pedestrian traffic in these areas. 

1 roadworks 

Maitland Rd, as the trucks that hoon along there are very 
dangerous especially over narrow bridges. Impossible to cycle 
along there for that reason. 

1 roadworks 

Maitland Road coal overbridge - pedestrians cross here and it is 
very dangerous. 
 
Cycle path could be continued from harbour into Mayfield and 
connect to Uni. Cyclists at Maud Street can be in danger. 

1 roadworks 

Maitland road is very narrow, has too many junctions with possible 
right turns and too many traffic ligths. A wider or alternative road 
will be highly desirable. 

1 roadworks 
Maitland Road near Wickham Park Hotel terrible intersection 
accident just waiting to happen 

1 roadworks 

Maitland Road/Church Street - the traffic lights don't change for 
cyclists. 
 
 
 
Maud Street/Vera Street - as a cyclist crossing is very dangerous. 
A pedestrian/cyclist traffic light would alleviate this problem. The 
median strip is inadequate. 
 
 
 
The surfaces of most Mayfield streets are in very poor repair, 
amking it difficult to ride a bike.  
 
 
 
Increased bike paths are necessary throughout the entire 
Newcastle region. 

1 roadworks 

Maud Street - traffic congestion during peak times it can take 
20minutes to travel from Maitland Rd to enter University Drive! 
 
Also merge lane when turning into maud street hospital end is very 
frustrating and causes traffic congestion. 
 
Perhaps more pedestrian crossings or better placed along 
Maitland Rd, especially east side of Hanbury Street crossroad. 
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1 roadworks 

Maud street Mayfield West needs cycle lanes on rail bridge which 
needs to be widened and either cycle lanes or path next to comm 
steel. 
 
 
 
General cycle network markings and cheap improvements should 
be adopted under newcastle cycleways advice. 

1 roadworks 

Mayfield cnr Rawson St and Braye St the stop sign is on the 
wrong corner as you cannot see down Rawson St when the give 
way line is angled. If placed on Rawson St the traffic could at least 
see the Braye St traffic. 
 
A review of all traffic lights with red arrows to see if the red arrow 
could drop out if there is good vision eg Industrial drive Hanbury St 
allows a left turn after stopping when the car turns into traffic but 
not a turn right when you pass through the traffic and out of their 
way. 
 
The right lane must turn near the Panthers club. The lane is often 
empty but the straight through and left turning lane can be blocked 
when pedestrians are using the crossing - this sometimes results 
in only 1 or 2 cars gettting across the intersection. The turn right 
out of King St lane at the same place is very long but usually the 
lights only allow a few cars to turn then the arrow stays red when 
nothing is coming in the other direction. 

1 roadworks 

Mayfield Main Road. 
 
Hunter Street 

1 roadworks 

more road closures (for example like Queen St) 
 
one way roads 
 
need to stop large traffic flow through neibourhood zones eg cooks 
hill 

1 roadworks 

Most of Hunter street is akin to a country backroad it is that rough. 
 
The Tourle Street Bridge situation is a classic example of non-
creative planning...as is the Koragang road. This is one of the 
busiest thoroughfares in the town. Airport, industry etc etc. It is 
also an entry to the City from Port Stephens and the condition of 
the roadside would not enhance our reputation with air travellers, 
 
And of course, the Stewart Avenue morning/afternoon 'stew'. 

1 roadworks 

Most of Scott and Hunter Sts as well as Shortland Esplanade and 
the streets between these streets have poor footpath and road 
surfaces. 
 
There is a great problem with speeding and tailgating by P-Plate 
drivers in particular but rarely is a Police presence noted. This is of 
major concern along the eastern end of the harbour front and 
around the road below Fort Scratchley as well as the carpark at 
Nobby's Beach. 

1 roadworks 

My overall comment is that the quality of road and footpath 
surfaces in these areas are poor due to a lack of funding 
committed to these areas over the past few decades. 
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The degradation of surfaces is creating unsafe conditions and 
barriers for the community to safely use these areas, especially for 
the elderly or infirmed. 
 
I see walkers tripping regularly on uneven footpath surfaces and I 
have observed wheelchair users being tossed in their chairs in an 
unsafe manner due to poor road and footpath surfaces around 
Islington, Mayfield, Tighes Hill and Carrington. 

1 roadworks 

Nelson Bay Road north of the first roundabout to the second 
roundabout at Fern Bay has many pot hots after recent rain and 
has a rough patching in many locations. 
 
Cormorant Road near Sims metal is always covered in debris, and 
the verge is narrow making riding dangerous. 
 
The single lane Tourle Street bridge is always congested as the 
roads on both sides leading to the bridge bottleneck. 

1 roadworks 

Nesca Parade is very unsafe. It could be widened near the 
southern end of the park. Also need to enforce the law re 
restricted parking opposite double lines etc 

1 roadworks 

Newcastle West from Foreshore to King Street 
 
Kooragang Island from Stockton Bridge to Indutrial Drive 

1 roadworks 

newcommen st has been blocked for two way traffic for a 
significant amount of time . 
 
The refuge put in at the bottom of Wolfe st ,forces traffic 
congestion  with anyone bigger than a match box trying to get 
around the corner and up the hill if another car is waiting to turn 
into King St. 
 
The refuge on the top of Wolfe St near the Obelisk /tennis courts 
was put in so badly that it makes an extremly diffcult turn / so 
many people have hit the  cement beacuse it's the wrong shape 
for the corner / yellow paint to cut it back has been painted on it for 
a significant amount of time with n o- one fixing it? 

1 roadworks 

Newcomon St. The Hill  Half the street has been closed for what 
seems years. 
 
The Elizabeth st. Closure between maitland Rd. and Hannel st. 

1 roadworks 

No.  But there are plenty of traffic flow improvements to be made 
right across the city which would improve safety and travel times.  
King St and Hunter St should be one way.  Almost at every 
intersection improvements can be made. 

1 roadworks 

Nothing specific but in general these are old suburbs and we need 
to be doing our best to preserve them which means upkeeping 
road and pedestrian pathways.  Many suburbs of our city do not 
have pedestrian paths which makes it difficult for young mums to 
walk their babies in prams - this is the case particularly with 
Adamstown - not in this ward - but still affected by lack of this 
simple aspect of infrastructure. 
 
I believe our roads are fine in most areas of Newcastle - it's the 
drivers that need improvements. 
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1 roadworks 

Parkway / Stewart Ave lights. 
 
Before these lights were installed it was too difficult to cross 
straight across Stewart Ave on Parkway [heading towards 
Hamilton] so everyone turned left then right at the next 
intersection. When they did the traffic count that is what they 
counted. Most people actually wanted to cross straight over. 
 
Hence they put in a left turn only lane. 
 
Now people try to turn right from the straight ahead lane so the 
traffic banks up in the morning and afternoon as far back as 
Newcastle High because of 1 car or 1 schoolbus turning right. 
There is rarely anyone in the left turn only lane. 
 
They need to cut out the left turn only lane OR make it No right 
turn before and after school. 

1 roadworks 

Peak hour lane for cyclist. Remove one lane of parking on the 
morning and afternoon peak hours and dedicate to cycle lanes. i 
would certainly consider riding my bike more often if there were 
dedicated lanes. 

1 roadworks 
pecial bike paths so riders dont have to ride nrxt to parked cars. 
three times a week i nearly get hit by opening car doors. 

1 roadworks 

Planning in Newcastle for North South Corridor needs to be looked 
at  - appalling at Peak hours. Newcastle needs to consider it's 
wider concentric circle as a city.  
 
Maud St. is a main road in the artery - needs widening or at least 
make Left turns possible to move the traffic better in peak hours. 
 
Finish the Newcastle intercity bypass! 
 
 
 
Turton Road around Kotara - only 2 lanes .. when cars turning 
Right .. hold up all traffic. 
 
Cormorant Road needs 2 lanes all the way to Tourle St. Bridge 
(including the second Bridge sometime in the future). 
 
 
 
Newcastle needs to fight for some overpasses, e.g. Vine St. and 
off to the Tourle St. bridge off  the Industrial highway, as this area 
has tripled in traffic over the last 3 years. 
 
Also by the way overpasses would have saved the whole train 
argument... rather than remove train lines. e.g. Hamilton, 
Wickham. (see Brisbane!) 
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1 roadworks 

Proper cycle lanes in Kooragang & Mayfield rd & Industrial Drive, 
into the City, Islington, Newcastle W and Newcastle 
 
Remove section of concrete road-narrowers on Parry St to allow 
cars to pass safely 
 
4 way traffic signs are unsafe in my opinion, too much room for 
error, many people do not understand them 
 
Pedestrian refuges in more parts of Mayfield Rd through Mayfield 
& Mayfield West 

1 roadworks Provide a right turn out of the ibis hotel 

1 roadworks 

Remove the "coastal driving boulevarde" from LEP 
 
Rat runs along Honeysuckle Drive 
 
Pedestrian and cycle way on Foreshore Promenade especially at 
Queens Wharf Brewery 
 
Hunter St needs landscaping 

1 roadworks 

Reopening of Elizabeth St Tighes Hill to two way traffic.  Lowering 
of speed limits  and signposting in very narrow streets in 
Carrington.  Resurfacing and fixing of potholes in narrow 
Carrington streets. 

1 roadworks 
Road along Kooragang Island from Stockton Bridge to Tourle St 
Bridge 

1 roadworks 
ROADS FROM THE CITY TO STOCKTON AND WEST TO 
SANDGATE. 

1 roadworks 

Scott st carrington- Road surface is crumbling at edges 
 
intersection of Sunderland and Rawson sts Mayfield- vegetation 
needs removal to increase vision 

1 roadworks 

Stewart Ave Railway Crossing is a snag. 
 
This should have an overpass if the railway is to stay. 
 
Coal and other large transport trucks should be forced to avoid 
urban areas, with perhaps curfews on available time to reduce 
noise and traffic impacts (day and night). 

1 roadworks Stuart Avenue. Overpass well overdue. 

1 roadworks 

The Avenue 
 
Estell Street 

1 roadworks 

The Hill: Ordnance Street heading west into Wolfe Street is very 
narrow especially when cars are parked on both sides of the road. 
 
Newcastle (CBD): One way at eastern end of Bolton Street makes 
egress into Scott Street difficult.  
 
Hunter Street Mall: Parking and bollards along mall don't mix 
making it cluttered.   
 
Angle parking in Wolfe Street (between King Street and Hunter 
Street mall) difficult to access approaching from King Street. 
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1 roadworks 

the intersection at fern st and beaumont st,  it is difficult to cross 
coming from fern st turning right onto beaumont st,  it is dangerous 
for people crossing the road at the crossing at fern st, people take 
the left turn into fern st from beaumont st very fast, and sometimes 
pedestrians aren't seen because they have to walk behind cars 
stopped at the crossing.    
 
The footpath on anderton st islington is shocking, uneven and 
completely black at night time.  the trees planted are the wrong 
kind of trees, they drop black sticky stuff all over everyone's 
parked cars and are ruining people's paint work. 
 
the crossing at the hunter tafe and chin chen street is terrible, 
sometimes people get stuck there for ages and it is very frutrating, 
a round about would be good at that crossroad.  It is hard to see if 
cars are coming to tell if it is safe to cross the road sometimes 
because there are cars parked by tafe goers that block the view. 
 
Fern st has some big potholes that really need filling in. 

1 roadworks 

The intersection at Smith, Parry & Steel sts., including the entree 
into Marketown. Mostly at peakhours, mornings and evening. 
 
A righthand turn lane at Parkway & Stewart Ave lights, travelling 
west & turning north. to work in conjuction with the righthand turn 
when travelling east & turning south. 
 
In Peak periods it can take up to 3 changes in the traffic lights to 
reach the intersection. 
 
Build a overhead bridge at the Selma st & Maitland rd over the 
Railway then use the old Rail corridor that runs through the old 
bowling club then passed Klosters & comes out at the roundabout 
at Hannel & Cowper sts. Then all the through traffic could use 
Gordon Ave then Selma st and over the bridge and continue 
through. This would remove the traffic hold ups at the rail crossing 
Stewart & Hannell. 

1 roadworks 

The junction of The Avenue with both Estelle Street and Norfolk 
Avenue is used as a thoroughfare for motorists. Cars often take 
this junction at speed and then accelorate up Estelle Street at the 
risk of injury to pedestrians and other motorists. 
 
Two weeks ago one speeding motorist came around the corner at 
speed, lost control and wrote my vehicle off which had been 
legally parked on the other side of the street.  
 
Why should I now feel it unsafe to park my vehicle outside my 
place of residence because this area is used by passing motorists 
as a speedway to get from town to mayfield? 

1 roadworks 

The new bridge across the Hunter to Stockton/Nelson Bay area 
should really have been made with four lanes. With all the traffic 
there is today and what can be expected in the future, it was really 
silly to make the bridge as narrow as it is. 
 
All of Stockton should be made a 40 km/hr zone. 
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1 roadworks 

The Pacific Highway (Highway 1) is the only road that goes around 
all of Australia. When it goes through the largest regional city in 
Australia (Newcastle)it crosses the main rail line at Wickham. 
Although there was plenty of vacant land to buid a bridge, a level 
crossing was build. Was this third world option taken because 
Newcastle is a safe Labour seat. 

1 roadworks 

The road from the end of the 2 lanes each way from Stockton 
Bridge to the Tourle Street Bridge MUST be  widened to 2 lanes 
each way. the congestion is getting worse each year. It is hard for 
2 lanes from Fern Bay to merge into one after the bridge. Some 
afternoons it takes ages to reach rhe Tourle street bridge. Another 
example of non forward thinking was making the new Tourle street 
bridge 2 lanes only.In years to come people will shake their heads 
at the poor planning. Unless the old bridge was unsafe it would 
have better to retain it and repair same and then mothball it for a 
second crossing in years to come.The current new Tourle Street 
bridge could have one additional lane with the current lanes 
narrowed and utilising the pedestrian access. I would suggest 
someone from council travel on this road during peak times. Last 
time the air show was on the traffic stretched from Williamtown 
back to Tourle street.I saw this as I was heading from Stockton to 
Boolaroo to work on the Sunday. With the development of the coal 
industry on Kooragang I think Council should ensure enough land 
is reserved each side of the current road to allow for widening in 
the future 

1 roadworks 

the road leading up to Tourle Street Bridge, Mayfield on both sides 
needs attention as cars are often impatient, show road rage and 
drive on the inside where no lane is provided causing havoc and 
chaos and is quite dangerous 

1 roadworks 

Tighes hill and Wickham roads. 
Newcastle west to CBD traffic lights don't flow 
The Merrewether street / wharf rd intersection is a bottleneck. 
I think more consideration should be made to one way traffic on 
Hunter and back again on King with angle parking on one side and 
cycleway on the other would be a good start. 
The Merewether st area near Crown Plaza to Argyle st should also 
look at the Fannys block being in essence a roundabout (east on 
Wharf, and west on Centenary) to imnprove flow at Merewether / 
Wharf Rd. 

1 roadworks 
Tighes hill to Maryville bridge over Throsby creek.  Many drivers 
see this stretch as a racing track. 

1 roadworks 

Too many trucks on Ingall St Mayfield. This will get a lot worse 
when over 1,000,000 new trucks are added to the roads nearby 
with the Port Corp plans and the HDC ? Buildev plans go aheard 
on the old BHP site 
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1 roadworks 

Tourle St - Inadequate road for traffic volume at peak times. 3 
lanes merging into one is (low and behold) totally inadequate. 
Totally wasted opportunity in replacing 2-lane bridge with a 2-lane 
bridge. 
Cormorant Rd, Kooragang Island  
- poorly lit, plus no drainage at all resulting in water covering road  
after heavy rain.  THIS IS DOWNRIGHT DANGEROUS! 
- constantly covered in large (e.g. brick sized) rocks from trucks 
- insufficient capacity due increased volumes of traffic especially in 
peak times. Should be widened to 2 lanes both ways to join with 
Teal St (all 2 laned) and a 4-lane Tourle St bridge! 
Nelson Bay Rd between Bayway Village and Newcastle Links - 
THE roughest section of road I have encountered in Newcastle! 
Sections of road either side of this have been totally resurfaced 
but this section (which was always worst of all), is extremely 
rough, especially southbound. Why was this not resurfaced as a 
part of the recent work north of this section. 
Corner George St & Industrial Drive - constantly floods in heavy 
rain 

1 roadworks 

Tourle Street bridge and the road on Kooragang needs to be four 
lanes. 
 
The Kooragang Road is a disgrace. 

1 roadworks 

Tudor street Hamilton (particularly between king street and 
beaumont street) 
Union street (between king street & the Junction) 

1 roadworks 

Turning from Ferndale St Tighes Hill to Pacific Highway - very 
dangerous, especiallay as there are "housing commission" 
devolpments near where immigrants and refugees with poor road-
sense live.  Also, cars turn into Hewison St off Ferndale St too 
fast, and often on the centre of the road. 
I live in Power Street Islington, which becomes a one lane street 
more often than not during the day with cars parked both sides of 
the street.  There is a permanently parked trailer, taking precious 
car space, and previously has been permanently parked boat and 
caravan in our street. 
The bend, on the end of Power St where it runs into Sheddon 
Street is very dangerous. Cars need to be travelling very slowly 
there. 
The continual re-surfacing of the road increases the contour of the 
surface, so that cars park out from the gutter incase of rain which 
then floods their cars.  If only we could have a modern flat road it 
would be much safer for cars and pedestrians and also from 
flooding. 

1 roadworks 

Turning into Scott St from Telford St (northern side) is often 
extremely difficult due to vehicles parked close to the intersection, 
on left or right sides.  Delivery vehicles parked or double parked 
outside the Foodways supermarket pose a particular problem.  
One has to inch one's way forward.  I would suggest reducing the 
parking spaces on at least the right side of this intersection to 
improve visibility of the oncoming traffic. 

1 roadworks 
We need to have 4 lanes to the airprt and four lanes at the toule 
street hunter river crossing 

1 roadworks Wharf Road between Harbour Pier apartments and Jordan's cafe 
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1 roadworks 

When you come down tyrrell street and want to turn left in to 
Darby you are held up waiting for others to go right into Darby, 
same thing in many areas anaother id  Parkway avenue and 
Stewart intersection. 
 
All the road narrowing has made driving in Newcastle a nightmare.
 
The level crossing needless to say is a mjaor traffic hold up as 
there is not enough car storage when the lights are red and the 
gates are down. 
 
In a city the size of Newcastle it is a disgrace to have this major 
traffic hold up especially at peak periods. 

1 roadworks 

Whilst I do not live there, approx twice per week I travel through 
Kooragang and find it dangerous with long stretch of narrow road, 
heavy traffic, often sun reflection issues and bicycle use on the 
narrow road. 

1 roadworks 
willam street area surrounding bridge over throsby creek , 
condition of road surface & pedestrian access/path are shocking 

1 roadworks Yes on Honeysuckle Drive. 

1 roadworks 

Young Street and Elizabeth Street Carrington there is a big pot 
hole as your turn right into Young Street. Elizabeth Street Tighes 
Hill which have a detour on the hill. Lights on Elizabeth and 
Mailtand Roads needs a right hand green light turn into Elizabeth 
Street. 

1 roadworks Young street Carrington. 

1 roadworks 

Intersection of Memorial drive and Parkway Ave and Memorial dr 
and Kilgore ave, when trying to enter Memorial Drive it is difficult 
to see and entre safely due to high volume of traffic. I also have 
concerns for pedestrians and cyclists down memorial drive and 
acessing Empire Park. 

2 roadworks 

- On Llywellyn St Merewether outside Souths leagues club the 
concrete road drops down to the tarred surface forming a groove 
which car wheel get caught on. 
 
 
 
- It is very risky for children walking down Merewether, Windsor or 
Dent St to try & cross Ridge 

2 roadworks 

* Intersection of Lingard St & Glebe Rd: Traffic waiting at Lingard 
street to turn onto Glebe Road (mainly left turn), often end up 
positioned with their nose sticking into the kerbside westbound 
lane of Glebe Rd.  In addition, the alignment of westbound Glebe 
Rd has a "kick" in it at this point, exacerbating the problem. I think 
that the white line for the stop sign needs to be a metre or two 
back from the intersection rather than right at the intersection. It 
encourages cars to stop with their wheels on the white line, 
however this results in the nose of their car often sticking into the 
travel lane. 
 
* The Roundabout at Llewellyn St & Railway St (?) Merewether 
(behind the Shell servo & Mary Ellen hotel) has poor sight 
distances - with most a lot of cars travelling to/from Glebe Rd and 
straight through the roundabout along Llewellyn St, I have seen 
too many near misses from the Llewellyn St traffic not giving way 
to their right.  This is primarily due to driver inattention, but is 
exacerbated by poor sight distances; 
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* Heading East on Glebe Rd at Adamstown, you are not supposed 
to turn RIGHT (or turn left if heading Westbound) into BRYANT 
Street, as it is one way northbound towards Glebe Rd.  This is 
REALLY poorly signposted.  The only sign telling you this is the 
"no entry" sign at the start of Bryant Street - there are no signs on 
Glebe Rd telling you "No right turn" or "no left turn".  It's not until 
you have stopped, and are waiting for a break in the traffic to turn 
that you realise it's a one way street coming towards you.  With the 
independent service station on that corner - people are often trying 
to get into the servo, and don't realise because they're not familiar 
with the area.  This then causes problems when they change their 
minds to continue along Glebe Rd, but the traffic that was behind 
them was already starting to pass them on the parking lanes 
(which they're entitled to do).  It's just confusing. 
 
* The narrow streets between Glebe Rd and Victoria / Lockyer 
Streets, Adamstown (Belmore, Bryant, Buxton, Morgan etc), need 
better arrangements for parking.  Previous "no stopping" signs are 
missing from Belmore St, and if you are trying to turn into those 
streets, you are often faced with one-way conditions because of 
the way cars park on both sides of these narrow streets.  This can 
be quite confronting if there is a car travelling north up these 
streets towards Glebe Road - you can suddenly be confronted with 
no where to go after you have committed to turning in front of 
oncoming traffic if a car is coming down the street towards you 
AND someone has parked too close to the intersection.  In 
addition, most cars park with one wheel up on the footpath and 
one on the road, in an effort to improve through-access.  while this 
is practical to solving the issues of the vehicles travelling these 
streets, it doesn't help if you're a pedestrian walking with kids 
and/or a pram as the footpath access can become blocked.  On 
occasion you can get cars parked "normally"(ie: both wheels on 
the road), but they've parked on opposite sides of the road and 
there is barely enough clearance to drive a small car down the 
road (let alone the garbage truck!).  Formalising parking 
arrangements (one side of road only) would assist in this area. 
 
* There are others I'm sure - but these are ones that have certainly 
been at the front of my mind recently, either through my own near-
misses, or through near-misses (or actual accidents) of friends or 
family. 
 
* THE BIGGEST ISSUE IN THIS AREA - FIX THE DELAYS AT 
THE ADAMSTOWN GATES!!  I know this isn't completely a local 
Council issue - but the delays at the Adamstown Railway gates 
are getting ridiculous!  We need something other than a level 
crossing for this major thoroughfare. 
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2 roadworks 

1  Broadmeadow could be beautified. The streets are narrow, the 
footpaths dangerous. 
 
2  Patrick and Mitchell Sts in Merewether and any street in The 
Junction one would cre to mention is a disgrace.  Footpaths, you 
mean goat tracks!  Hasn't any engineer heard of  
RECONSTRUCTION of roads and not just putting one tar seal on 
top of another. The heights of the roads are higher than the 
footpaths and trying to walk on a road or a footpath ends up with 
sore ankles.  This would be the only city I have been in where you 
walk up hill to cross the road!  And as for night time  - the City of 
Lights - which city would that be. Newcastle is dangerously dark. 

2 roadworks 

Alot of Newcastle roads are narrow and uneven.  I think more 
public transport, even smaller buses to do more runs to keep cars 
out of the city areas as the parking is pathetic, especially for 
residents and Im sick of seeing parking officers hanging around on 
Sundays when families are out and about with their kids.  More 
cycles ways are needed for people who dont want to use their 
cars, but I do not feel safe enough to ride my bike on Newcastle 
roads, they are narrow, fall away at the sides and its too stressful 
worrying about being hit by someone. 

2 roadworks 

Approaching Patrick St. on Watkins St. (The Junction), the angle 
of intersection makes it hard to see vehicles coming along Patrick 
St., from the left (view is obstructed by front passengers & 
passenger headrest requiring driver to lean way forward), and 
complicated by need to simultanously monitor traffic approaching 
on the right along Patrick plus traffic turning right into Patrick from 
adjacent Frederick St. (making intersection almost a 5-ways).  
Situation is exacerbated in poor light conditions (dusk etc.).   
 
Union-Parry St. intersection is v. difficult to cross or to turn right 
due to traffic volumes.  Long delays at times can frustrate Parry St. 
drivers into risky behaviour in trying to force way into or across 
Union.  (Roundabout or lights required?) 

2 roadworks 

Area near Adamstown railway crossing and along first part of Park 
Ave.  
 
Could do with more school traffic signal warnings for 40k zone 
times to remind drivers it is school hours. 
 
Congestion down Beaumont St, need for more parking. 

2 roadworks 

Area near Adamstown railway crossing and along first part of Park 
Ave.  
 
Could do with more school traffic signal warnings for 40k zone 
times to remind drivers it is school hours. 
 
Congestion down Beaumont St, need for more parking. 
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2 roadworks 

Around Adamstown railway crossing, ie: Park Ave/Glebe road. 
 
Bridges Road is over capacity and dangerous. 
 
Around Westfield Kotara, Park Ave, Northcott and Lexington Pde 
for pedestrians and cyclists. 
 
Madison Drive is an overlooked connector road to Westfield. 
Regular speeding drivers up and down, particularly young drivers. 
Traffic congestion at bottom at Rosemont intersection/crest of hill. 
There will be more accidents here unless something is done. Also, 
there are often many 'new' Australians kids gathered here at the 
Full Gospel Church 1-5 Madison Drive with limited roadsense.  
 
And, Madison Drive is increasingly used by large trucks trying to 
access Westfield. 

2 roadworks around belair public school 

2 roadworks 

Beaumont St traffic moving north through Donald St needs a 
better go at the lights. 
 
Traffic around Markettown is an increasing problem eg. the corner 
of National Park St and Parry St. 

2 roadworks 

Beaumont Street is very busy with traffic, cyclists and pedestrians. 
It can take up to 10 minutes to get from Glebe Road end to 
Maitland road end.Pedestrians in shopping area of Beaumont 
street walk out in front of traffic despite there being lights and 
crossings. 

2 roadworks 

Blackall Street  
 
Tudor Street 
 
Cleary Street 
 
Hamilton - Speed Humps 

2 roadworks 
Broadmeadow Road - Boreas Road Georgetown footpaths - 
Chatham Road Broadmeadow. 

2 roadworks Brunker rd Adamstown 

2 roadworks 

Brunker Rd Adamstown. The intersection near the race course 
and Merewether High School. 
 
Broadmedow, the right hand turn into the stadium/hockey centre 
car park. 

2 roadworks 

Brunker Rd in Adamstown particularily in the shopping precent is 
in desperate need of attention. the pedestrian crossing at Victoria 
St and Brunker Rd is a death trap and I am surprised no one has 
been fatally injured at the crossing. The traffic on Brunker Rd gets 
quite congested and visibility is not good for pedestrians or 
drivers.Traffic also goes quite fast and it should be a 40km zone 
as well as having speed humps to slow the traffic down. 
 
The railway crossing at Adamstown also poses another major 
problem which eeds to be addressed. 

2 roadworks Chatham Road, Adamstown 
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2 roadworks 

Chatham Street from 9ways to Donald St & 
 
Samdon St.  Belford st to Donald St 
 
V/Poor road surface 
 
broken f/paths Belford street 
 
There are NO cycle ways  9 ways to city 
 
Speed humps Samdon & Chatham Sts 

2 roadworks 

City road between the intersections with Scenic Drive & Alice 
Street. 2 deaths in the past year and numerous more accidents. 
Really needs to be improved. The road is in bad condition and I 
believe the speed limit is too high. There is also very limited road 
lights - probably due to the houses that back onto it, but when you 
are driving that road at night or when raining - it is very dangerous. 

2 roadworks Corner of City Road and Senic Road 

2 roadworks 

Corner of Parry and National Park St.  
 
As no traffic planning or road improvement has been done with the 
increase in traffic due to the expansion of Market Town and the 
upcoming huge Woolworth Expansion adjacent, and N0 2 Sport 
Ground into the home of Rugby Union the amount of traffic using 
National Pk St for access and for parking the area is now devalued 
as Heritage residential area.  
 
The corner of the Parry and National Pk St is safety issue as well 
as a traffic bottle neck. 

2 roadworks 

Denison Street, between Beaumont and Stewart Avenue, 
especially between Beaumont and Gordon Ave where there are 
large indentations in the road 

2 roadworks 

every where there are those round slipery unpainted dangerous 
deadly metal things in the middle of the road ... they are lethal to 
motercyclists. corner mitchell st & ridge st merewether, corner of 
gleb rd and beaumont st, corner union st mitchell st, there are 
numerous throughout merewther and newacstle. they are often 
berried by tar and unpainted. 

2 roadworks 

Glebe Road - very bumpy on a motorbike 
 
Bar Beach Ave 
 
Darby Street 
 
King Street 

2 roadworks Glebe Road from railway line to City Road/stewart ave 

2 roadworks 

Glebe Road Junction people crossing outside of lights 
 
Footpaths almost all over Newcastle are hazards 
 
train crossing at Adamstown gates a nightmare 

2 roadworks 

Hudson Street, Hamilton is a goat track that has been torn up that 
may times that it is like driving with one wheel on the kerb and one 
wheel on the road. I don't know which utility companies were 
responsible for this but they haven't returned the road to how it 
was before they cut it to shreds. 
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2 roadworks 

I know this is a big deal and i don't know if there are many 
accidents there but the section of the pacific highway at 
charlestown that goes from two lanes to one on the northbound 
lane as it meets city road is an absolute pain.  The merging is 
horrible every day and the speed of traffic going through that 
section of merewether is painfully slow.  Because of this, i use 
scenic drive and take a very convoluted route past schools and 
50km zones in order to get to my parking spot near king edward 
park on the days I drive.  However, it is quicker and more pleasant 
than crawling along city and glebe road.  Is there a state 
government plan to ever upgrade this small section of road?  I 
don't have any general complaints about the roads in this ward - i 
selected this option only because i specifically wanted to talk 
about this problem, and this was the only way the survey would let 
me do this! 

2 roadworks I stick to main roads to avoid poor roads 

2 roadworks 

I think the congestion generated by the shell service station at the 
crossroads of Glebe Rd and Stewart ave, in peak hour times its 
terrible and creates problems for drivers and tests their patience,  
IE people entering the servo from the east in Glebe road make it 
difficult to cross to the inside lane to travel across stewart ave,    
Also entering Glebe road from the side street, (cannot remember 
the name) coming from the north is congested in peak hour times,  
Personnally the entrance to the service station should not be from 
Glebe Road it should be on the other side (northern side) from the 
street, 

2 roadworks 

I think the major traffic roads need looking at. Can the road from 
Mayfield to Beresfield be widened? Outer suburbs are getting 
more populated and it's the only pratical way in. 

2 roadworks 

Intersection at Morgan St and Mary St, Merewether is very 
dangerous crossing Morgan st into Yule road in an easterly 
direction. One cannot see oncoming traffic from the north, due to 
parked cars and rise in road.  
 
Level crossing at Glebe Road Adamstown creates some dreadful 
traffic build ups. Right hand turn lane into Northcott Drive going out 
of town is not long eanough. Glebe Rd and Pacific Highway 
intersection now gives Right hand turn from Glebe into Highway 
an arrow at the end of the green light period, which builds up traffic 
far more than it did when the green arraow came first with the 
green light! 

2 roadworks Intersection of Glebe Road and Chatham Rd, Adamstown. 
2 roadworks Intersection of Patrick and Frederick and Watkin Streets 
2 roadworks Intersection of Watkins & Patrick Sts. 

2 roadworks 

Kemp Street Hamilton South 
 
Teralba Road, Adamstown 
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2 roadworks 

Lindsay and Elcho. You cannot get onto Gordon Ave so a sign 
should be erected on that corner to warn people that it is only a left 
hand turn onto Gordon. 
 
Getting over Beaumont street from Cleary and Lindsay Street 
 
On the Corner of James and Gordon Ave there is a bump and dip 
coming around that corner. 
 
The round about on Gordon ave and Denison st Packs up as it 
goes into 1 lane after a main set of lights on 2 intersections. 

2 roadworks 

Llewellyn St entry from Glebe/City Rd 
 
Police surveillance of traffic exiting illegally from Allworth St across 
City Rd. 
 
John St, Merewether Beach to be one way & pedestrian path 
widened. 

2 roadworks 

Mackie Ave (borders on Ward 3) but forms part of the cycleway 
after going through Adamstown gates 
 
Teralba Rd - has just been patched up but is a disgrace 
 
Lambton Rd Broadmeadow between Nine Ways & hamilton Park 

2 roadworks 

Mitchell St Merewether needs speed humps or speed reducing 
treatment. 
ALSO 
The T intersection at Nott & Mitchell Sts Merewether is extremely 
dangerous if you are leaving Nott and turning right into Mitchell - 
the visibility towards the Llewellyn St roundabout is 0% - especially 
if a car is parked anywhere along the eastern side of Mitchell 
between Llewellyn & Nott Sts. 
 
The number of near misses that I personally have had at that 
corner is innumerable.   
 
That will not be confirmed by the business owner on that corner 
(hairdresser) as it is his customers who park on the corner and 
obstruct the minimal visibility possile. 

2 roadworks Mitchell Street 

2 roadworks 

Morgan St & Alice St intersection: people fly over the hill and the 
car parking is too close to the intersection so that you can't clearly 
see what is coming down Morgan St when exiting Alice St. 
 
Pacific Hwy and Gordon/ Stewart St: Dangerous when leaving 
Stewart St and crossing to the otherside of Pacific Hwy. People 
frequently get frustrated with this intersection. 

2 roadworks 

Morgan Street and Alice street crossing - restrict parking to 
improve visability.  
Morgan Street in general  
Glebe road and LIngard Street intersection - round about needed 
Senic drive - edges of median strip near school needs to be 
rounded off.  
Scenic Drive and Sunhill Cres - restrict parking up hill to improve 
visability 
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2 roadworks Morgan, Alice, Wilton and Selwyn Streets Merewether 

2 roadworks 

Mornings and afternoons trying to get into or out of the area 
boardered by Union St, Glebe Rd, Stewart Ave and Park Way Ave 
can be very dangerous unless you go out of your way to get to 
trafic lights. Lights at the intersection of Glebe Rd, smith St and 
Lingard St would make this much safer (With removal of the 
adjacent pedestrian lights) Adamstown, Brunker road from Rifle St 
to the Adamstown lights is also a bad area with the school zone, 
roundabout, shoping centre and trafic lights all causing poor flow. 
Perhaps using Lockier St to better divert some flow could be one 
option but it is currently a low speed area hindered with stop signs. 
This would take some of the traffic away from the Adamstown 
lights. 

2 roadworks 

Nine ways Broadmeadow congestion along the main roads but 
also the back roads 9eg Dumaraq and Everton streets) which are 
used as cut throughs 

2 roadworks 
Parkway ave west bound right turn into stuart ave stops traffic 
going straight 

2 roadworks Parkway Avenue near Newcastle High School 

2 roadworks 

Parry and National Park Street intersection is chaotic especially in 
peak traffic times. A small roundabout would be best but 2 garden 
verges would have to be removed to enable the work. 

2 roadworks 

Parry St and National Park St 
 
Parry St and Union St 
Parry St and Steel St 
 
Bottom exit from the Bar Beach Carpark 

2 roadworks 

Resurface (with asphalt) and mark cycle lanes Teralba Road from 
Glebe Road to Coolah Road Adamstown. This road is part of the 
"cycleway" into town and is in shocking condition. Same for 
Graham Road Broadmeadow from start at Coorrumburg St to 
Bibby St. 

2 roadworks Resurfacing needed on Morgan st over old concrete roadways 

2 roadworks 

Road surface - Glebe Road 
 
Adamstown railway gates 

2 roadworks 

Road surfacing on Morgan St, Merewether - must be one of the 
worst surfaces in Merewether. 
 
Traffic access from The Junction shopping area into Merewether 
residential area - currently difficult. 
 
Consider moving the pedestrian traffic lights on Glebe Road to be 
traffic lights at the Smith St/Lingard St and Glebe Road 
intersection. 
 
The intersection at Patrick Street/Watkins Street/Frederick St is 
dangerous. 
 
We need dedicated cycle routes from Merewether into town. 
 
Footpath/cycleway around Racecourse has been improved, but 
there is still not a continuous footpath. 

2 roadworks Samdon Street, Cleary Street, Lindsay Street - roads and 
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footpaths 

2 roadworks 

Scenic Drive - at the primary school, and at more places along 
street 
 
Bershire Ave - speed humps at bottom on slope and near bend to 
protect children who live in street, as vehicles go too fast for 
conditions currently 
 
Crossing at cnr Morgan and Llewellyn Sts 
 
Reducing vehicular traffic and widening pedestrian access along 
stretch between Merewether Beach and Bar Beach 
 
and firther to top of Memorial Drive 
 
Pedestrian crossing and footpath access at cnr City Road and 
Northcott Dr - this very dangerous for pedestrians crossing Pacific 
Highway and Northcott Dr 

2 roadworks 

Scenic Drive/City Rd, Merewether Heights 
 
Parkway Avenue 
 
Darby St 

2 roadworks 

Section at the corner of Allworth Street East and the Pacific 
Highway (City Road) Merewether needs resurfacing and drains 
needs fixing. 

2 roadworks 
Smith Street when it enteres Parry Street on the western side of 
the road, because of restriced access to turn left into Parry Steet. 

2 roadworks 

Southern end of Beaumont Street has been in poor condition for at 
least 10 years - needs new kerb and guttering and road 
resurfacing. Consideration should be given to reducing speeding 
drivers who travel from Glebe rd down Beaumont St at excessive 
speed. 
 
Other roads around our beaches need to incorporate shared 
pedestrian access. 
 
Cycle lanes currently marked are on heavy traffic volume roads 
which cyclists tend to avoid. More off road cycleways are needed 
or incorporated into shared pedestrian/cyclist lanes. 

2 roadworks Surface of Llewellyn Street Merewether 

2 roadworks 
T intersection Woodwood Street and Curry Street Merewether is 
dangerous. 

2 roadworks Teralba Road pavement is appauling 

2 roadworks 

The Adamstown rail gates.  They lead to massive traffic delays 
which has a knock on effect for both Brunker & Glebe roads.  
Clearways in this area need to be monitored as any cars left in 
these lanes during peak periods causes hayhem. 
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2 roadworks 

The Adamstown rail gates/crossing is a nightmare that desperately 
needs addressing.  We have lived near other rail crossings before 
with very little issue (maybe needing to wait for a minute or two at 
most for trains to pass) but at Adamstown you can wait anything 
up to 15 minutes for trains to come through.  I am yet to 
understand why the gates need to be down for so long before a 
train comes through and then often they remain down for a 
number of minutes before a second train arrives. 
 
Getting to work on time of a morning is pot luck depending on how 
long I have to wait at Adamstown and it's incredibly frustrating. 

2 roadworks 
The area around the intersection of Donald and Swan Streets 
Hamilton. 

2 roadworks The cnr of Morgan Street and Alice Street Merewether. 

2 roadworks 

The Crossing at Darling Street & Beaumont Street is a monster. 
The other intersection is at Jennings Parade & Beaumont Street 
 
Both need an urgent redesign and better signage It is only the 
care of motorists that there are not serious accidents here. 
 
Both of them need pedestrian crossings which are safe and well 
marked. 

2 roadworks 

The Donald St/Griffiths Rd - Chatham Rd intersection. Hazardous 
to traffic turning either way. Very hazardous for traffic traveling in 
either direction along Chatham Rd across Donald St/ Griffiths Rd. 
 
Now! This is a shock, horror, proposal. 
 
Resume a triangular area, about 100 metres along both Memorial 
drive and Bar beach Ave of Empire Park to install a roundabout to 
replace the mess that is now the entrance/exit between Memorial 
Drive and the parking area at Bar Beach dressing rooms and 
kiosk. Council spent significantly a few years ago to rearrange the 
Parkway Ave - Memorial Drive intersection. But it remains a 
problem during summer.A large diameter roundabout serving all 
the mentioned streets would remove many traffic and pedestrian 
hazards 
 
This small area of the park is very rarely used for other than a 
pedestrian path to the beach (or for dog owners to allow their 
animals to defecate!). It would be of more use to more people in 
removing the existing traffic hazards and hold ups. 

2 roadworks 

The intersection at Brunker Rd and Melville Rd is extremely 
dangerous. A large volume of bicycle traffic, using the allocated 
bike route, frequent the crossing. There are many near misses. A 
large volume of cars also use Teralba Rd to bypass Brunker Rd.: 
quiet often speeding along this street turning from glebe into 
teralba and then into melville. As there are many children and 
families in the area it has become very dangerous. I have already 
notified council of both of these issues, with no response. 

2 roadworks 

The junction. roundabout instead of lights at Glebe Rd near Italian 
restaurant where roads are angled etc.ot by the school-other 
I'sectn. 
Lights or roundabout at bar Beach when exiting Parkway into 
Esplanade/Marine Pde.. 

2 roadworks 
The pedestrian crossing on the corner of Glebe Road and Bryant 
Street can sometimes be very dangerous to cross. 
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2 roadworks 

The residents around Gregson Park in Hamilton are extremely 
concerned about Samdon Street. It is only a matter of time before 
a pedestrian is seriously injured or killed. The volume of car and 
the speed of cars is a huge problem. It is also extremely difficult to 
see when cars are parked on the side of the road. We have a lot of 
people with young children and elderly people, who have a lot of 
difficulty crossing this road to get to Gregson Park. At a recent 
community meeting we decided to start an action group. We need 
a crossing or speed bumps. 

2 roadworks 

The roads around the Broadmeadow Racecourse could do with an 
improvement where the median strips are built in a poor manner 
especially near Chatham Road near the Premier Hotel.  The 
streets of Nineways and around the racecourse are of poor quality 
and could be upgraded. 

2 roadworks 

traffic flow near the beaches, people, including young children just 
crossing anywhere, and I think drivers are often distracted in these 
areas looking for parking or checking out the surf (or the joggers?. 
I don't usually have problems parking.  The 50 km zone near Bar 
beach is good. 
 
That short bit of road that passes between Park Ave and Brisbane 
Water Road, over the Fernleigh bike track is HORRIFIC, there are 
so many near misses there between cars &/or pedestrians &/or 
bike riders.  Drivers don't notice the stop signs, and drivers stop for 
bikes and walkers - though signs cleary indicate cars have right of 
way.  I realise they are just being polite but it often causes back 
logs over park avenue at very busy times - school times and 
thursday night traffic to Westfield (which is another HORROR 
story!!.  and cars often park too close to that intersection along 
Brisbane Water road (lack of parking for workers at the Centrelink 
Call centre??) so very narrow stretch. 

2 roadworks 

Traffic redirection -traffic lights at union and glebe rds and union 
and kenrick streets - heavily congested at peak hour times - Traffic 
banked up in both directions in both streets at union and kenrick 
intersection - difficult for motorists and pedestrians. 

2 roadworks Tudor street is neither pedestrian or cycle friendly 

2 roadworks 

Uneven road surfaces where concrete is supplemented with 
asphalt strips e.g. Llewellyn Street 
 
The suface of Stewart Avenue and City Road 
 
Consider a roundabout at Union and Parry Street 
 
Fix the disaster that was raod works around the Broadmeadow 
race course 
 
Turn off red arrows on most sets of traffic lights at non peak times 
and allow cars to turn in conditions of low traffic volume e.g 
Stewart Ave into Hunter Street 
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2 roadworks 

Union st and Parkway av, should have been a roundabout. 
 
Darby st and Glebe road, block off Glebe rd end of Darb st to stop 
the accidents and speeding down it from town end or make it 
buses only, but people will still do illegal right turns there.Maybe 
speed bumps.maybe partial closure. 
 
Pacific hwy and Glebe rd, give priority to away from town drivers in 
evening at lights and thus give a first and longer Right turn arrrow 
there.Traffic backs up all the way in the evening as the right 
turners get stuck.Also make it Right turn only there or remove 
parking on the other side of the intersection, as when two 
suddenly go through there is a race for the lane if a car parks 
there, so close to the intersection. 
 
Union st and the Video Easy st, forget it's name, no room on the 
other side of the intersection if both cars go through , from two 
lanes to one, same at all the points of that intersection, so Right 
land should be Right turn only to avoid collisions as repeatedly 
nearly happen. 
 
4 way Stop signs are confusing and cannot find in the book who 
should give way. Better to get rid of them and have just one way 
stop sign and then the next intersection have a different way stop 
.One gets the ridiculous position of multiple cars stopping and 
wondering who should actually go, who got there first, who is on 
the right  when everyone is on the right of someone. These are in 
the Juntion area a lot, particularly I think National Park st or Smith 
St , i forget which. 
 
Sort out the weekend parking aroudn the netball /soccer fiels, 
either it is or it is not legal to park all ove the park , same with 
other sports fields within a park land area,such as the Gordon Av 
field and Emprie park fields.Personally I think it is dangerous for 
children to have cars parking and driving off road when not 
expected and that this should be stopped, with a warning first to all 
sports groups. 

2 roadworks 
University Drive, Callaghan - make University provide more off 
road parking. 
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2 roadworks 

YES! 
 
Intersection of Brunker Rd and Melville Rd (Broadmeadow) is a 
SHOCKER. 
 
No-one in Melville Rd can get acrosss Brunker Rd in the morning 
or afternoon (going in either direction) Just put in a roundabout. 
This also addresses the issue of cars hooning down Brunker Rd. 
 
ALSO 
The intersection of Glebe Rd and Teralba Rd (Adamstown) is also 
extremely difficult if you are in Teralba Rd and trying to turn right 
into Glebe Rd. This intersection could be improved by lights, a 
roundabout or even one of those "slip lanes" that turning cars can 
get into if there is a break in one direction (similiar to the one near 
the railway crossing just up the road 
 
AND 
While you're at it, improve the intersection of Melville Rd and 
Chatham St (Broadmeadow) at the corner of the Racetrack. For 
an area with such a huge volume of pedestrians, this could be 
easily improved with some pedestrian islands or at the very least, 
some better road markings. 

3 roadworks 

1. cnr Regent St & Portland Place, New Lambto 
 
2. cnr Royal St, Lambton Rd & Tauranga Rd, New Lambton 
3. Griffith Rd & Loyd Rd  Lambton 

3 roadworks 

A definite traffic/parking problem exists, mainly Monday to Friday, 
where Villa Road, Waratah West,changes from a 'standard' road 
width, alongside the Hospice/Mater Hospital precinct (no parking 
on the opposite,[western] side),'south' to the Hospital/reservoir 
'border', where Villa Road narrows to a 'laneway' width at times at 
the southern end alongside the Braye Park/Reservoir precinct, to 
join Leonora Street. Parking 'where-ever' for those people with 
'construction/business dealings',also those visiting dying relatives 
at the Hospice at these buildings, risk 'fines'.    
 
After years of complaint by concerned residents at the level of 
parking outside their residences on the west/southern end,some 
parking restrictions have been introduced..... 
 
The alternative to widen alongside the Reservoir, has been 'put on 
hold' due to Costs....However,is the eastern/reservoir side part of 
Water Board Property? If so,Hunter Water Board could be 
approached to contribute to the widening of this southern end of 
Villa Parade? 

3 roadworks 

Adjoining streets to Westfield Shopping centre are very congested, 
especially on Saturday and Sundays. It is often impossible to do a 
right hand turn onto Park Avenue during peak times. Traffic 
volume will increase once new shops will open in Park Avenue. 

3 roadworks 
Boomerang Road in Braye Park in need of repair. Pot holes are 
increasing. 
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3 roadworks 

Bridges Road and Carnley Avenue. 
 
Howe Street, and Croudace Street. Land needs to be resumed to 
provide a left turn lane into Howe Street.  
 
A longer right turn facility is needed from Newcastle Road to 
Croudace Street.  
 
The Shortland bypass needs to meet with the Charlestown bypass 
with a "real" second access to John Hunter Hospital. The present 
arrangement is a disaster waiting to happen. 
 
Royal Street, New Lambton to Lambton Road. there is also a 
dangerous blind corner just before this intersection that probably 
should be closed off.  
 
Bridges Road and St James Road there should be no right turn 
from Bridges Road to Saint James Road. 
 
Kotara in the vicinity of Westfield is an overloaded shambles. 
There should be no more commercial development in this area. 

3 roadworks 

Carnley Avenue - speed cameras.   
 
Need to sort out the people that queue up along Turton Road and 
the side street waiting to get into the Woolworths service station 
when they have cheap fuel - they block traffic and make the 
intersection near the bowling club very dangerous.  It should 
probably be "no stopping" on both sides of the side street for about 
25m east of that intersection as it is very narrow particularly when 
cars are parked at the bowling club.   
 
Thanks for fixing up the parking around New Lambton South 
PubliSchool - hopefully the parents will follow the rules now.  More 
regular visits from the friendly parking officers would probably help 
to reinforce the recent changes. 

3 roadworks 
clearing & maintaing footpath & bustop      between carisbrooke 
ave & charlestown road 

3 roadworks 

Cnr Durham Road and Hobart Road Lambton. 
 
Intersection of Elder Street and Croudance Road, Lambton 

3 roadworks Cnr of Park Avenue and Joslin St 

3 roadworks 

Complete the New Lambton Hts to Jesmond bypass road to ease 
congestion and speed up traffic flow in this area. This should also 
create another entrance to John Hunter Hospital. 

3 roadworks 

Complete the New Lambton Hts to Jesmond bypass road to ease 
congestion and speed up traffic flow in this area. This should also 
create another entrance to John Hunter Hospital. 

3 roadworks 

Connecting the Charlestown by pass to Jesmond round a bout. 
The biggest hospital / private facilities outside of Sydney 
metropolitan area is on a 50,000 per day conjested road. Another 
seven storey private building and others in the future are being 
built. There must be an access road from the extension to the 
Hospital on the western side. 
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3 roadworks 

Corner Croudace Street and Newcastle Road turning left from 
Croudace Street. 
 
Corner Charlestown Road and Hurn Street - entance to 
Charlestown Road 
 
All acess to main (Bipass)Road 

3 roadworks 

corner of alnwick road and north lambton needs addressing as 
there is constant wheel spin. 
 
acacia ave does not have speed signs is it 50 or 60kmph zone etc.
 
acacia intersection and alnwick road is blind when turning onto 
acacia and an issue if cars speed on acacia. speed dump either 
side would reduce chance of cars doing above 50kmph when 
approaching intersection. 
 
acacia could do with better road edges for cyclists 
alnwick/janet st constantly gets pot holes with slapdash fixes 
which last less then 24 hours in wet weather 

3 roadworks 

Corner of Turton road near the traffic lights needs to be repaired 
and resurfaced. Maude street needs a wider bridge to accomodate 
increasing traffic congestion. New infrastructure need to be 
planned for increasing traffic population around the Mater Hospital 
and the Newcastle University. 
 
Need more lanes on Edith street and Lambton rd to alleviate more 
traffic congestion. 

3 roadworks 

croudace road to Newcastle road is abominable, the charlestown 
to Jesmond bypass needs to be completed urgently (will also 
provide safe and comprehensive 2nd access to John Hunter 
Hospital as a bonus. 
 
bridges road from energy australia stadium through to Park ave 
Kotara requires better traffic flow, probABLY 3 LANES EACH 
WAY...i AM SURE AT THE TOP OF THE HILL NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENT AS WELL, BUT I DONT TRAVEL THAT WAY 
OFTEN, 
 
tHE gLEBE ROAD railway line urgently requires overhead bridge 
or underpass. I have been stopped there for 20 minutes without a 
train going past. I have also been stopped for 20 min while a train 
goes past at very slow speed. 
 
I use to live at Fletcher, and i can categorically say that travelling 
to Newcastle in the am, or returning in ther pm is shocking. a 20 
minute trip at the weekend becomes an hr plus marathon at times. 
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3 roadworks 

Croudace/Howe, as mentioned above.  It's a disaster, worse than 
when they started. 
Also, for your question about what causes accidents, I have 
answered the obvious, but you did not put in one that I think is 
important.  It does not apply so much to urban areas as to the oen 
road.  Drivers not staying in the left lane unless overtaking, and 
especially those who sit beside another vehicle and block the road 
to all other users, cause great disruption and distraction.  You can 
generally tell them; they are the ones with words on the back of 
their cars saying "Get off by backside" or words to that effect.  
Everyone thinks it is impatience on the part of others, but some of 
these drivers create havoc. 

3 roadworks 
Elder and Morehead street. Taxi zone should be removed as 
blocks view. 

3 roadworks 

Entrances to John Hunter Hospital. The proposed road from 
Jesmond Roundabout to Lookout Rd would, if constructed, provide 
saffer less congested access to one of the major areas of 
conjestion on a daily basis morning and afternoon. 

3 roadworks 

Fifth Street between Henry and Pilkington Streets. 
 
Alnwick Street from the Reservoir, past the bowling club and down 
to Parkhill Parade. 

3 roadworks 

Generally speaking the footpaths are nonexistent in this ward 
which results in non-motorized traffic mixing with motorized traffic 
on the road. This, combined with the general youthful 
(inexperienced) driver population, and the high speed of 
Griffiths/Newcastle road is very dangerous. 
 
Specifically, the north side of griffiths road around Morehead 
Street and Dent Streets is close to schools, and none of the 
sidewalks ar e sealed or even. Children are compelled to walk on 
the roads, ride their bikes, walk their dogs on the roads, where the 
footpaths are inadequately surfaced. This is in close proximity to 
traffic that is exiting at high speed into the surrounding streets, 
with motorists who have been on high speed roads for extended 
periods. 

3 roadworks 

Griffits Road has 3-4 water hole lids and ther are too low from road 
leve that its become a pit hole.  
 
Then I think its Station street/ Turton Rd Waratah in front of old 
post office the road has been so bad from ages and no one realy 
bother to fix it.  
 
Newcastle road between Morehead street and Crodace street 
always have some accidents i my understanding the road have big 
dip and at peak hours care are always bumper to bumper which 
increas the  risk of accidents. I point is if htere are any more signs 
just to sllow people down at that spacific part of the road. 

3 roadworks 

I cannot walk my grandchildren on footpath from home in WIlliam 
Street to Jesmond Park - feels very unsafe to walk on road & 
impossible to walk on grass with stroller 

3 roadworks Improved conditions/roundabout at corner of Regent and Portland 

3 roadworks 

Improvement to the congestion on Newcastle Rd, Through 
Jesmond is of primary concern. recent chandes @ The Jesmond 
roundabout (Westbound), and the top of Croudace St (turning left 
on to Newcaslte Road) have made an improvement. 
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3 roadworks 

Intersection of Joslin st and Park ave, Kotara - it is impossible to 
enter Park ave due to traffic volumes. 
 
There is a poorly lit pedestrian crossing on Joslin street, Kotara. 
 
Joslin street, Kotara, is long and straight and needs speed humps, 
especially before the prdestrian crossing. 

3 roadworks 
Jesmond Park Pelican Crossing coming off the Inner City Bypass 
blind into the back of a queue of traffic 

3 roadworks 

Jesmond Roundabout, 
 
More clearways 
 
Better (not more) traffic light control (eg, syncronisation) 

3 roadworks Joslin St & Park Ave intersection 

3 roadworks 

Kotara - Joslin street area needs traffic calming devices to slow 
traffic down, particularly near the local shops. 
 
Westfield Kotara - improved traffic management needed to deal 
with traffic congestion. 
 
Lexington Parade - Park Avenue intersection - left lane at bottom 
of Lexington parade should be left turn only to keep traffic flowing. 
Currently people turn right from the left lane which stops left 
turners from using the "Left turn on red permitted" option, creating 
unneccessary congestion. 

3 roadworks 

Kotara - westfields the traffic really bottle necks around here and it 
can take 20-30 mins to get through.  
 
joslin street - difficult to get out of in heavy traffic (traffic lights or 
round about) 

3 roadworks 

Kotara foot paths around the westfield 
 
Roads around Kotara westfield pot holes 

3 roadworks 

Kotara Kotara Kotara  - number of vehicles during 
morning/afternoon and weekend  shoppers show the inadequacy 
of the roads to handle the volume - lack of parking facilities only 
irritate drivers and promote road rage 

3 roadworks Kotara shopping area. 

3 roadworks 

Lookout Rd - JHH creates hugh traffic problems which flows onto 
Croudace, Curzon, Brett Sts & Carrington Pde - Carrington Pde is 
now a one lane road due to excessive parking from JHH plus 
housing development - the large blocks have been subdivided 
which has at least doubled if not trebled the amount of traffic 
considering the road has not been upgraded in 60 years 
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3 roadworks 

Lookout road - traffic jams at peak hours, cycles are a hazard on 
the road, there is no pedestrian footpath for great stretches b/n 
JHH and carnley avenue, needs to be left turn traffic lights at the 
top of McCaffery before there's another accident. 
Carnley ave has been hopeless since the changes to blackbut 
entrance and loss of the 2nd lane. 
 
Get rid of 2nd turning lane from warners bay direction into carnley 
- just causes a traffic jam immediately upon entering carnley. 
 
 
Pot hols all down grinsell and needs footpaths along eastern half - 
verges are too steep / bumpy for old people, prams etc and people 
keep blocking footpath with their cars. 
 
The whole stretch from broadmeadow to garden city is a complete 
nightmare and the traffic lights at the roundabout was the most 
stupid thing I have ever seen and traffic backs up to the sports 
centre now. 
 
Someone really needs to show some common sense and stop 
throwing good money after bad - we have a problem at point x so 
lets spend a few hundred grand and move the problem to point y. 
It is just a domino effect. 

3 roadworks 

Maud St and Pacific Highway intersection too congested. Possibly 
look at removing right hand turn lane from Maud St. Maybe 
instead have additional road into Warabrook from Waratah West.  
Overpass best solution but may be too costly. 
 
Charlestown Road/ Croudace St/ Lookout Road over congested 
will be sorted if Highway 23 is ever constructed around hospital 
area. This includes right hand turn off newcastle road into 
Charlestown road. 
 
Roundabout at Bridges Road- Northcott Drive-Carnely Avenue 
Kotara can no longer handle traffic volumes.  
 
University should have additional entrance point accessed from 
near BHP research Facility to reduce congention at roundabout. 

3 roadworks 

Maud St is always congested in peak hour. 
 
Complete the inner city bypass from Jesmond to Rankin Park. 

3 roadworks 
Maud Street Waratah no bus shelters overgrown grass etc at bus 
stops holes in footpath at bus stop. 

3 roadworks 

More bus lanes - there are no incentives to catch the bus as it is 
much slower option to driving, and is made even slower by 
congestion. Bus lanes would allow buses to compete with cars in 
terms of commute times. 
 
Kotara train station needs better connectivity to Park Avenue. 
Some lights have been repaired, however potholes make it 
dangerous at night time. Trains stop there all night, yet the roads 
are unsuitable for pedestrians, especially at night. I have injured 
my ankle here before after stepping onto the edge of an unseen 
pothole at night. 
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3 roadworks 
Newcastle inner-city bypass needs to be completed to improve 
traffic flow congestion and safety. 

3 roadworks 
Newcastle inner-city bypass needs to be completed to improve 
traffic flow congestion and safety. 

3 roadworks 
Newcastle road and the Jesmond Roundabout and Croudace St - 
very high volume of traffic. 

3 roadworks Park Avenue 

3 roadworks 

regent st New lambton. 
 
Alma road new lambton. Around K-mart waratah 

3 roadworks Roads around the two main hospitals particularly in peak hours. 

3 roadworks 

Russell Rd is always congested, on street parking takes out 2nd 
lane both ways. Creates congestion, frustration and lane changing
 
Northcott Drive in Kotara has become very high traffic, turning is 
difficult and roundabout where Carnley Ave/ Northcott/ Bridges Rd 
meet is overloade 
 
Lookout Rd in New Lambton is very busy across from John 
Hunter. No satisfactory pedestrian / cycle crossings. Traffic builds 
up both ways and can bank up 1km away. Turning lanes 
sometimes can't be accesssed, sometimes queues extend back to 
free-flow lanes. Especially 'hairy' turning east into Russel Rd 

3 roadworks 

The area going in to westfield and the traffic flow coming out of 
westfield and surrounding westfield is filled with impatient people 
stressing about bargain shopping.  Such centres are too big to be 
put in the middle of suburbia and perhaps should have been built 
in town after demolishing older, hazardous buildings such as the 
post office (such buildings simply consume land area and are of 
no use).  Then the trees could have been maintained in Kotara 
and the roads would not have become the mess they are in at the 
moment.  People going bargain shopping seem to be more prone 
to road rage than other drivers.  Queueing at parking stations and 
being stuck in traffic lights queueing to get into westfield also 
brings on road rage. 

3 roadworks 

the corner of joslin street and park avenue is a traffic congestion 
horror spot.  the introduction of the current stop sign and island is 
difficult for buses and large vehicles to navigate and this often 
means they need to slow to almost a stop or sometimes roll back 
and proceed again in order to avoid running up on the island when 
entering joslin street. 
 
the hours of 8 to 930 am and 4 to 6pm are so heavily congested 
on park avenue due to the ridiculous planning of a one lane main 
road entering a major developing shopping complex makes the 
intersection very dangerous.  cars exiting joslin street wait such 
long periods to enter park avenue trafic flow they speed out to join 
the traffic flow and traffic is often backed up to the next street 
intersection causing frustration and irrational driving. 
 
this corner should always have been traffic signalled given the 
development at westfield. 

3 roadworks 
The entrances to Newcastle Uni are the source of major 
bottlenecks every peak hour during uni terms 

3 roadworks 
The intersection at the beinging of Alma Road,Royal and Lambton 
roads. Cars wanting to turn into Royal, block the flow from Alma 
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and Lambton roads. 

3 roadworks 
The intersection out the front of Waratah police Station on school 
days coming out of Harret Street cannot see down to K Mart. 

3 roadworks 
The junction at Alma Road/Lambton Road/ Royal Street. This 
definately needs improvement. 

3 roadworks 
The roads are not designd to cope with the Volume of Peak hour 
traffic that is a major factor. 

3 roadworks 

The traffic stream of the multi named Newcastle Road from link 
road to either town or other suburbs mentioned above. Ultimately 
the traffic congestion is creating impatience and aggressive 
drivers, and risk taking. 

3 roadworks 

traffic around garden city, ie: coming from high school and wanting 
to turn into garden city from lexington parade to the top carpark 
near david jones is a nightmare, it is hard to turn into, come out of, 
and pass around vehicles waiting to enter or exit the shopping 
centre and there are cars parked on both sides of the road as well.  
There are cars that block both the intersections on northcott drive 
coming out of the homemaker centre and coming down northcott 
from bridges road.  Then there are the cars stacking up to go up 
the ramp into the shopping centre from park aven, northcott drive.  
They say that both these things never occur but the people that 
say that it doesn't happen obviously never travel this way and use 
these roads/intersections in peak hour traffic. 

3 roadworks 
Turton road traffic lights need to be synced better. Bridges road is 
a nightmare! 

3 roadworks 

Wesfield Kotara 
 
John Hunter Hospital 
 
Energy Australia Stadium 

3 roadworks 

West Charlestown by-pass and all connections, esp. at the 
hospital. 
 
All intersections should have fly-over not surface intersection, 
including those in Lake Macq. 

3 roadworks 

Young St. Georgetown for improved road surface 
 
roundabout at cnr. Georgetown Rd. and Turton Rd. 

4 roadworks 

A very high percentage of our roads need to be resurfaced. Not 
just the potholes but the whole roads need improvements and not 
just in my ward. 

4 roadworks all  newcastle and hunter 
4 roadworks all norrow non though roads in fletcher elermore vale wallsend 

4 roadworks 

All roads and intersections around Minmi Rd/ Wilkinson Ave/ 
Cameron St/ Longworth Ave, Robert St/ Sandgate Rd.  All the 
intersections are unsafe, unable to handle the traffic, and 
inconvenient. These intersections are heavily used due to the 
large population growth in the Wallsend - Minmi corridor. and the 
proximity of the university. The intersectional "solutions" are non-
intuitive and piecemeal, done at least cost, rather than optimal 
outcome.  Combined with the lack of effective public transport for 
the whole area - e.g. it takes two buses to get from Maryland to 
University, which is a six-minute drive in a car - and the peak hour 
problems due to University traffic clogging all roads up to the link 
road at Wallsend, traffic flow is an oxymoron. 
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4 roadworks 

Anderson Drive Beresfield Cnr Alendale Street - Roundabout. 
 
Anderson Drive crossing in front school - "Our lady of Lourdes" - 
Traffic lights, footpaths especially at Allendale Street, Beth Street 
and Pasadena Close. 

4 roadworks Around the uni is terrible...bottleneck in peak times 
4 roadworks Beresfield to Newcastle and Shortland 

4 roadworks 

By this stage, after decades of neglect -- all of them.  If you walk 
the area, with a pen and paper, you'll find 10 - 100 things to fix, 
paint and restore in any 1 km route. 

4 roadworks 

Can't specify any particular road.  Feel most "through" roads need 
upgrading with special attention to consistency; eg, surface width, 
number of lanes each way, regular shoulders. 

4 roadworks 

Complete highway 123 including the tunnel from railway line at 
Kotara to Jesmond with the entry and exit for both north and south 
traffic as it was planned in 1935. 

4 roadworks completion of Rankin Park-Jesmond and Sandgate by-pass roads 

4 roadworks 

Completion of road linking Jesmond roundabout and Maitland road 
at Sandgate 
 
Widen road Sandgate to Hexham 

4 roadworks 

Completion of the Newcastle western bypass especially from John 
hunter hospital to jesmond (newcasle Uni to Maitland Rd 
construction currently underway). Plus upgrade of road from 
wallsend to Rubbish tip especially bicycle lane road shoulders 
across Ironbark Creek floodplain. 

4 roadworks 

Corner of Lake Road and Croudace Road. Either the RTA or 
Council has installed a left turn priority arrow, but no lane is 
marked and one of you has just marked a bike lane through this 
area. It creates alot of confusion with the traffic going straight 
ahead and needs to be rectified.  
 
Corner of Jubilee and Lake road. This is similar to the above and 
needs a left turn arrow.  
 
Intersection of McCafferey and Lookout Road heading north. This 
is a difficult intersection to negotiate and often people overtake 
from the merge lane illegally because the people at the front of the 
queue don't have sufficinet space to enter the traffic flow safely. 
 
Intersection of Rugby Road and Regent Street heading east. Two 
lanes are provided, but this often turns into a drag strip in the 
morning. Cars are often parked in Alma Road, so the cars in the 
outside lane race the cars in the right hand lane, which is going to 
result in an accident. IT HAPPENS EVERY DAY! The left lane is a 
no left turn, so the poor traffic planning for this intersection creates 
the issues. The left lane should carry the traffic into town and the 
right lane should be right turn only. Alternately, Alma Road should 
be a clearway in the morning.  
 
I have also been involved in an accident at the corner of Parkway 
and Tudor. The 3 car pile up resulted from a car turning right into 
parkway, but the traffic lights ahead of us were green. The traffic 
had to stop suddenly because the lady indicated at the last minute 
that she was turning right and failed to pull out of the way of the 
traffic. The car in front of me and I stopped suddenly and the 2 
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cars behind us skidded and collided with me. This is a regular 
situation at this intersection and the right turn should be removed. 
It is the same as the situation at the corner of blackall and belford 
heading east and west. 

4 roadworks Cowper st Wallsend opp Plaza 

4 roadworks 

Croudace Rd., Elermore Vale 
 
Remove speed humps on Walford St. 
 
   "     "     "    " Grandview Rd. 
 
Widen Minmi Rd from Maryland Dr. to Minmi. 

4 roadworks Dealing with peak hour traffic to and from Minmi Road 

4 roadworks 

Each suburb has its areas of poor roads (pot holes every time it 
rains, not enough off road lanes for bikes, some road surfaces 
make it hazardous to drive in wet conditions); poor bus services 
(definitely not enough in Minmi); not enough ways to slow traffic 
down (speed humps, traffic lights, flashing signs to alert them to 
important change in speed zones ie: schools, etc). 
 
Some areas should have roundabouts and not traffic lights, and 
vice versa. 
 
Roundabouts should not have gardens in the middle of them as 
they make it hard to see oncoming traffic. 
 
Some of these suburbs are older and need more upkeep - they 
therefore should get more funding to get them up to the same 
standard as the newer areas. 

4 roadworks 

Grandview Road needs some of the roundabouts taken out, it is 
simply ridiculous! 
 
Bus stops should have an 'off the road' indent on main 
thoroughfares so that buses do not hold up a whole lane of traffic 
when they stop to pick up passengers. 

4 roadworks 
Highway at Hexham/sandgate.  Bottleneck every morning and 
afternoon 

4 roadworks 

 just put it in the box for "other" on previous page. 
plus 
the rectification of the situation at Sandgate (extension of our 
famous "road to nowhere") should be accelerated, even if this 
requires weekend & night work. That so much time has passed 
since it was planned reflects very poorly on the State Government 
& the city council. 
AND 
of course the completion of the same road west of the John Hunter 
is more than vital. 

4 roadworks 

In the vicinity of the Elemore Vale shopping centre. 
 
It can be dangerous exiting this centre. 
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4 roadworks 

Intersection of Garsdale & Croudace Rds, where cars turning right 
from Garsdale 
 
"Silent Cop" where Cambronne intersects Elermore Pde (cars 
turning right onto Cambronne go over the median line) 

4 roadworks 

Intersection of Minmi Road and Maryland Drive, 
 
the left turn lane from maryland drive into minmi road is shaped so 
that you drift out into the right hand lane of minmi road      instead 
of blending into the left hand lane. 
 
The road from the round about on Thomas Street that runs down 
past the hospital is very congested, especially when cars are 
parked on each side of the road, and the traffic banks up at the 
traffic lights due to poor phasing of the lights. 

4 roadworks 

Jubilee Rd Wallsend 
 
Lake Rd Wallsend 
 
McCaffrey Drive Rankin Park 

4 roadworks Jubilee Road Elermore Vale near the Reservoir Road end. 

4 roadworks 

Lake Rd into Croudace Rd Elermore Vale(coming from Wallsend, 
going South the corner with the gardening nursery) there is a 
green turn left arrow on the red light - make this into a left turning 
lane, drivers get confused here.  
 
 
Improve the traffic flow from this Ward area into the city 
(Newcastle), there are too many traffic lights and roads joining the 
main roads, need one major thoroughfare to connect West to East 
(like the bypass from North to South). PLEASE 

4 roadworks Mailtand road out past Hexham. 
4 roadworks Maryland and the drive from Wallsend to Maryland and Glendore 

4 roadworks 

McCafferey Drive - volume of vehicles, pedestrains crossing at 
Grandview. 
 
Lookout Rd - volume of vehicles, lack of cycle facilities 

4 roadworks 
Mini Road needs to be two lanes all the way. Not one lane then 
two lans then one lane. 

4 roadworks 

Minmi Rd needs to be upgraded to dual carragway through to 
fletcher to accomodate the extra traffic from housing 
developments 

4 roadworks minmi road 
4 roadworks Minmi Road 
4 roadworks Minmi road 
4 roadworks Minmi Road at Flether/ Maryland 

4 roadworks 
Minmi Road from the Sanctuary onwards to Minmi and Lenaghans 
Drive past Minmi towards the Freeway 

4 roadworks 

Minmi Road is carrying an enormous amount of traffic since the 
housing developments increased, so basically all roads to/from the 
city and the University need to be improved to cope with the extra 
volume 
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4 roadworks 

Minmi Road- major risk and accident waiting to happen with high 
traffic volume and pedestrians at school periods, as there is no 
safe path or cycle way along both sides of Minmi road, particularly 
from Maryland Drive (minmi side) along to high school (macquarie 
st intersection). 

4 roadworks 

Minmi Road needs to be widened to improve traffic flow 
 
University traffic of a morning to VERY busy in all directions - 
whole area needs a traffic plan to try to solve 

4 roadworks 

Minmi Road, Fletcher - Bishop Tyrrell Anglican College - there are 
no crossings, no lights and no footpaths for the children - it is very 
very unsafe.  We only now have a safe drop off spot after years of 
complaining and that's because they used 10 car parks so now 
there's nowhere to park either!! 

4 roadworks 
Morning peak hour traffic is terrible. Going from Newcastle to 
Maitland is gridlocked at Sandgate 

4 roadworks 

Newcastle Rd, particularly around Douglass St. The Roundabout 
at that location is causing conjestion and is extremely dangerous 
for traffic trying to enter from douglass St considering how busy 
Newcastle Rd is. Traffic lights should replace the roundabout. 
 
 
 
Garsdale Ave Elermore Vale. Either there needs to be No right 
turn onto Croudace Rd, or the road needs to be widened. What is 
happening regularly right now is that drivers are NOT positioning 
their vehicles close enough to the centre of the roadway to wait for 
their right turn. This in turn means traffic wishing to turn left onto 
Croudace Rd CANNOT get passed them. This quite often banks 
up traffic significantly for long periods of time. 
 
 
 
Croudace Rd itself at the Exit to Bilo. I have seen a number of 
MVA's and near misses due to traffic wishing to turn right taking 
many risks as they try and enter a busy Croucace Rd. I believe 
there is very little visibility to see oncoming traffic when trying to 
turn right there. I believe  you either need to put traffic lights there, 
or totally prevent traffic from turning right, at which point they can 
turn left and then enter the roundabout a short distance away at 
Cardiff Rd in order to head back the way they wish to go. This 
option may however then conjest traffic at that location. 

4 roadworks 

Newcastle Road between Thomas and where it runs into Cowper 
street. The road is sinking just at the corner of Danger and 
Newcastle Road. 

4 roadworks 

newcastle road can't handle the traffic volume. 
 
 
 
Convert ped crossing at Jesmond Park to ped bridge crossing 
instead to eliminate yet another traffic light on this busy commuter 
road into Newcastle.  Numerous times 100's of cars have to stop 
while 2 persons walk across Newcastle Road at Jesmond Park. 

4 roadworks 

Newcastle Road from Croudace Street through to the Newcastle 
Link Road. 
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Jesmond Roundabout to Sandgate and Maitland Road 

4 roadworks 

rankin park & elermore vale, roads are clogged most times due to 
John Huter Hospital access roads and also university, road system 
needs wider mv transit lanes and also consider new major main 
road to hospital east to to west & south to north. 

4 roadworks 

Rankin Park Bypass to Jesmond HW23 
 
Sandgate link from HW23 
 
New rail transport links to University and John Hunter Hospital 

4 roadworks 

Refer to my submission - How Municipal Councils and the RTA 
can improve road safety by freeing the flow of traffic which 
reduces the congestion on our roads. 

4 roadworks 
Round - about Thomas Street - Necastle Road, Wallsend is worse 
since upgrade. 

4 roadworks 

Sandgate Road - Wallsend to Maitland Road, Sandgate. 
 
Completion of Highway 23 
 
Suburban Roads in the Ward boundaries - completion of 
foothpathing. 

4 roadworks Sandgate road to Mayfield to Hexham 

4 roadworks 

Sandgate to Hexham requires spread of traffic flows by providing 
new roads in the area offering local commuters ways to escape 
the intimidating crush of heavy commercial traffic using the Pacific 
/ New England Highway road. 

4 roadworks 

Sandgate to Wallsend roads overall. 
 
Anderson Drive full length. 
 
Footpaths in Elermore Vale and Rankin Park. 

4 roadworks 

Sangate Road Shortland has noisy uneven surface and traffic 
congestion every weekday morning leading to roundabout end of 
Highway 123 near Shortland Wetlands. 

4 roadworks 
Sorry, just a general observation from driving through some of 
these areas but I cannot be more specific because I live in Ward 1. 

4 roadworks stop potholing & fix the roads properly in all the areas 

4 roadworks 
The bypass from Jesmond, part of the Newcastle bypass, should 
be completed. to Maitland road,as a matter of urgency. 

4 roadworks 

The drive from Maitland to Newcastle has become a joke. In just 
the four years I've been living in Thornton an extra FIVE sets of 
traffic lights have been installed in areas where cars travel 
80/90km/hr. Then they are expected to come to a grinding halt. 
The number of rear end accidents is ridiculously high.  
 
 
 
There needs to be more warning about lights going orange further 
back from the lights so ppl can start to slow down once they see 
these lights flashing. Some of the traffic lights need to be removed 
(eg the two at Sangate that allow ppl to do a U-turn, they can do a 
U-turn further up if they need to).  
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And MOST of the run from Maitland to Newcastle and back needs 
to be THREE lanes. Has anyone seen the size of the median 
strips in some areas ? They are the width of a house, and there is 
no need for it. A third lane merging into two and appropriate places 
would again ease conjestion. The road from the Hexham bridge 
heading into Newcastle should be three lanes all the way to 
Sandgate cemetry.  
 
 
 
Also, going the other way, take the New England Highway as you 
head from Newcastle to Maitland and you want to turn left at 
Sandgate cemetry. There is a cement barrier blocking ppl from 
getting out of the main two lanes to left !! Get rid of it, create a third 
lane for left turns only and you free up the traffic. There are so 
many examples around the city - not in this Ward, but Glebe Rd 
needs to be made into two lanes either way at peak times. There 
is no excuse in this day and age to have a main arterial road 
having just one lane. 

4 roadworks 

the grading of Murnin Street between Close and Martindale and 
providing footpaths in that section 
 
At the moment, the big hill of asphalt in the middle of the road and 
the slope on either side requires pedestrians and mother's with 
prams to walk somewhere in the middle of the road 
 
Removing the sandstone gutters to provide a feature in a local 
park would also go a long way to improving that area 

4 roadworks 

The intersection of the pacific hwy and new england hwy near 
Hexham has shocking surface. Many of the road around 
Beresfield have bad surfacing.In general the street lighting is bad 
in Newcastle - makes riding a bicycle in the dark very hazardous 
unless lights are well and truly above and beyond what is required 
by law. 

4 roadworks 

The intersection of Wilkinson Avenue and Bluegum Road 
Birmingham Gardens. It is a blindspot, it is too hard to see when 
turning into Wilkinson Avenue especially when turning right. Too 
many cars park on the side of the road which impacts on visibility. 
Traffic lights would be ideal, I live a minute away from there and 
would prefer to go via Shortland if possible to avoid this area. 

4 roadworks 

The Newcastle Inner City Bypass needs to be completed at the 
same time as the Hunter Expressway completion otherwise there 
will be huge traffic problems through this area. 

4 roadworks The overall quality of the roads in this Ward need to be improved 

4 roadworks 
the road in front of my home at stapleton street it is full of pot holes 
and is a hazard for walkers. 

4 roadworks the whole Minmi Rd area need a total rethink 

4 roadworks 

There are far too many traffic signals that do not operate correctly.  
By that I mean their phasing is too quick and this causes 
congestion.  Many could be repalced with roundabouts to assist in 
easing some of this congestion. 
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4 roadworks 

there is to much traffic congestion in the mornings and evenings 
travelling from tarro through to Hexham and on to mayfield the 
answer i dop not know but unless we start looking at future 
numbers in cars heading into newcastle from maitland it is going to 
get a lot worse then what it is now Public transport is a JOKE in 
NSW so do not tell me that will fix the problem it will not because 
we have no bloody common sense in making it better this has 
been proven a number of times through out the years Political 
parties promoise the world when election time but could not run an 
out door toilet block even a hole in ground. Politicasl parties are a 
fools jester in this country and that goes for the Hunter region as 
Well when these fools look at providing better transport in my view 
hell will freeze over when that happens but if you piss in a political 
parties pocket you might get somewhere, our new roads can not 
even cater for cyclists nor pedastrians becasue it might ruffle 
some feathers yet over seas they do not have a problem. 

4 roadworks 

They are generally pretty good, *but* there are some spots where 
the road breaks up after rainfall. The resulting holes and stones 
are dangerous.  
 
 
 
One example is at the eastern end of McCaffrey Drive, heading 
down hill about 200metres from the traffic lights. It *always* 
develops a pothole after rain. 

4 roadworks 

Thomas St Wallsend  
 
Corner of Metcalfe and Cowper sts Wallsend, 
 
Traffic congestion in Longworth Avenue Wallsend. 

4 roadworks 

Thomas St Wallsend  
 
Corner of Metcalfe and Cowper sts Wallsend, 
 
Traffic congestion in Longworth Avenue Wallsend. 

4 roadworks 

Tomaree Way 
 
Maryland Drive 
 
Minmi Road 
 
Sandgate Rd 

4 roadworks Top of Wilkinson Avenue Birmingham Gardens 

4 roadworks 
Traffic congestion between city and wallsend in peak our times too 
many lights effecting traffic flow. 

4 roadworks 
Traffic flow from Sandgate to hexham is bad in the afternoons 
maybe more lanes to get the people home. 

4 roadworks Wallsend Plaza to Wal Herd Park (Wallsend Park) 

4 roadworks 

Wallsend Rd Elermore Vale/ Cardiff Heights, Bumpy narrow 
bends. bad surface, no footpath or cycle lanes. 
 
Peak hour traffic from Lake/ Link Roads through to Croudace 
St.(Lambton) needs serious attention. 
 
 Minmi Rd. From Sandgate to Macquarie Should Be four lanes as 
soon as possible. 
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Remove all unnecessary speed bumps, confiscate the speedsters 
cars, and let the rest of us travel comfortably. 

4 roadworks 

Weakleys Drive between New England Highway and 
commencement of F3.  Although closed for more than a year in 
the nineties for reconstruction, it fell to pieces in the first shower 
after it reopened and has been deteriorating ever since. 
 
New England Highway is grossly inadequate for present traffic 
volumes.  Nothing has been done to improve capacity in the 22 
years that I have lived here (apart from an pathetically designed 
flyover at Weakleys Drive).  Much has been done to impede traffic 
flow in that time. 
 
All road infrastructure in Newcastle is too little done too late, or not 
at all. 

4 roadworks 

Wilkinson Avenue at peak times, especially turning to and from.  
There is a road reserve (parallel to Wilkinson Avenue)linking 
Cameron St to the roundabout on Blue Gum Road/University Dr 
that has never been built.  It should be investigated whether 
building this link would ease congestion on Wilkinson Avenue.  
Drivers from Maryland/Wallsend use this as an alternative to 
Newcastle Road.  If the road is not feasible, a shared pathway for 
safe off road cycling and walking should be constructed on the 
road reserve as a matter of priority. 

4 roadworks 

Woodberry Road over rail crossing, very narrow, trucks go over it 
at a mad pace 
 
 
 
Hexham interchange near bridge - congestion in peak hours 

4 roadworks 
Yes especially the traffic congestion between Sangate and 
Hexham. 

1 signage 

A new resident wanted to go from Mayfield to Wallsend to pick up 
another passenger and then take the highway to Sydney. 
 
 
 
We had trouble at the large intersection at Turton and Griffiths 
Roads because there was no local signage for Wallsend only 
signs for Sydney going another way. 
 
 
 
We also had trouble at Newcastle Road and Thomas Street 
Wallsend at the roundabout because the signage was not clear 
about which way to go to access the Newcastle Link Road to 
Sydney and which lane to be in. 
 
 
 
It is distressing for the driver, when approaching an intersection to 
not be able to see the right signs and make the correct decision to 
choose the right lane to facilitate the smooth flow of traffic. 
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It is very difficult for a new resident to determine quickly and 
accurately which way to proceed. 

1 signage 

A roundabout or Stop sign/s at the busy intersection of Albert and 
Branch Streets, Islington. 
 
A pedestrian crossing over Hannell Street north of the Cowper St 
Bridge and also one opposite the Fish Markets. 
 
Retain the rail line to the CBD 

1 signage 

All 4 way stop signs are completely stupid and should be removed!
 
No through road signs should be erected in maryville and 
elsewhere as appropriate. 

1 signage 

Cnr Downie and McMichael Streets needs line markings ( Stop, 
Giveway Etc) and Maryville and possibly Islington North needs 
speed limit marked on roads as even police cars exceed limit and 
the suburb can be a Hoon tract from Tighes Hill via Maryville etc. 
Most cars exceed the speed limit. 

1 signage 

Corner of Albert St & John St, Wickham - advisory sign in the 
middle of the road, mounted on median strip,is a very serious 
hazard. It is way too close to the exit from John Street, especially if 
the sun is shining in that direction. 

1 signage 

Hunter St needs more speed signs. it can be confusing whether it 
is 50 or 60ks. Also, the traffic light intersection at the Wickham 
park hotel has very bad pedestrian crossings. 

1 signage 

Hunter Street: 
 
signage that the Mall is now a street is inadequate 
 
 
 
inadequate designation between the road and the walkway - 
yellow line indicating a road is not enough 
 
cars travel faster than 10km along this section of Hunter Street 
 
not enough crossing points along the street 

1 signage 

Often people "push" you to drive faster - even though I don't 
speed. I think it makes you feel uncomfortable and it creates 
tension. 
 
 
 
An intersection one that I pass through everyday on the way to 
Newcastle Tafe is in Islington. Where Chin Chin Street meets 
Clyde Street - Better signage is needed. At the moment I can't 
think of anything else apart from peak hours (general)congestion 
which is fine - people just need to be more patient I think when 
travelling in the city. 
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1 signage 

The intersection of Hunter Street and Watt Street is extremely 
dangerous.  Even though it is a stop/give way sign nearly every 
motorist driving north or south along Watt Street drives straight 
through.  The simple solution is to make the one way Hunter 
Street direction a Stop sign, allowing Watt Street traffic to just 
speed through there as they do now.  Someone is going to get 
killed there if you leave it the way it is. 

1 signage 

-The intersection of three or four different roads behind the Gibson 
St car park (near Laman St) - the road markings seem really 
confusing/lacking at that intersection - who gives way to who!? 
 
-Where Albert St turns into Branch St in Wickham - this shoul 

1 signage 

There are too many 'stop' signs on all four corners in residential 
areas. These should either be give way signs or only 2 stop signs 
along the most busiest of the 2 streets.  One example is corner of 
Lewis and Bell St in Maryville - Lewis is a thoroughfare and Bell is 
a culdesac.  Corner of Elisabeth and William St Tighes hill would 
benefit from a roundabout.  Multiple Stop signs in Adamstown/ 
Hamilton suburbs are unnecessary. 

1 signage 

yes a number of accidents have occured at the intersection of 
ingall and maitland rd. The 'turn left at anytime with care' sign 
needs to be re-evaluated. 

2 signage 

1/ The intersection of Alice St & Morgan St needs STOP sign on 
Alice St and parking needs to be moved further from intersection. 
Poor visibility means car have to creep out into the intersection 
and take a chance especially with traffic heading west along 
Morgan St. 
 
 
 
2/ Merewether Heights Public School is a dangerous area. Due to 
very limited parking opportunities parents are parking on the 
opposite side of the road and walking across a major arterial road 
(Scenic Drive) to retrieve children. I expect this will become much 
worse when the day-care centre is established. 
 
 
 
3/ Traffic around the Merewether Beach area in summer is 
gridlock. Parking is impossible and the intersection of Frederick St 
and John St is always banked up. Possibly a good site for a 
roundabout if you can pinch a bit of land from the park. 

2 signage 

I have observed drivers talking or texting on mobile phones whilst 
at traffic lights and or driving on many occassions. 
 
I think 4 way stop signs at intersections around Merewether cause 
a lot of driver frustration and road rage. 

2 signage 

I think the 4 way signs on Lockyer Street Adamstown  make the 
road more dangerous due to the inability of motorists to decide 
who goes first and this sometimes results in a race. Side road give 
way signs would suffice. 
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2 signage 

Lindsay and Elcho. You cannot get onto Gordon Ave so a sign 
should be erected on that corner to warn people that it is only a left 
hand turn onto Gordon. 
Getting over Beaumont street from Cleary and Lindsay Street 
 
On the Corner of James and Gordon Ave there is a bump and dip 
coming around that corner. 
 
The round about on Gordon ave and Denison st Packs up as it 
goes into 1 lane after a main set of lights on 2 intersections. 

2 signage 

Lockyer St.  
 
With the price of petrol, stop starting consuming more petrol,  it is 
time to examine the use of stop signs especially where there are 
four stop signs on many corners on the one street. Some of the 
side roads have as little as six houses and obviously should not be 
stopping the major flow of traffic. If the stop signs are there to 
reduce traffic speed then it is time to replace them with speed 
humps which don't require the vehicle coming to a complete halt. 
 
To make it worse I have noticed the police are now using these 
stop signs to gain revenue. 

2 signage 
speeding on city road, lack of understanding for people turning 
right onto glebe road at the railline - opposite the gates hotel 

2 signage 

The stop signs at the intersection of 'park avenue' and Brisbane 
Waters Road are largely ignored by most motorists, making it 
dangerous for walkers and cyclists on the Fernleigh track. 

2 signage 

Union st and Parkway av, should have been a roundabout. 
 
Darby st and Glebe road, block off Glebe rd end of Darb st to stop 
the accidents and speeding down it from town end or make it 
buses only, but people will still do illegal right turns there.Maybe 
speed bumps.maybe partial closure. 
 
Pacific hwy and Glebe rd, give priority to away from town drivers in 
evening at lights and thus give a first and longer Right turn arrrow 
there.Traffic backs up all the way in the evening as the right 
turners get stuck.Also make it Right turn only there or remove 
parking on the other side of the intersection, as when two 
suddenly go through there is a race for the lane if a car parks 
there, so close to the intersection. 
 
Union st and the Video Easy st, forget it's name, no room on the 
other side of the intersection if both cars go through , from two 
lanes to one, same at all the points of that intersection, so Right 
land should be Right turn only to avoid collisions as repeatedly 
nearly happen. 
 
4 way Stop signs are confusing and cannot find in the book who 
should give way. Better to get rid of them and have just one way 
stop sign and then the next intersection have a different way stop 
.One gets the ridiculous position of multiple cars stopping and 
wondering who should actually go, who got there first, who is on 
the right  when everyone is on the right of someone. These are in 
the Junction area a lot, particularly I think National Park st or Smith 
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St , i forget which. 
 
Sort out the weekend parking aroudn the netball /soccer fiels, 
either it is or it is not legal to park all ove the park , same with 
other sports fields within a park land area,such as the Gordon Av 
field and Emprie park fields.Personally I think it is dangerous for 
children to have cars parking and driving off road when not 
expected and that this should be stopped, with a warning first to all 
sports groups. 

3 signage 

All the intersections where there are four way stop signs.  Drivers 
do not know how to use them!  Either replace them with 
roundabouts or take out two of the stop signs so that direction 
always has the right of way. 

3 signage 

Near Lambton High, on Young St, there's an intersection where all 
4 roads have a STOP sign. It's ridiculous when there are 4 cars 
there at once, especially if one is making a turn. 
 
The main road (Griffiths or Hwy - keeps changing its name) - there 
are inadequate places for pedestrians to cross, particularly near 
bus stops - people tend to do silly things and take risks crossing 
there. 

3 signage 

numerous intersections where stop lines and signs have worn out 
or are obscured.  Too many four way stops sign intersections that 
just confuse everyone who uses them.  Waratah Station railway 
bridge should have a barrier between south bound and north 
bound traffic and a rougher road surface for wet weather - many 
cars spin out going around it. 

4 signage 

many drivers fail to stop at stop signs. 
 
the corner of tillie into douglas St & cameron streets wallsend has 
a stop sign which few drivers obey. it has become a game of 
chicken for road users. 
 
each day i witness near misses. 
 
it is also difficult for cyclists and pedestrians to cross tillie st. 
 
a round-a-bout linking wilkinson avenue with the above 4 streets 
should improve road safety for all road users. 
 
ditto for the traffic lights on the corner of longworth ave, cameron 
st & minmi roads. 
on-road parking is a serious problem in birmingham gardens. too 
many houses have been turned into student accommodation 
without adequate off-street parking. 
 
as a result the streets are jammed with parked vehicles making 
them unsafe for all road users. 

1 signage 

Junction Bruce and Laman Streets, Cooks Hill. I requested white 
paint on centre island; it's almost impossible to see in dark and 
wet. 
Clear indication of who has right of way on four-way stop signs at 
intersections. 
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1 signage 

Proper cycle lanes in Kooragang & Mayfield rd & Industrial Drive, 
into the City, Islington, Newcastle W and Newcastle 
 
Remove section of concrete road-narrowers on Parry St to allow 
cars to pass safely 
 
4 way traffic signs are unsafe in my opinion, too much room for 
error, many people do not understand them 
 
Pedestrian refuges in more parts of Mayfield Rd through Mayfield 
& Mayfield West 

1 signage 

Western end of Laman Street - poor road surface 
Stewart Avenue rail crossing 
Roundabouts instead of 4 way stop signs or give way signs 
wherever possible 
Poor road surface through much of Cooks HIll 

1 traffic calming 

1) Tourle St bridge should have been and now needs to be a four 
lane bridge.  This was alredy becoming congested befote the 2 
lane bridge was replaced despite booming suburbs and airport 
arrivals 
 
2)Elizabeth St and Williams St in Tighes are increasingly used as 
fast short cuts at well over the speed limit.  There needs to be 
speed humps road modifications and signage to maintain integrity 
of them as local traffic zones.  I have contacted council and 
spoken to 3 different departments and none have any intention of 
coordinating work schedules despite current planns for major work 
by one department on Elizabeth St cliff restoration and associated 
increase in road surface damage elsewhere due to detours. 

1 traffic calming 

4 way stops signd cnr swan and kitchener, hoons are doing 
burnouts between kitchener swan, K and Anzac pde and at the 
bottom of anzac - check out the marks on the road,many school 
kids cross here 
 
speed bumps on anzac completely ineffective 
commuter all day free parking has turned anzac into a one way 
street, very dangerous between lemos and kitchener 
pedestrain hazard crossing tyrell st along darby 
 
darby st cnr King is now FKD up. one lane turning both left into 
king and going straight ahead (north). Those turning left 
sometimes stopped by pedestrains and red arrow, holds up cars 
going stright thru 
some cars turning left from council/swan into darby dont give way 
to pedestrains crossing darby west east 
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1 traffic calming 

All school zones should have flashing signs. 
 
Lewis St Maryville through William St Tighes Hill is a 40 k/ph zone, 
but is used as a through road from Maitland Road to Industrial 
Drive, and the majority of drivers speed, endangering children, 
elderly, other motorists, etc. 
 
The speed hump signs on William St between John St & George 
St Tighes Hill are always knocked over. As soon as they are 
reinstalled, they get pushed over again. It's time to think of a better 
solution, not just putting them back in the ground in a shallow hole 
each time. 
 
Lighting on Industrial Drive needs to be re-evaluated. The street 
lights go out before sunrise on some parts of the road. I leave for 
work just after 6am and if the sun is not up a lot of Industrial Drive 
is in darkness, and this is an 80 k/ph road. Dangerous!  
 
The road through Mayfield West/Sandgate/Hexham etc should be 
made into a 6 lane road. The traffic at peak hours between 
Maitland and Newcastle is as bad as Sydney peak hour. 

1 traffic calming 

Block Albert St, Wickham between Branch St and Foundry St so 
traffic can flow freely Albert St to Branch St.  Visibility poor at this 
intersection, 95% of traffic goes that way, easy access to the bits 
cut off, small increase in parking (say 90 degree to curb in the cut 
off bit). 
 
Some road marking and visible signing (some currently hidden by 
bushes) Daniel St Islington to emphasise 1-way.  Frequently I see 
people going the wrong way. 
 
Allow Donald St/Samdon St lights to switch twice in 3 minutes 
rather than once.  Can spend 2-1/2 minutes in Samdon St looking 
at a red light and empty intersection. 
 
Try to synchronise the 2 sets of lights in Gordon Ave/Selma St. 
 
In many places the current 3 minute traffic light cycle is far too 
long in off peak.  It only makes sense 7:30 - 9:30 and 4:30 - 6:00. 
 
Block off more side streets in Beaumont St, like Derby St. (maybe 
all side streets, plenty of other ways to get to residential area). 

1 traffic calming 

Corner of Parry St & Union St requires lights.  
 
More foot crossings on Union St. 

1 traffic calming 

Fern Street, Islington, is used by people bypassing the lights at the 
Beumont Street/Maitland Road corner.  Often, cars tend to speed 
dreadfully up this street.  I suggest speed bumps would both slow 
down traffic and deter drivers from taking the backstreet. 

1 traffic calming 

Glebe Road between The Junction and Stewart Avenue needs 
improved lighting and speed humps. 
Newcastle East needs better pedestrian crossings esp. around the 
school at the top of Tyrrell Street. 
Swan Street needs speed humps coming up to the Kitchener 
Parade intersection/both sides. 
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1 traffic calming 

honeysuckle drive only has one 50 sign at entrance. it needs more 
speed signs in the middle. 
 
hunter street should be made a 50 zone 
 
pot holes - honeysuckle drive - most roads - need filling in. 
 
road surface on the hill - roads off king street - bad condition - due 
to trees 
 
traffic goes too fast through wickham - tighes hill - roundabouts are 
dangerous 

1 traffic calming 

I would like to see vegetation at intersection in the back streets 
both on public & private property better maintained and or 
removed for drivers to have a clearer vision in all directions. 

1 traffic calming 

In Ward 1 the area along Memorial Drive and in front of the beach 
needs traffic calming devices and better lighting. The pedestrian 
crossing in front of the surf club is partly obscured in one direction 
by cars parked in the small parking area. 
 
Constant anti-social behaviour in the carpark breaks up the road 
surface and not obeying speed restrictions is also an issue 

1 traffic calming 

Lewis street maryville needs more lighting and speed humps, it is 
an alternate route through the suburb to Maitland Road and cars 
can reach speeds up to 100km in what is normally a quiet 
suburban street. Stop signs do not seem to make certain people 
slow down.  
 
Streets on the other side of Maitland Road, like Fern and Chin 
Chen and the side streets that connect them to Maitland road 
need more lighting for car and pedestrian safety. 

1 traffic calming 

Maitland Road Islington need more traffic calming. Lower the 
speed limit and install a pedestrian crossing from the Islington 
Baptist Church vicinity to the Park for children to have safe access 
to the park 

1 traffic calming 

Nesca Parade is a bit of a "racetrack" for a lot of the young people 
living in the upper Nesca Parade. It desperately needs 
speedbumps as there are many kids due to school and park, there 
is also a considerable amount of pedestrians walking more or less 
sober home in the evening and it is just a miracle that nobody has 
been killed by speeding cars. 
 
Would also be good with a proper pedestrian crossing into the 
park, preferably with refuge as this slows traffic down also. 

1 traffic calming 

residential side roads leading off main rds 
 
eg Baker St Mayfield is used as a speeding thourough fare to by 
pass traffic lights and general traffic build up from Hanbury St and 
Maitland Rd   
 
Bike paths along Maitland Rd it is a nightmare to ride along  
 
more bike paths in general 

1 traffic calming 
Speed humps in areas of Cooks Hill.  Dawson Street in particular 
is used as a back road to avoid traffic on Darby Street. 
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1 traffic calming 

The addition of traffic lights at 2 Parkway Ave, intersections- why 
not roundabouts as traffic lights mean more pollution with 
unnecessary idling and "transport wise" they are old school. 

1 traffic calming 

The area around Newcastle Railway Station including Scott St to 
Bolton Street needs a 40kph speed limit due to high pedestrian 
traffic useage.  Pedestrians cross the roads in the vicinity at all 
hours of the day and night and run the risk of being run down.  
There have been numerous accidents and some fatalaties in the 
area.  A pedestrian (raised) crossing across Scott Street at Bolton 
Street would be an effective traffic calming facility.  Buses used to 
travel over speed humps in Scott Street when the terminus was at 
Scott Street East. 

1 traffic calming 
The corner of Telford and Stevenson Roads needs traffic calming 
and barrier to stop corner cutting. 

1 traffic calming 

The intersections at Bull & Bruce St  & Bull & Dawson St, are very 
dangerous. When turning right from Bruce St into Bull St (opposite 
the Cricketers Arms Hotel) the view looking down Bull St in either 
direction is very poor. It is particularly bad looking west towards 
Union St. If a truck or 4 wheel drive is parked close to the corner 
there is no way that you can see approaching traffic. This stretch 
of road is regularly used by speeding drivers & needs some kind of 
traffic calming put insitu. 

1 traffic calming 

The T intersection at end of Bryant St and William St  
 
Why do so many motorists drive along Bryant St - are they 
avoiding lights at Elizabeth St??   
 
Refer to my previous suggestion - i think there is great opportunity 
to implement some innovative traffic management solutions in an 
area like Tighes Hill . Improved public transport combined with a 
reduction in traffic volume and speed  has been shown in other 
parts of the world to  encourage more pedestrain and cycling 
activity , generate community interaction and make for safe and 
healthy communities. 

1 traffic calming 

The visibility at the intersection between Darby and Parry streets is 
extremely poor. It is difficult to cross this intersection knowing you 
are completely clear of oncoming traffic due to obstacles/parked 
vehicles. This same problem exists at the intersection of Bull and 
Union streets but it is not as bad as the first instance. The tree on 
the corner of Parry and Union streets can cause visibility issues. 

1 traffic calming 

There are a few back streets drivers use as a means around traffic 
lights, Fern Street in Islington being one of them.  Hoons often tear 
up this street, causing noise pollution and danger to residential 
kids playing.  Speed bumps, like in Chin Chen Street, would be 
advantageous. 

1 traffic calming There are too many large advertising signs on buildings. 

1 traffic calming 

We live near the intersection of Darby St and Parry St. It is 
extremely busy, particularly in peak times. I have written to the 
council previously about putting traffic lights in here. There have 
been numerous crashes and prangs that I have seen. It is very 
dangerous. 
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1 traffic calming 

The junction of The Avenue with both Estelle Street and Norfolk 
Avenue is used as a thoroughfare for motorists. Cars often take 
this junction at speed and then accelorate up Estelle Street at the 
risk of injury to pedestrians and other motorists. 
 
Two weeks ago one speeding motorist came around the corner at 
speed, lost control and wrote my vehicle off which had been 
legally parked on the other side of the street.  
 
Why should I now feel it unsafe to park my vehicle outside my 
place of residence because this area is used by passing motorists 
as a speedway to get from town to mayfield? 

2 traffic calming 

A speed hump is needed in Janet St near the intersection of 
Woodward St. The traffic coming up Janet St towards Morgan St 
speeds along towards this intersection. Even though there is a 
stop sign at the bottom of Woodward St, there is not very good 
visibility to the right hand side.  There is a dog leg in the road so 
that approaching cars ( if they are not locals) do not know there is 
a street on their left. I have seen some cars nearly airborne as 
they pass this corner, as the road drops down at this point as well. 

2 traffic calming 

Berner Street 
 
between Mitchel & Morgan is a race track! 
 
we need speed hump and crossing at ocean end of tunnel under 
frederick Street near Surf House to enable Pedestrians (kids)to 
safely cross to baths. "Hoons" love to get a run up before heading 
up to top level of car park! 
 
Close off Park street Merewether at mitchell street roundabout to 
traffic heading east to stop cars racing up and over hill to take 
shortcut. Pell street to narrow at northern end to accomodate 
these cars and frederick & coanne crossing difficult to cross. 

2 traffic calming 
Cnr Union st and parkway ave: Thank you for finally putting in 
traffic lights! Terrible intersection 

2 traffic calming 

Corner Donald Street and Broadmeadow Road. Traffic lights cars 
progressing along Broadmeadow Road delay cars wishing to turn 
left into Donald Street. 

2 traffic calming 

Corner Merewether and Lingard Streets 
 
Roundabout needed 
 
Corner Ridge and Morgan Streets 
 
Corner Ridge and Merewether Streets 
 
Traffic speed along Ridge Street 
 
Scenic Road at Merewether Heights Public School during school 
hours a pedestrian safety refuge is needed 
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2 traffic calming 

Everton Street, they race from the bottom of Everton Street at 
Broadmeadow to Beaumont Street end as there are no stops 
signs or speed humps,  
 
given the rise, someone or something is going to get hit.... 
 
plus more convenient for public thoroughfare given route and no 
infrastructure to slow down offending vehicles 

2 traffic calming 

I live at 24 Silsoe Street, Hamilton,in the double block bounded by 
Stewart Ave, Parkway Ave, Dumaresq Street and Gordon Ave. All 
these streets carry very high traffic levels, compared to many 
blocks, only one, two or three blocks away, which are extremely 
quiet.It concerns me that Dumaresq Street has become a short cut 
for traffic between Newcastle West and Broadmeadow.This area(I 
have lived here  for the best part of my 68years) was once a 
homagenious suburb with regards to traffic flow, but now it is very 
uneven. The best example is the compound type enclosure  
created for the residents living at addresses bounded by Stewart 
Ave,Parkway Ave, National Park Street and Parry Street. This 
area is now virtually blocks of private residents space. 
 
When I drive over to my elderly mothers's place I drive down 
Chatham St past Merewether High School only to encounter the 
most unfriendly speed bumps (they are not humps) I have ever 
encountered. In parts I have seen small cars drive immediately 
next to the gutter to avoid them and I believe vehicles with a wider 
wheel base could almost avoid them.They are dangerous. 

2 traffic calming 

In Corlette Street The Junction, this is a regular speedway for 
many motorists!  Especially the section from Kenrick Street The 
Junction to Kemp Street The Junction and also Parkway 
Avenue,The Junction ! 
 
 This is a forty kilometre an hour residential area and I would say, 
the vast majority of vehicles passing through this particular area 
would be travelling far in excess of that designated speed limit !! 
 
AS THERE are a number of schools in this area, The Junction 
School, The St Josephs Catholic School, The Newcastle Grammer 
Infants Shool, The Newcastle High School as well as many 
younger families, also elderly and infirmed residents,I find it totally 
unacceptable that nothing is being done to stop this very large 
group of drivers from constantly breaking the law and endangering 
the lives of residents !!! 
 
It is very obvious that steps need to be taken to slow these 
vehicles down, all previous attempts to do so have been ignored 
by Council lets have some action finally !!!!! 
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2 traffic calming 

Merewether Hieghts Public School desperately needs solar-
powered school zone / 40K speed limit flashing signs on Scenic 
Drive.  Cars tear down Scenic Drive from the Pacific Highway 
down to Memorial Drive in the morning and in the afternoon. 
 
The timing of the lights on Parkway Avenue where it crosses 
Stewart Avenue need to be adjusted.  At certain times of the day, 
you only get one or two cars able to cross over Stewart Avenue 
from Parkway before the light turns red again.  Frustrating, and 
dumb. 
 
Put speed bumps on Memorial Drive near Bar Beach to slow the 
traffic near the end of Parkway Avenue, or put a set of lights there 
to allow traffic to turn from Parkway onto Memorial.  Again, at 
certain times of the day - morning and evening rush, mostly, you 
can wait a looooong time before you get to turn right onto 
Memorial from Parkway. 

2 traffic calming 

Mitchell St Merewether needs speed humps or speed reducing 
treatment. 
 
ALSO 
 
The T intersection at Nott & Mitchell Sts Merewether is extremely 
dangerous if you are leaving Nott and turning right into Mitchell - 
the visibility towards the Llewellyn St roundabout is 0% - especially 
if a car is parked anywhere along the eastern side of Mitchell 
between Llewellyn & Nott Sts. 
 
The number of near misses that I personally have had at that 
corner is innumerable.   
 
That will not be confirmed by the business owner on that corner 
(hairdresser) as it is his customers who park on the corner and 
obstruct the minimal visibility possile. 

2 traffic calming 

Montrose Avenue & Tremont Street Adamstown Heights are in 
urgent need of speed bumps and/or signs due to the road being 
used as a "speedway" by young drivers whilst children use the 
streets to ride bikes & scooters.  Also cars are parked on the street 
on both sides of the windy road meaning sometimes zero visibility 
beyond the parked vehicle. 

2 traffic calming 

Scenic Drive - at the primary school, and at more places along 
street 
 
Bershire Ave - speed humps at bottom on slope and near bend to 
protect children who live in street, as vehicles go too fast for 
conditions currently 
 
Crossing at cnr Morgan and Llewellyn Sts 
 
Reducing vehicular traffic and widening pedestrian access along 
stretch between Merewether Beach and Bar Beach 
 
and firther to top of Memorial Drive 
 
Pedestrian crossing and footpath access at cnr City Road and 
Northcott Dr - this very dangerous for pedestrians crossing Pacific 
Highway and Northcott Dr 
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2 traffic calming 

Traffic needs to be choked so as to compel it to slow down. There 
are many sites in all of the wards where this could be done to 
ensure greater pedestrian safety and to develop a better sense of 
location. An example of this is New Lambton, where humps and 
chokes and Stop signs cause pedestrians to have priority. The 
same can be said for Beaumont Street Hamilton - though not to 
the same degree. Something like this at the Nineways might 
resurrect the shopping precinct at Broadmeadow and bring it back 
from being a car dominated desert that is feared by pedestrians, 
particularly at night. And while we're at it, why not reroute ALL the 
buses to Broadmeadow station so pedestrians do not have to 
chance it up to the bus stops at the Nineways. This could be done 
so that pedestrians don't even have to cross Graham Road to 
travel in either direction. Watch public transport usage climb as 
you make pedestrians safer and more comfortable. 

2 traffic calming 

Union st and Parkway av, should have been a roundabout. 
 
Darby st and Glebe road, block off Glebe rd end of Darb st to stop 
the accidents and speeding down it from town end or make it 
buses only, but people will still do illegal right turns there.Maybe 
speed bumps.maybe partial closure. 
 
Pacific hwy and Glebe rd, give priority to away from town drivers in 
evening at lights and thus give a first and longer Right turn arrrow 
there.Traffic backs up all the way in the evening as the right 
turners get stuck.Also make it Right turn only there or remove 
parking on the other side of the intersection, as when two 
suddenly go through there is a race for the lane if a car parks 
there, so close to the intersection. 
 
Union st and the Video Easy st, forget it's name, no room on the 
other side of the intersection if both cars go through , from two 
lanes to one, same at all the points of that intersection, so Right 
land should be Right turn only to avoid collisions as repeatedly 
nearly happen. 
 
4 way Stop signs are confusing and cannot find in the book who 
should give way. Better to get rid of them and have just one way 
stop sign and then the next intersection have a different way stop 
.One gets the ridiculous position of multiple cars stopping and 
wondering who should actually go, who got there first, who is on 
the right  when everyone is on the right of someone. These are in 
the Juntion area a lot, particularly I think National Park st or Smith 
St , i forget which. 
 
Sort out the weekend parking aroudn the netball /soccer fiels, 
either it is or it is not legal to park all ove the park , same with 
other sports fields within a park land area,such as the Gordon Av 
field and Emprie park fields.Personally I think it is dangerous for 
children to have cars parking and driving off road when not 
expected and that this should be stopped, with a warning first to all 
sports groups. 

2 traffic calming 
Victoria Street Adamstown between Gosford and Brunker Roads 
need speed humps and to police driving wrong way on streets. 

3 traffic calming 

Dickson street and morehead street intersection and dickson 
street as people fly along the street way above the 50 kms, there 
are alot of children in the street and there are almost accidents on 
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this road due to speeding 

3 traffic calming Florida Avenue and Chiplin Streets need speed bumps 

3 traffic calming 

I am very concerned about the 50km speed limit on a series of 
very narrow streets in Georgetown. (Sparke St, Asher St, Palmer 
St, Turner St etc).  
 
These streets are half the width of normal suburban streets and 
the houses are all built within 2-3 meters of the roads. 
 
At the moment these streets are a time bomb waiting to blow. If a 
car drives at this speed down these narrow streets at this speed 
limit (and they do all the time) and has an accident, someone is 
going to end up with a car in there front bedroom. 
 
Cars also uses these narrow streets as a favourable short cut to 
get between Christo and Georgetown Roads. Not only do they 
zoom down these streets (and go over 50km) they are often very 
close to hitting many of the residents parked cars outside their 
houses. 
 
I do believe that for the safety of the local residents and their 
property these streets need the speed limit reduced to 20 km. I 
urge you to come and take a look for yourself. 

3 traffic calming 

Lambton Rd just up from Griffith Rd need the lights secquencing 
so that halted traffic at the Lambton Rd Waratah pedistrian lights 
does not extend back over Griffith rd. 
 
The stop arrow on the turn into Orlando Rd from Griffith Rd should 
be secquenced to turn off after initial illumination to allow traffic to 
turn with care when the road is clear. 
 
Griffith & Turton Rd should be r-examined to see if a roundabout is 
now appropriate. 

3 traffic calming 

More traffic control around service station and Alder Park Bowling 
Club. Bowling Club should have a member parking stop cues at 
service station 

3 traffic calming 

No but I do live in Hamilton and I'm sick of young or even older 
careless drivers doing excessive speeds in residential areas it 
unsafe for children and pedestrians. We really need more speed 
humps, signs and cameras. The drag racing of night from 
Waratah-Broadmeadow and into town is horrendous. I even 
witnessed it today out the front of the football stadium at 10am! 
 
Too many young drivers onth streets and anytime of the day or 
night behaving badly and dangerously in cars. It is real concern of 
mine especially having young children. We need a greater police 
presence at all times. 

3 traffic calming 

Roundabout corner Platt/ Prince Street Waratah. 
 
Turton Road 
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3 traffic calming 

The corner of Orlando and Young Roads and the five way 
intersection on the corner of Orlando, Illalung, Durham Road. 
 
There are always accidents on these 2 corners, most recently a 
months or so ago a head on which was quite scary. 
 
I think in the five way a roundabout would be of assistance as it is 
extremely difficult to cross in peak times.  
 
The corner of Orlando and Young maybe a roundabout would slow 
people down as speeding is a big factor in these accidents and 
near misses. 

3 traffic calming 

The intersection of Howe St & Moorehead St Lambton (on the 
south west corner) has been the site for many accidents over the 
past 5 years. There is a pedestrian crossing at this intersection 
and many, many times I have witnessed (and been victim of) cars 
speeding along this road and not stopping, almost hitting 
pedestrians.  
 
 
There have also been many 2-3 car collisions at this intersection 
and I believe there should be speed bumps before and after this 
crossing - one near the intersection of Church and Howe St, and 
another further west along Howe St.  
 
It's a very dangerous intersection with a slight blind corner (Church 
St intersection)if traveling west along Howe St towards Croudace 
St, and afternoon sun is also very strong making it difficult for 
many drivers to identify potential dangerous situations. 
 
Strongly suggest introducing speed bumps and a lower speed 
zone as many children use the park for play etc. 

4 traffic calming 

* Cowper St/Kokera St roundabout, Wallsend - pedestrian 
crossing is insufficient dangerous 
 
* Walford St road deformation (near intersection of Lewis & 
Whitton St), Wallsend, creating local noise pollution and vehicle 
damage with repeated use. 
 
* speeding up/down Walford St, Wallsend - between Thomas St & 
Close St speedhumps (could do with clearer speed signs). 
 
* heavy vehicles using compression brakes on Lae Rd, Thomas 
St, and Walford St (connector rd), Wallsend. 

4 traffic calming 

Boscawen Street Wallsend opposite federal park has speed 
humps at the end near Plastsburg Public School but needs speed 
humps at regular intervals to slow traffic. 

4 traffic calming 

Croudace Rd., Elermore Vale 
 
Remove speed humps on Walford St. 
 
   "     "     "    " Grandview Rd. 
 
Widen Minmi Rd from Maryland Dr. to Minmi. 
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4 traffic calming 

dangerfield drive and mcaffrey drive intersection - roundabout 
needed. 
 
 
abbottst and newcastle road - remove roundabout and replace 
with lights - roundabout does not work. 
 
sealed cycle path from silverstream estate to connect with John 
Hunter hospital and associated cycleway. 
 
seal remainder of cycle path from brickworks path to victory pde 

4 traffic calming 

Exit off the Tarro interchange into Anderson Drive is often used 
inappropriatley as a u-turn bay. Blackhill turn off from Jonh 
Renshaw is dangerous both ways. New lights at Hexham are 
reducing the traffict to a crawl of the mornings = road rage. 

4 traffic calming 

I think with the incease in traffic volume at the Roundabout at 
Shortland Electricity,  consideration should be given to replace the 
roundabout with traffic lights 

4 traffic calming 

Intersection of Garsdale Rd and Croudace Rd (at front of shopping 
centre)needs a roundabout 
 
Cambronne Pde has far too much traffic flow, People use it as a 
shortcut from Wallsend/Maryland through to Charlestown etc. It is 
a narrow winding road that was not built for the amount of traffic 
happening now 

4 traffic calming 
Jubilee Road and watkins Road Elermore Vale needs to be speed 
reduced. 

4 traffic calming 

The roads Cressington Way, Elermore Parade, Cambronne 
Parade and Garsdale Road are used as a short cut for many 
motorists and have become busy roads.  Due to the short cut 
taken it is very rare that motorists adhere to the 50 zone speed 
limit and speeding in these streets is the norm.  Speed humps to 
slow the traffic is necessary 

4 traffic calming Too many traffic lights hopefully things will improve. 
 
 

More to Improve Road Safety Education – other 
subject more_done_education_5_other 
culture shift Better bike education for decision makers 

culture shift 
Build a culture that supports public transport! Get cars off the road. Buses 
are empty because the routes are so inefficient! 

culture shift 

common sense. I've just been to amsterdam. There are barely any rules. 
there's an understanding between cyclists, pedestrians, cars. less 
regulations. more infastructure 

culture shift 
Culture change. Encourage the use of althernate forms of transport such as 
public transport and cycling. 

culture shift 

Don't focus on what we already do - how much of it really works. Need to 
change the culture that makes us so dependant on the car - most people in 
Newcastle think Public Transport is for the nerds/olds and few of my friends 
would consider walking as an alternative to the car! The cycling movement 
has had some successin getting people out of cares but the roads are still 
scary places for many people who would like to ride abike. How many people 
have heard about Peak Oil or are in any way concerned about the 
environmental impacts of the car??f s 
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culture shift Encourage Cycleways and Public Transport 
culture shift encourage public transport use. 
culture shift have cyclists registered and licensed 
culture shift improve cycleways and public transport and reduce the cost 
culture shift less rules 

culture shift 
Make clear to teenagers and young drivers that driving is a priveledge and a 
responsibility, not a right 

culture shift Monitoring of actual behaviour and feedback to offendors for minor offences 
culture shift more & better planed public transport 
culture shift more bike lanes 

culture shift 
tell people to relax and be a bit more considerate when they're driving- if 
you're in that much of a hurry then you should have left earlier 

culture shift 

we have the worst drink and drug driving levels in the state in our CBD. You 
need to prioritise this has by far the greatest immediate risk. Evidence shows 
younger people pretty immune from public education pgms. so, get real, stop 
allowing pubs to get patrons so pissed in the first place, enforce RSA laws, 
look at the police COPS data as sus out where all the drivers last drank 

culture shift Convince alldrivers they are not immortal 
culture shift Govern car speed design 
driver training A  regula  column in press 
driver training A "refresher" course for all drivers every five year 
driver training A differnet driver education approach 
driver training advanced drver training initiatives 
driver training Attitude test before getting licence 
driver training better driver training 

driver training 
Better driver training so they know how to stop or avoid an accident in an 
emergency. 

driver training 

better training and create a culture that bikes and pedrestrians are road 
users too of equal standing to cars eg remove culture that "cars rule" and 
everything else must get out of the way. 

driver training Better training for learner drivers 

driver training 

change laws so the minimum age to learn to drive is increased, drivers 
should not be younger than 18 when they get behind a wheel. Young people 
need proper driving instruction, not just from their parents 

driver training create safe and considerate drivers from the onset. 

driver training 
Develope a skid pan at newcastle show ground so they learn to  control veh 
in a skid. 

driver training driver knowledge and skills testing at each license renewal for ALL drivers 
driver training Driver Trainers (Parents) course compulsory for all teaching learners 
driver training driver training 
driver training driver training 
driver training driver training each 5yrs for licence renewal 

driver training 

driver training for school children and older citizens, including defensive 
driving courses. 5 yearly re-examination of all drivers, even if it was only a 
computerised version so that all drivers keep up to date with changes. 

driver training driver training in schools, 
driver training drivers taking responsibility for their actions. 

driver training 
Ensure all drivers need to resit driving test when renewing licence each 5 
years 
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driver training 

Get the attention away from minor spedding offences, which, contrary to the 
RTA's boffins, are statistically not a major cause of accidents, and get the 
attention onto the important things.  The two main ones are paying attention 
whilsy driving and fatigue. 

driver training 

Have more 'education' in learning to drive.  Young drivers are well trained 
and quite skilled considering their lack of experience.  You should look at the 
curriculum for training a private pilot licence (equivalent to Class C 
unrestricted).  Pilot trainees require about half the number of logbook hours 
of an 'L' driver.   This is more an RTA issue, but after 40 years involved with 
flight training I am willing to discuss. 

driver training 

I think that consideration given to more driver education. Most young drivers 
only learn the bad habits from their parents but an indipendant driving 
instructor should give better and clearer driver education. 

driver training Include bicycle awareness training in driver's license test 

driver training 
increase age at which youngsters can get their P's and reduce the age at 
which they can begin to learn to drive. 

driver training 

Increase need for professional driver education, reduce actual requirement of 
driving hours and increase cost of initial licence to improve respect for the 
priviledge/responsibily of having a licence 

driver training 

Introduce compulsory "check-ups" at drivers licence renewals. Educate 
drivers about the rights of cyclists. They are often rude and impatient and 
dacgerously close when I ride my bike along roads. I have been cut-off and 
had near accidents several times due to drivers' impatience/poor behaviour 

driver training 

Learners are the only ones who know all the rules properly, experienced 
drivers don't necessarily even get told about rule changes or modifications 
unless they know a learner. Should be massive media campaigns for 
changes. I still remember the wise owl ad from when I was a kid - quick quiz, 
4 choices followed by a clear explanation. It was good. Intermittent is better 
than constant saturation (latter, people stop paying attention) 

driver training 
Make all learner drivers hold a First Aid certificate before they can sit for their 
drivers license. 

driver training 

Make it law all learner drivers & seniors have a full eyesight test & be able to 
get a rebate from Health funds/THIS IS A MAJOR PROBLEM/at both ends of 
the scale eyesight changes considerably. Short sightedness is a fatal 
problem in the young & the fact that eyesight in the elderly becomes more 
long sighted/ Both absolute facts             & seniors 

driver training Mandatory advanced driver training 

driver training 
Mandatory driver training in schools and refresher/retesting every 5 years for 
all drivers 

driver training Obtaining a license should only happen through a licensed Driving school 

driver training 
positive driving skills/attitude campaigns - eg the how to use roundabout, not 
sitting in right lane etc 

driver training Provide driver training ranges 
driver training raise the driving age, make it more difficult to get a licence 
driver training regular licence tests particularly elderly 
driver training require that young drivers do a safety driving crash avoidance course 
driver training re-tested every year for new road rules. 
driver training Re-testing all drivers 

driver training 
safer driving is a result of better eduction and driver training NOT more 
speed cameras and increased  fines (revenue raising) 

driver training Sit the written L driver test every 5 yrs. 
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driver training 
Some means of encouraging existing drivers to keep up to date with road 
rules eg. 4 way stop signs - half of Newcastle doesn't know what to do! 

driver training Stricter license testing, license granted at younger age 
driver training Stricter licensing and especially testing of new drivers. 
driver training teach P paters to obey the rules 
driver training test of knowledge upon driver licence renewal 
driver training testing at each licence renewal 

driver training 
Thorough driver training, testing and regular retesting - all else is ineffective, 
feel-good fluff. 

driver training tougher testing 
driver training Training young drivers 
driver training Update older drivers on new rules 

driver training 

Use a better approach to driver training follow the example of some 
european countries eg Germany too many P platers killing themselves and 
their friends. 

driver training 
When someone is issued a fine depending on serverity they should be forced 
to attend driver training before licence is reissued. 

enforcement $$$ fines 
enforcement A "D" plate for convicted drunk drivers 
enforcement Address agressive, negligent drivers and if caught, police training 
enforcement Any campaign needs follow up with police presence 
enforcement cap the speedo for P platers 

enforcement 
Confiscate the cars of repeat offenders & sell them off.Deport non 
Australians who break the law.any law 

enforcement Courts do not apply appropriate penalties 
enforcement Enforce current laws 
enforcement enforce road work limits 
enforcement enforce rules.  Experience is the best teacher. 
enforcement enforce the rules on using mobile phones while driving 

enforcement 

Far bigger penalties for P and L platers who make driving mistakes, like take 
their licenses and let them try again after 6 months including a compulsory 
training course for which they have to PAY. 

enforcement Fine offenders more money 

enforcement 

Get police vehicles on the road and have laws enforced younger people 
expect to get away with things because they never take responsibility for 
their actions. 

enforcement have police on the beat 

enforcement 

If  P platers commit an offence, be serious, take their licences for six months 
or more, immediately, on the spot. P platers are an absolute menace of our 
roads.  Don't talk about the aged. If you compare the ages of people in 
accidents, there are very few older drivers like myself. As I said, I am 81 and 
I can outdrive most people and I have never had an accident in 63 years  of 
driving and I drive frequently to Sydney, around Sydney, up the North Coast 
and down the South Coast. 

enforcement INCREASE ROAD TRAFFIC FINES 
enforcement introduce harsher penalties 
enforcement more cameras and police 

enforcement 
More focus on P plate drivers, focus on speed and poor driving techniques ie 
tail gating; too many people in the car, using mobiles / iphones whilst driving 

enforcement More Police 
enforcement More Police on roads 

enforcement 
More Police on the road to book people who would tell others and deter 
others from doing the wrong thing 
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enforcement more policing of existing rules 
enforcement More traffic police booking hoons 
enforcement More visible Police on the road 

enforcement 
Opra winfrey -turn off your mobile phone when driving.this is a BIG BIG 
problem. 

enforcement Police presence 
enforcement police presence and enforcement 

enforcement 
sadly i think more enforcement is the only way. education doesn't seem to 
reduce the impatience of newcastle drivers 

enforcement site specific education/enforcement 
enforcement Stiffer penalties and police presense on the road 

enforcement 
To fine people that drive dangerously  which does not necessarily translate 
into high speed. 

enforcement Traffic Staff outside Schools 
enforcement VISIBLE POLICE WHERE NEEDED AND NOT RAISING REVENUE 
local education  bring in younger drivers program at schools / like usa 
local education  Driver ed courses at high schools 
local education  drivre education in schools 

local education  
Have driver training as part of the school ciriculum in high schools.Have road 
safety programs in primary schools 

local education  High School learner driver training 
local education  Introduce drivers education in schools as they do in the USA 
local education  Introduce road safety as a school course 

local education  
lobby to improve & increase the amount of learner/driver education in 
schools 

local education  advertise/promote road safety awareness in clubs and drinking venues 
local education  advertisements on bus exterior 
local education  At school 
local education  community based projects -- like get school kids to observe and 'rate' drivers 

local education  
comprehensive road safety education including pedestrian and bike safety in 
all schools 

local education  conduct education in schools for learner drivers 
local education  Continue focus on driver training and young drivers 

local education  
Continuing of education in schools, perhaps include parents too. Its amazing 
how many mothers/ fathers exceed the 40ks in school zones 

local education  educate at school. increase age before qualifying for license 

local education  
Educate children about the consequences of their careless and selfish 
actions on the road. 

local education  Educate the school children 
local education  Educate yrs 11 to 12 in road safety at school 
local education  Education at schools 

local education  
Education campaigns might make everyone feel better but enforcement of 
existing laws is a better use of our taxes than education campaigns 

local education  education campains in schools 
local education  Education in schools 
local education  Education in schools 
local education  education starts at high school 
local education  education/incentives to reduce traffic volumes 
local education  Especially TV education 
local education  Free road rules booklet!! 

local education  
get teens and offenders to spend a night in ED or operating theatre or with 
ambos 
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local education  Greater emphasis on road safety education in senior schools 

local education  
Have a learning driving school program at every High school. That way it 
would be encorage safety awareness and penalties. 

local education  Have an area offroad for actual learning eg part of motor competion track. 

local education  
Have Highway Patrol Police speak to students at schools that are close to or 
at driving age 

local education  involve local schools; also focus on access parks & playgounds 

local education  
involve schools - include as part of ciriculum and involve police - improve 
police presence and improve enforcement of road rules 

local education  

involve sproting clubs as this is often where the young men who at most risk 
socialise and families attend. It would also help the clubs have extra funding 
to add messages to their bulletins about venues and fixtures, and signs at 
the fields.Also some have licences for alcholc and this would be a timely 
reminder as people drink.Another place is the road itself,a huge marketing 
area, signs at traffic lights while people wait.etc 

local education  kids learn road safety in schools 
local education  large Billboards 

local education  

lollypop day - spend a day as a school crossing person - could use lollypops 
to get people to think about the role and have local people volunteer then tell 
the story of their experience 

local education  
Make driver training part of senior school learning to prepare them for future 
driving 

local education  

Make leaflets available in the parking areas of shopping complexes which 
cover the importance of simple things such as always using the indicators 
(Newcastle people frequently fail to indicate left turns). The need to travel 
slowly near shopping areas. Much slower than the 50km/hr usually signed. 
Correct parking, ie srtaight and centre to the marked lines in car parks. 

local education  

Make offenders especially drink drivers take a trip through the Intensive Care 
Wards  and meet some of the victims of these accidents eg those who have 
suffered permanent damage eg Brain , loss of limbs etc 

local education  Make them see a corpse at the morgue 

local education  

Media reports every major traffic accidents. Why not do the occassional 
feature on local ( Hunter) black spots, with investigation as to city these are 
black spots, accident stats etc, youth driving attitudes etc. Was it Jim Sullivan 
(NBN) did this well. 5 to 7 minutes durning the news once a month. Give us 
something to think about instead of the rubbish we are expected to listen too. 

local education  meeting people who have been affected by road accidents 
local education  More school involvent 
local education  more severe media ( show accidents) 

local education  

More use of quirky sayings that stick in your memory and the memories of 
children especially eg 'Click, clack front and back'. Road safety slogans 
Sesame St style!! 

local education  
Notify the community well in advance of any additions/changes via TV many 
find info confusing to follow 

local education  
parents to teach their children to cross a road correctly and to respect 
drivers. I feel this shopuld start from the home! 

local education  Replay "Mechanized Death" to high school children 

local education  
revise the road rules on tv so that the public know what they are. Some 
people have not read them in many years and there is confusion about them 
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local education  

Run safety campains at local schools for kids about to reach licence age. I 
heard of a programme undertaken in WA which targets these kids and  they 
are lectured by younger people who have been seriously injured in car 
accidents. Graphic photos/videos are shown to kids to illustrate the sad 
results of road accients. 

local education  School based campains for seniors 
local education  School lectures - start when young 
local education  school programs/school driver training 
local education  schools 

local education  
Schools constantly have safety lessons but perhaps the adults should have 
them too! 

local education  

show negative things on adverts - like people being caught for speeding etc. 
will have more effect than jsut stating new rules - like seeing cancer patients 
on adverts to stop smoking 

local education  specific age group education 
local education  start driving training in schools 
local education  Start education at a younger age and reinforce frequently! 
local education  start road safety education in primrary school and contiue until HSC 
local education  Start training as early possible, starting school, perhaps. 
local education  start with the kids, and upskill older drivers 

local education  
take education into senior schools. they never see stuff on news, TV etc. use 
JJJ eg. 

local education  
talks at schools from people who have first hand experience - visits to 
emergency department for first time offenders 

local education  Target School Visits by Police Officers. 
local education  Teach from childhood - go to schools 
local education  Teach in schools 
local education  Teach kids to drive in school and teach correct use of roundabouts. 
local education  teach more at school 
local education  teach road safety to all high school student from years 7 to 12 

local education  

the event held in Sydney this week were school students witness a mock 
crash scene and heard from survivors was a great idea and it engaged and 
reached students 

local education  

the none thinks big of you capaign resonated becasue it was different, and 
funny, but people could relate to it.  perhaps some different forms of 
advertising/education along the same lines of targetting people and how they 
can respond, rather than just showing people who die, or crash.  Show what 
people can do or how people think of tailgaters, people who speed, people 
who drink and drive et 

local education  The one that advises cars to give bikes 1m is good.  More of this. 

local education  
Use local radio stations to focus on specific issues such as "turn on 
headlights in rain and at dusk" etc 

local education  
years ago there were local ads on driving tips. People who are not confident 
of changing conditions might improve 

none 
can't see throwing more money at it would help. I think we have about the 
right balance. 

none 
i believe road safety education should be the responsibility of the RTA not 
local government 

none I do not think advertising will help 
none I have no idea 
none i have no opinion on this 

none 
I really do not know, needs research to find out best strategy for age group 
being targeted 
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none 

I think it has all become santitised and I still remember images shown to me 
at primary school in Canberra of dummies being thrown about in cars.  I grew 
up with a father who never sped so I don;t know what the answer is. 

none Info from RTA - flyers, info with registration or licences 
none Not really NCCs role 
none not sure - need studies to find what works with speeding/drunk drivers 
none nothing 

none 
probably all of the above - each one would probably connect with different 
groups 

none 
shouldn't you look to what the reserch says? What does it matter what i think 
if I have no background in road design, etc? 

none There is enough 
none whatever 
road infrastructure Better infrastructure 
road infrastructure better road systems 
road infrastructure Built better road for all 
road infrastructure Ensure roads are up to 20th century condition 

road infrastructure 
ensure that other traffic options actually improve traffic flow so that people 
are inclined to obey the road rules 

road infrastructure fix the roads 
road infrastructure improve infrostructure 
road infrastructure Improve roads as indicated 
road infrastructure Improve traffic flow 

road infrastructure 

Instead of more campaigns why dont you poor the advert funding into 
actually fixing some of these problems ie..better cycle ways/ lanes, better 
lighting etc 

road infrastructure Just fix the roads! 
road infrastructure Local Government should look after local streets 

road infrastructure 
local police station Beresfield reducation seen more on roads and we need to 
establish more bus stops in Beresfield. 

road infrastructure make the roads safer 

road infrastructure 

no more campaigns. Time to cut driving by improving public transport and 
cycling options so there are far less road accidents. Australia has too many 
road safety campaigns already. The public is saturated and immune to them 
now. 

road infrastructure 
provide proper  seperated bicycle lanes not the stupid car door death lanes 
council currently supplies 

road infrastructure 

refuse to further enlarge or extend existing suburban shopping centres which 
necessarily choke our roads of traffic with angry frustrated bargain shopping 
drivers 
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Sources of Road Safety Information – other 
source get_information_11_other 
advertising Advertisements on buses 
advertising Bus billboards work well 
advertising buses 

advertising 
Could implement a facebook page it's free - opposed to a website and has 
a bigger target market 

advertising 

Especially 'saturation campaigns' = a specific road issue which floods the 
media for 2 weeks, followed a few weeks later by another issue. Perhaps 
a board in Civic Square (like the energy comsumption one) which outlines 
major road issues and keeps a tally for each month eg accidents, injuries, 
drink driving statistics etc. These can also be displayed in any of the 
media. 

advertising local radio stations 
advertising mail box leaflet/newsletter drop 
advertising national free to air television (public & commercial) 
advertising national media 
advertising painted on cars themselves (like cigarette packs) 
advertising public venues - pubs and car parks. 
advertising Railway shelter 
advertising SMH 
advertising State wide bill boards, TV and print ads, payed for by the RTA 
advertising Sydney Morning Herald 

advertising 

There is no point putting info on a website as the only people who will use 
this are the ones looking to educate others, and not the offenders, need to 
put info in peoples faces so no matter who they are they can see it and will 
see it as often offenders think they are 'good' drivers 

advertising what bus shelters 
driver training advanced driver taining should be part of obtaining a licence 
driver training Mandatory course when applying for license.. 
driver training when renewing drivers license 
driver training with licence renewal 

enforcement 

I don't want to see campaigns I want action taken against law breakers. 
Also people who put others a risk by breaking road rules should be 
required to assist ambulance drivers (unpaid) for a period of time. 

enforcement parents enforcing the do's and don'ts from a young age 
enforcement Through seeing enforcement activities 

local education 
before a youngster can do a driving test they should personally visit the 
quadriplegic victims of road trauma in nursing homes. 

local education Library 
local education local businesses, licensed premises 
local education Local police education seminars 
none Beresfield does not have enough bus shelters/ bus stops 

none 

I am not convinced any of the above suggestions are relevant especially 
oif we are going to continue to give the same message - get the cars off 
the roads - encourage walking, cycling and public transport 

none I believe that all the above have little impact 

none 
Isn't road safety really a State issue - does Council have the resources to 
spend on advertising???? 

none 
On ALL licenses the holders Blood group and if they are on any 
medication 
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none Please do not waste more paper 

none 

Please remember, NOT everyone is electronically wired for information. 
People don't linger in bus shelters and no sooner would an ad be erected, 
then some hoon would write all over it.  Ads on TV, how many more does 
one want. Council brochures - just another glossy coming out with a 
thousand others to justify the existence of a department. 

none The lot 
none The people that need them don't listen anyway. 

none 

What do you mean? To target ourselves, what would be most effective, or 
to know what is being done to educate etc and change behaviours, by our 
responsible governing bodies?I notice what I see on internet sites and bill 
boards and electronic display -when legible, but usually 
uninteresting/unengaging-and rate notices would say what is being done 
etc 

none 

wherever is cheapest and most effective (and economical).  i use all the 
above but i'm advocating spending heaps of ratepayers money to achieve 
negligible results 

road infrastructure By evidence this is not only talk by having the roads fixed 
road infrastructure Flashing lights at crossings similar to '40' at schools 
road infrastructure Just fix the roads 
road infrastructure pour the funding into actual projects that address these issues 
road infrastructure Road side sites of accidents 

road infrastructure 

the shopping centres should be made accountable for the traffic 
congestion they cause for example at the lights on park ave and northcott 
drive with drivers queuing impatiently into the upper level carpark area 
particularly around xmas shopping time and thursday night shopping time, 
as well as weekends 

RTA In a letter addressed to me from the RTA 
RTA make road rule booklet free at RTA sites 
RTA RTA 
RTA RTA 
RTA RTA advertisements 
RTA RTA and Police 
RTA RTA Brouchures 
RTA RTA license renewal 
RTA RTA Motor traffic handbook that is where you should look 
RTA Yearly complete book of rules in everyones letterbox 
schools at schools 
schools brochures sent home with kids from school 
schools education programs in schools 
schools In every high school that gets public funding. 

schools 
in senior schools. Clubs where young people drink. Its the young who dont 
get the message and dont see the ads on TV. 

schools Info at schools 
schools Local schools 

schools 

SCHOOL SAFETY PROGRAMMES STARTING WITH THE VERY 
YOUNG KIDS WHO MAY ENCOURAGE MUM AND DAD TO DRIVE 
MORE SAFELY !!! 

schools schools 
schools Schools 
schools schools 
schools Schools 

schools 
schools should have access to the skid pan.RTA driver instructors to be 
strickter on bad drivers in the first place. some can not reverse park at all. 
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wom Community word of mouth 
wom Direct contact with drivers 

wom 
face to face - people don't think it applies to them & the ones who need it 
won't read ads, brochures, online info, etc 

wom Facebook, YouTube etc 
wom Friends and if I overhear anything I will check it on the internet 
wom Social media 

 
 

Final Comments 
comments 
90% OF THE TIME I SPEND ON THE ROADS OF NEWCASTLE EVERY DAY IS ON A BICYCLE--IT 
IS ALWAYS MY FIRST CHOICE TO TRAVEL AROUND NEWCASTLE--THE BICYCLE LANES 
MARKED ON THE ROAD IN THE NARROW AREA BETWEEN THE PARKED CARS AND THE 
MOVING TRAFFIC ARE JUST SO DANGEROUS---I TEND TO RIDE ON THE RIGHT OF THE  
WHITE LINE OUT OF THE CAR DOOR ZONE--NOT POPULAR BUT IT HAS SAVED MY LIFE MANY 
TIMES 
A "What's the Hurry" slogan for slowing traffic would be great. 
A major poroblem is drivers using mobile phones when driving. 

A major problem is that Newcastle roads weren't designed to handle the traffic now travelling on them. 
A comprehensive review of local traffic requirements and additional roads/rail crossings need to be 
funded to prevent further road safety and road congestion issues. 
A recognition/incentive system for drivers with good records would be good.   
In Australia compliance is encouraged by punitive measures - it might be more effective to try the other 
way! 
About 20 years ago, NBN television used to run driver education advertisements. This should be 
reintroduced in all media, because so many people do not understand BASIC road rules, especially the 
correct use of roundabouts! 
Active urban design and traffic calming is required to slow speeds and make it less desirable to use the 
roads.  Novocastrians have the highest rate of car useage in Australia.  Please don't make it easier to 
use roads! 

Add to Q10: Cyclists crossing Adamstown Railway line ( going towards Lambton) riding on footpath 
rather than entering St James road just before New Lambton sign.  This is an accident waiting to 
happen and its horrifying to know that this little bit of roadwork is recent years with the island refuge 
could have ever been classed as an improvement. Before road conditions change consultation with 
homeowners should occur " This improvement" is atrocious and unsafe. 
Additional cycleways and paths away from roads will encourage greater cycle use and increase rider 
safety considerably. 
Additional traffic lights are causing more congestion on our major roads. 
Address "PeakOil". 
 
Are we going to have the same road usage when we hit $20 per litre? 
Adults must be responsible for teaching the young that driving is a priviledge, that it requires great skill 
and is not a right. All adults who renew their license should be asked to sign a pledge that they will pass 
this rule and attitude to all young people they deal with in regards to driving.  If an adult will not accept 
this pledge then they should not be granted their licence renewal. 
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All "L" plate drivers should be made to do a course with to NRMA before going for their "P" plates so 
that if something goes wrong there is an extra chance to get out of it. I did a lot of driving in the country 
on gravel and red & black soils both in dry and wet circumstances and when on that the drives is told 
NEVER EVER touch the brake go down a gear an put the accelerator to the floor and it has saved me 
many a time. This is only an opinion of mine. I also drove a Centurion Tank in Sth Vietnam and I was 
responsable for the rest of the Crew when a mistake could mean living or dying every minute of 
everyday. thats enough  Dave Smith 
All P plate drivers should do a traffic affenders course before they can drive. 

All school age drivers must quilifiy in skid pan before getting red P. RTA inspectors need overhaul as to 
there standard as to many young kids/an new australians dont know what they are doing on the 
road.40Ton truck can not stop on a dime, but will cruch a car under it with ease if they cut in at the 
lights. the center lane is used for ease of driving in three lanes as you need extra room to turn at 
intersections. learners L 70kph max must not be alowed on freeway 110kph to get time up? dont learn 
anything driving down the straght, but cause lane changing situations every time as they just go to 
slow. get them off the F3. Trucks try to stay clear of L platers,but they have not got the expereance or 
learn anything driving on freeway at 70kph. 
Although the survey required a response, I believe the road infrastructure in newcastle is in good 
condition, with the exception of a few anomolies such as the turanga rd/lambton road intersection. I 
have not been involved in a road accident in the last 3 years, but i often feel unsafe on the road due to 
speeding drivers, tailgating, and generally aggresive driving. 
an additional road safety concern that I couldn't see mentioned in an early tick list, is driver mobile 
phone usage. 
Anything new should be advertised heavily for the first month etc. to make people aware. 
As a cyclist and no vehicle driver I can't consider myself to be fully adequate to answer some of these 
questions adequately. 
As a resident on a street (Tomaree Way Maryland) that has been the point of many complaints over 8 
yrs and a survey by Council, it is extremely frustrating that after collecting everyones input nothing was 
done and the street is still used a 'short cut'. We did not even receive a formal response from Council. 
 
This street was originally planned to be a Cul de sac, and was made a 'through road'. We have had 
numerous incidents of vehicles mounting the curb and ending up in our front yards, yet not even some 
speed humps have been installed. Children cannot play in the street for fear of being hit. 
 
I hope you can deliver more results for others or even review this case 
As much as I think more could be done to improve roads and safety campaigns I still think the 
accountability to be responsible lies with the individual. Things need to be spelt out more ( such as 
consequences) in a different way - to engage the target market as I think people have become too 
blaza about road safety 

As usual these questionaires are specific to what someone in the council thiks we want to answer.Road 
safety in Newcastle would be much safer if some aspects of safety were observed by more people.1 
Running red lights is huge in this city especially when going to work in the morning and returning at 
night. One of the worst intersections is Maude street and Maitland Road.2 Another aspect which is 
really ignored in Newcastle is mobile phone use while driving I see it every day and the drivers really 
believe that it is safe to do this. 

At Chatham Rd, Broadmeadow, outside Merewether High School, some organisation (RTA or NCC) 
has turned what was once a road into an 18th century goat track. Speed bumps requiring a reduction in 
speed to 10-15 kph lie outside the 40kph school speed zone and are marked with advisory signs of 
25kph. Merewether High School is supposed to be for our "brighter" students yet the nonesence in 
Chatham Road would be overkill for a kindergarten. SOMEONE, GET REAL!!! 
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Ban the new Macquarie Bank / RTA speed cameras, they will cause distractions and the last thing a 
motorist needs is another stupid distraction from this stupid State Govt. 
 
Also we need to limit the amount of speed limit changes throughout the suburbs. In a very short 
distance you can be faced with 50 / 60 / 70 / 80 speed zones . Someone, using brains and 
commonsense, not a politician or the RTA , should coordinate these so that we don't have so many 
variations. 
 
Also we need a four lane road and Tourle St bridge Mayfield West to Williamtown.  
 
We can have umpteen Coal Loaders and still a single lane road. 
besides improving traffic flow design and providing more improved roads(ie the infrastructure), 
newcastle desperately needs an adequate public transport option. I believe a 20 minute drive shouldn't 
take 21/2 hrs. I believe that we shouldn't have to wait for an hour between buses in peak hours. I 
believe we shouldn't be crammed into a bus that has standing room only. 
 
when we have adequate alternative public transport, we can expect the people of Newcastle to use it. 
Until then expect more of the same traffic chaos 

Better and more parking near the CBD such as park and ride stations to ensure less traffic in CBD 
itself. 
 
Large parking stations on fringe with excellent public transport would improve traffic flow. 
 
Build business park in outer suburb to reduce strass on roads in CBD.  This could occur near Cameron 
Park for example. 
Better communication from RTA. I have spoken to RTA about some problems & have been fobbed off 
with That's the councils problem or too late to change etc. 
Better cycle paths, and community awareness on how to take car when driving around cyclists. 
Better lighting in Shortland/Sandgate over the train tracks and near Wetlands stretch of road. 
 
Introduce footpaths in all streets of Birmingham Gardens to make it safer for pedestrians - there is a lot 
of foot traffic with students. 
 
Flashing school zone signs at all schools. 
Better lighting in the inner city would be supportive of pedestrians especially around surrounding streets 
off Darby Street cafe area as well as more safe designated crossings 
Bicicle riders to not pulling into traffic with out looking 
Biggest problem with driving in newcastle is driver attitude.  a fair portion of drivers are inconsiderate 
and hate to extend any courtesy to other drivers (e.g merging, driving impatiently and speeding).  
people should just be nicer and not exceed the speed limit and a lot of issues would resolve 
themselves. 
Bike lanes need to be separate to road traffic. Fernleigh Track is a fantastic and safe environment for 
recreational cyclists. 
Bike lanes needed - bike pathways are pooly marked, signage not visible enough for motorists and 
vague. 
Book tailgaters...never done.... 
BRING BACK THE ORANGE FLASHING PEDESTRIAN SIGN AT PED X 
brochures are expensive and environmentally wasteful.  Where people put memorials up at accident 
sites are a great leveler and I believe most people become a bit more cautious when they see them.  It 
also makes the gravity of seeing so many accident spots a reality as they are usually 'cleaned up' of all 
evidence quite quickly. 
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campaigns are a waste of money 
 
close roads and make one way traffic 
 
increase use of parking meters (but get rid of coins - use RTA tags or something) 
 
increase use of tolls  
 
have a congestion tax 
Can we have "Dob in a tailgater", "Dob in a speeder", "Dob in a dangerous driver" campaigns. "Name & 
shame" campaigns? Every morning I think that the trip I make to work could be my last. 
Car travel has become the norm. This is not a longterm solution! Bus services to major venues (Uni, 
John Hunter, shopping hubs) are worth funding. How about a hub-and-spoke bus network? 
Closer monitoring of speeding drivers, better education for learner drivers, 
Coming from Victoria where speed limits are viciously enforced, I find drivers in NSW tend to know they 
can get away with speeding. I obey road work speed limits, yet am constantly put in danger (eg. at the 
moment on the Pacfic Hwy near Charlestown) as drivers do silly things to get past me while I'm obeying 
the 40km/hr sign. Hopefully the introduction of mobile cameras will improve this but I feel it's a danger 
not just to me but to the workers who are carrying out roadworks while cars speed past at well over the 
40km/hr speed limit.  
 
As a cyclist, I find that Newcastle bike lanes are generally too narrow to be safe. In particular Donald St 
in Hamilton where the parking lane is too narrow and their wheels end up in the bike lane which is 
already too narrow. This forces the bikes into the traffic which causes the angry car drivers to abuse the 
bikes. It also forces the bikes to ride very lose to parked cars which puts them at dangers of being hit by 
opening doors and also hitting pedestrians stepping out between cars.  
 
Another issue is the amount of debris on the road and particularly in the bike lanes. They are often full 
of loose gravel and broken glass. An example is Wommara ave in Belmont north where coming over a 
blind crest the bikes are forced out into traffic by bad road surface and loose gravel. 
Comments re state of road at PARRY ST AND NATIONAL PARK ST INTERSECTION 
 
1.   This intersection is too small for the big trucks which do deliveries to the Marketown Shopping 
Centre - cars need to reverse to allow trucks to turn right out of Parry St into National Park St. 
 
2.  There should be NO RIGHT TURN into Parry St from National Park St - as there is often a backup 
of up to 10 cars and as a result road rage is common amongst the waiting drivers. 
 
SUGGESTION TO IMPROVE THE INTERSECTION BEFORE THE BIG NEW WOOLWORTHS 
SHOPPING CENTRE OPENS 
 
1.  Have NO ENTRY into National Park St from the Parry St intersection and  
 
have NO RIGHT TURN from National Park St into Parry St. 
Concerned about cyclists riding on busy roads during peak hour and causing a slowing a traffic in a 
laneway.  I feel this is an accident waiting to happen, especially in low light conditions. 
Congestion on main roads that are not being improved to match the too rapid population growth. I think 
the answer to this is to kerb population growth untill adequate infrastructure is provided by those who 
permit this current stupid increase in yearly migration. 
council needs to spend money on seperated bicycle lanes not car door death lanes. Spend money on 
proper facilites and people will flock to use it, don't waste money on media campaigns people will 
simply ignore 
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croudace road and garsdale intersection in elermore vale desperately needs a roundabout. It is getting 
impossible to get out of garsdale now in peak times and with high density housing increasing all around 
and increasing,  as well as the propsed mosque near to it, and the entry and exit to the elermore vale 
shops, traffic will be even greater. Do it NOW, dont talk about it for centuries like is usually done. 
Simple need, simple answer, make it happpen.  
 
Long, long, overdue footpath up grandview from croudace to past smith street to allow school kids and 
parents to walk on both sides of the road and be clean safe and dry. 
 
Likewise another footpath or rather deviation of the exisitng pathway, from croudace road through the 
Silver Glen reserve that goes across to jenny close, this reserve also borders Andretta Avenue. The 
path gos from croudace to jenny but there is no branch around the high side to Andretta. It is a much 
used acess for school kids, residents, dog walkers, exercisers etc.. and is terrible, wet, muddy,  in the 
winter and when the grass has not been mowed.The path cannot go straight through the middle from 
the existing one as it is a natural bowl that floods and literally turns into a bog and has a stormwater 
drain and cover in the middle. Hence the need for this  path deviation. 
Cycle lanes are not safe 

Cycle lanes have to be of sufficient width to make them rideable. Some bike lanes in Newcastle are 
very narrow (Turton Rd, Waratah) and then just disappear...and then restart again. They need to 
provide consistent links...and be cleaned regularly. As bike lanes are, by their nature at the edge of the 
camber of the road, all glass, gravel and other detritus tends to gravitate into them cuasing hazards for 
cyclists. They need to be cleaned at the same time as the roads ie regularly 
Cycle/pedestrian paths Minmi to wallsend OFF ROAD 
Cycleways need to lead to places eg Fernleigh Loop Track at adamstown should radiate along quiet 
and designated roads to Hamilton and Newcastle. Give me a ring on 0411163059 to elaborate and 
hear specific suggestions if you wish. 

Cycling on roads is hazardous throughout the city.  
I recently was hit by a car door opening into me whilst cycling on King Street.  
The cycle lanes which take you close to parked cars are extremely hazardous and potentially lethal.  
 
I was lucky I was not more severely injured. I am a 57 year old female who cycles daily, not a hoon, but 
am very keen to support dedicated cycle lanes with physical barriers as found in many European cities. 
 
Newcastle is small enough to have an integrated cycleway system to encourage more and more people 
to cycle the healthy way to work without fear of their lives.  
 
I am fortunate that the majority of my work journey takes me along the Honeysuckle pathway. 
Cyclists are at risk on roads in Newcastle from careless and aggressive drivers. Cyclists need their own 
lanes maybe from parking areas on main roads. 
dedicated bike lanes for safety of cyclists.  Crack down on bad drivers who harass  cyclists, 
 
- improve quality of road 
Difficult to answer the question about Wards.  Only really familiar with the Ward in which I live. 
 
Billboards are an eyesore.  Too many signs along roads can be distracting for drivers. 

DISTRACTIONS 
 
Too many people concentrate on other matters when they should be concentrating on driving-young 
people with loud music,women talking to passengers or their children in car seats,using mobile phones 
etc 
The other major factor is driver skills,few young drivers have experience handling their car in a skid on 
wet roads or loose gravel, in emergency braking and accident avoidance.Some form of advanced driver 
training and testing should be mandatory to move from red to green P's. 
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Don't waste money worrying about every minor pothole and 2m level change in the kerb because of 
trees, etc.  This is a ris-adverse, reactive response to budgeting - not one that shows vision. 
 
Change the priorities for expenditure on roadworks and traffic issues - spend it on making cycling, 
walking and public transport a more attractive, easy and cheap option for people, with the benefits of 
fitness and reduced congestion leading to better road safety. 
driver and road safety education in all schools 
Driver education about the road rules seems generally lacking. Ignorance abounds. 
driver training is required regularly after attainment of licence for other than basic driving skills, 
including courtesy such as: 
 
.park in one space only, do not leave big gaps and stop others 
 
.allow traffic to merge, do not speed up 
 
.when turning out of an intersection merge to closest lane and then change/merge right,do not wait 
indefinetely for all lanes to be clear and hold up traffic behind  
 
.if not in a hurry, drive in the left lane 
 
.if you want or need to drive slowly, consider those behind, pull over 
 
.when making left turns pull to left first to allow free flow of traffic behind, no semi trailer turns 
 
test all drivers, particularly the elderly for reactions. an employer would be criminally negligent to allow 
a person with deficient reaction skills to operate dangerous moving equipment. 
Drivers in Newcastle seem more relaxed about road rules than in other large cities. eg. it is not 
uncommon for motorists not to stop at stop signs on residential streets, no one seems to obey the new 
speed limit on scenic drive, many people are talking on a mobile phone when driving! People don't 
seem to know the road rules about using roundabouts. 
 
This seems to apply more here than in other cities we have driven. 
Driving saftey is common sense! 
 
The trouble is not many people these day's have common sense! 

Each area of the LGA has problems and needs with regard to road amenity - I selected ward 4 because 
of the traffic along Hexham etc - but all wards require improvements - e.g. street lighting, planning for 
additional lanes, footpaths, parking etc - to ask respondents to select one over another creates the 
problem of self-interest (i.e. your own area).  While it is true that residents do know their areas better 
than council officers? asking to differentiate between areas is somewhat unfair. 
Education alone does not make up for lack of planning, poor traffic management and poor/inadequate 
infrastructure. More needs to be done to improve traffic flows not restrict through narrow roads, speed 
humps, slow zones, etc. 
Education needed for rules on intersections with all stop signs. 
Ensure all learner drivers present a valid and current first aid certificate before they can apply for a 
drivers license (makes them aware what they're about to do could be fatal/dangerous) 
 
- Educate school age children and high school age children, mo 
Entrance onto main roads in suburbs could be made safer. I don't quiet know how. 
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Essentially, how one drives or conducts themselves is a direct reflection of the level of respect and care 
that individual has to others.  
 
There is a sociological issue regarding the inconsiderate and dangerous approach drivers have 
developed within our region.  Until that is resolved by either effective and informative training, or even 
an increase in fines for dangerous driving, road safety may still be under considerable amount of threat. 
Every effort should be made to construct more cycle ways and pedestrian overpasses. Increased public 
transport, Anything to reduce the number of vehicles on our roads. 
Finish M23 through to Hexham 
 
Build M3 through to Branxton 
 
Dual lanes & bridges from Tourle St. to Kooragang roudabout 

First, I don't think Newcastle is much different in its needs, except that traffic density is only moderate. 
 
In all public misbehaviour, the most effective deterrent is monitoring and feedback. Monitoring is most 
effectively done by people, especially other drivers and road users who have a stake in the game. The 
feedback need not be in the form of fines, but rather constant reminders 'You are being watched,' 
together with recording of the event (easy enough with car numbers, more difficult with cyclists and 
pedestrians) - with the records available as evidence when serious offences are taken to court. I'm not 
sure how you do all this without vast expense, but I've often wondered if we could set up a (national) 
scheme whereby (specially trained and equipped) drivers and other road users could record 
misdemeanors, with the record being fed back to every driver on a (say) monthly basis, with fines for 
persistent offending rather than for particular offences that may or may not be detected. That is, focus 
on getting at PERSISTENTLY BAD drivers. Difficult to get at bad cyclists and pedestrians, though. 

Firstly, driving is a privilege not a right. This entails firstly: consideration (of other road users) & then 
courtesy (to other road users) ie be nice not selfish. Essentially, the road conditions aren't the problem, 
it's users attitudes. Road death & injury is not discriminate & it can be permanent.  
 
Many drivers are in a hurry for no real reason - they need to learn to habitually allocate a bit more time 
for their trips. We all need to slow our lives down substantially. 
 
More people should be using the excellent public transport available in Newcastle & riding the bikes in 
their sheds much more often for short trips. Get some fresh air & get healthy. 
Fix the roads Elizabeth Tighes Hill, Newcomon Street the Hill and many others 
For safe roads get rid of cars in busy places.  Beaumont street and Darby street and many other 
"CBDs" should be car free.  Reduce speed limits to 30km/hr for local roads.  Proper enforcement of 
"tailgating" which most people do.  Too much close driving. 
Further encourage/develop an image of Newcastle as a city where motorists/cyclists/pedestrians have 
a culture of courtesy, safety and good manners.  Traffic behaviour is generally quite good- build on that 
and turn it into being widely known as a positive characteristic in which people can take pride and foster 
further 
Generally i feel pretty safe on the roads. My only concern is making sure that the roads are designed 
with forethought to whether they can manage increased traffic volumes as the population increases - 
this will affect road safety in the future. Look to Sydney for what NOT to do. 
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Generally speaking I think Newcastle's roads and streets are fairly safe. Some long busy roads like 
Maitland Rd Mayfield, and I'm sure other busy roads, could have more refuge island crossings in the 
middle of them as people have to walk a fair distance to traffic lights because the blocks are so long. 
They often don't bother and just cross in traffic which is dangerous. Since we have been putting more 
cycleways in there is a definite increase in people cycling for recreation and transport and it will 
continue to increase. I think Newcastle has to develop a good cycling system that is safe for cyclists 
and motorists coupled with an education programme about the rights of all road users. Promoting good 
will among all road users I think is essential, it cuts down on the agressiveness associated with people 
competing for road space. 
Generally speaking, motorists in Newcastle are more responsible and courteous than many other 
places (e.g. Sydney, other countries).  Nevertheless, ongoing campaigns to encourage safety 
awareness, particularly for young (risk-taking) drivers, should be encouraged.  Training for supervising 
drivers (parents) is a great idea. 

Georgetown has had several speed humps installed recently. I think every suburb needs these. They 
are really effective in getting driver attention and slowing the car down. Please could we have more to 
stop speeding in our suburbs. 
 
More speed cameras on our longer road stretches so that these cease to be 'speedways' eg Industrial 
Drive Mayfield and the stretch of road between Sandgate and Greenhills. Everyone seems to be doing  
10-20 kms over the speed limit and this includes huge trucks. 
Get real, stop being a political entity and deliver! 
Get rid of 4 way stop sings at intersections. 
 
Encourage tolerance 
 
Stress that driving a car is a privelege not a God given right. 

Get rid of the ridiculous spped humps in Janet St Nth Lambton - more of a hazard than anything else. 
 
The new round-about at the back of West's in Lambton is more of a hazard than the previous 
intersection 
 
The stop signal south bound at the Kotara round-about is confusing for drivers travelling in all directions 
and pretty pointless 
 
Need an education program for drivers to make them more aware of emergency service vehicles. As a 
Firefighter I am often amazed by drivers who either totally oblivious or dont care that a big red truck 
with flashing lights and siren is responding to an emergency 
get rid of the stupid 4 way stop signs and make one a priorty.  this is to confusing to visitors. 
 
Dont build any more of the stupid speed humps you have constructed outside the Merewether High 
school. can cause damage to cars and the traffic comes too close to each other at night when you try to 
go over the hump without bumping sideways.  
 
Advertising has no effect on many of the idiots on the road. you need more police to catch them. 
getting the bypass to sangate moving 
Good luck. 
Good, regular, reliable, cheap public transport is the most important initiative we could take. 
Greater enforcement 
Greater provision of linking off-road cyclepaths. 
 
Roundabouts instead of traffic lights where appropriate to allow for greater flow of traffic. 
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New drivers are also run through a common courtesy or 'etiquette in driving' course 

Guilty drivers should have their vehicles impounded for longer periods and in the worst cases 
confiscated. 
Having recently purchased a bicycle, cycling paths are a major concern to me and my family. Heavy 
levels of stones, broken glass and other rubbish in the cycling paths makes negotiation difficult and 
dangerous. 
High visibility police cars slow drivers down. This would decrese the number of people speeding. Not 
unmarked camera cars. As soon as a driver ses a police car they take there foot off the accelerator and 
then check there speed this works. 

I am against any additional roadside signs as it is distracting to drivers and they are only read once or 
twice and then it is not noticed. 
 
I do like the idea of the speed camera that let you know how fast you are going, without booking you. I 
think a few of these around town that change spots regularly are a good idea. As often the drivers are 
not aware they are over the speed limit even if by a small margin. 
 
I heard on the radio today (triple JJJ) there is a program for drivers who have caused accidents or on 
high speed offences, that are shown videos of people of all ages who were in bad accidents and the 
consequences e.g. severe injuries, head trauma, permanent physical damage etc. Maybe something 
like this can be run at venues where there is young drivers or even older ones. Would be good for 
schools but probably hard to get through all the red tape to allow at schools. 

I am frequently overtaken by speeding P-platers who have no regard for the road conditions or their 
own lack of experience. Because young people think they are invincible, more effort should be placed 
on educating them. If they are caught speeding or other driving offence, they should have to undertake 
an education session involving talking to hospitalised and crippled young drivers to see how it could 
happen to them. 
I at 50 years of age learned to fly solo in a light aircraft in 20 hours give or take, but it takes in excess of 
100  hours to be deemed capable of driving a motor vehicle.  
 
 It is all done in the most controlled areas, and the skill base needs to expanded to a larger degree. 
 
I feel the extra time would be better spent in learning methods of handling, skid control, and driving in 
adverse weather. 
 
A course of advanced driving skills should be part of this training. Also vehicle maintenance would also 
be an added bonus. 
I attempted to cycle from Waratah to the Fernleigh track last week. It was without a doubt one of the 
most dangerous undertakings I have aver attempted. There is simply grossly inadequate provision for 
cyclists in our area (or anywhere in the city really).  
 
You find your self confronted with roadside cycleways that just disappear and leave you in the middle of 
major traffic lanes. Negotiating traffic lights is a nightmare. The only way to feel safe is to continually go 
onto the footpath, which then endangers pedestrians.  
 
I also discovered that due to the appalling lack of provision for cyclists, it is almost impossible not to 
inconvenience motor vehicle drivers throughout your trip. Thereby contributing to the  friction that 
already exists between motorists and cyclists. 
 
This, coupled with the appalling nature of public transport (lack of distribution and frequency) in 
Newcastle, means that driving a car is the only safe, efficient and manageable form of transport when 
trying to get around Newcastle. 
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We can't wait for the State government to do anything about this situation though, as they have 
continually demonstrated a total lack of interest, intent or ability to meet these challenges for 
Newcastle. Newcastle is an electoral wasteland for either side of politics. Community and local 
business will have to rise to the challenge and "do it for ourselves".  
 
We suffer from such an appalling lack of governance. 

I believe that cyclists are becoming more of a problem as their are so many on the road these days, at 
all hours, early morning it is difficult to make them out, I am aware they are entitled to use the road, but 
when they start paying registration fees etc to use the roads I will take more notice of them, but they are 
poorly illuminated in early hours, and in some cases unaware of motor traffic around them. 
 
Thanks  

I believe that roadside shrines to traffic accident victims are a distraction and are not an appropriate 
way of marking a death. If a person dies in a hospital, we don't put a shrine on the hospital wall! The 
correct place for such observances are at memorial parks or similar, not on public roads where they are 
often far too elaborate and a distraction rather than a deterrent. They are also often ugly. One person's 
death from whatever cause is no more significant that any other person's. 

I believe that you should have to sit the written L driver exam every time you renew your licence. I've 
driven for 28 years and the rules changes during that time is staggering, yet I've never been forced to 
brush up on the rule book. Detrators point to ppl not having the time to do this - rubbish - if they have 
time to watch shit on televsion, they have time to read a rule book that could ultimately save a life.  
 
You don't have to set the test so that only the Einsteins can pass, but set it so that ppl need to re-read 
the rule book and guess what ? They'll actually learn something, because I guarantee that not a single 
driver on our roads knows all the road rules. 

I believe the survey has covered road safety well.    
 
My concern is witjh young drivers P Platers and rough kids.  I had an experience over a month ago at 
the car park at Newcastle Beach.  I have a disability pass, and was unable to park as "a beat up old 
car" was in the space.  The four young lads came from the surf  to their car and were abusive and rude.  
It was quite ugly.  I reported them to the Beach Inspector, and as they drove off it was "fingers in the 
air." 
 
Could not the Council install a warning sign advising that there is a huge fine for breach of parking 
without a pass.  There is only one disability parking bay at the Newcastle Beach area.   Please do 
something about better signage and warning of fines. 
 
Thank you. 
I believe there are too many speed zones, drivers are forever looking at the side of the road in an effort 
to locate speed signs endeavouring to stay within the speed limit. This distracts the driver who should 
be concentrating on the road, other cars and pedestrians. A 60KPH blanket speed limit would leave 
drivers in no confusion as to what speed limit applies. 
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I continually see vehicles driving through red lights. Perhaps this would still continue if the lights worked 
in a more user friendly way but it might be better. 
 
Currently the lights work on a priority road and time system. Keep this as is BUT for the other roads 
have 2 or 3 spots where the traffic flow is detected or place the single detector further back. When the 
traffic is then triggered to move off sufficient time could be allowed for all of the traffic to vacate the 
street not just the first few - it would not be too hard to time how long it takes a line of traffic to move. 
Maybe there could be an extention if more traffic is detected? 
 
Traffic lights and their ridiculous inflexible operations are the biggest problem I have in driving in and 
around the city. 
I do not agree with 4 way stop signs. 
 
Parking needs to be policed more as vision is not great on some of the corners that are on a slope. 
 
After hours parking should not be left up to Police. they are too busy with normal duties. 
I dont think more advertising is the answer - the facilities need improvement so re-direct advertising 
spending into these projects and get omething really happening instead of another talkfest. 
 
we need action now. 
I drive a lot in the inner city. I am a registered Nurse working in an inner city Community Health Team. I 
drive 60-80 ks a day between Hunter St & Mayfield. I state this so that you can get an idea of my 
driving habits.  I regularly see many close calls as well as actual accidents. The main culprits as I see it 
are impatience & speed combines with congested streets & poorly designed intersections. The 
intersections at Steel St & King St near the McDonalds entrance & Market town is a real trap at peek 
hour . The traffic turning left into King backs up so for that anyone wanting to go straight ahead or turn 
right are trapped at the back of a long line of cars . This situation will only get worse once the 
construction behind the RTA is finished. I can see traffic banked up here in all directions. It’s bad 
enough now at peek times. The Junction is another bottle neck. To think that one person wanting to 
park in Union St or turn right into Kendrick St can totally block one of the main roads into the City in 
both directions is a real problem. There should be no right turn here at peek hours. Push bikes on 
Maitland Road & Industrial drive are also a problem. These roads are just not designed to 
accommodate them. There are several very dangerous spots were there are bridges & no cycle lanes. 
A mixture of heavy traffic, no cycle ways, poor visibility & impatience, combined with the arrogance of 
some cyclists is a truly deadly mix. 
I feel a bigger police presence on the roads would make a lot of people think twice about being idiots. 

I find it scarey that the kids who use the roads as their playground -  bikes and skateboards  -  take the 
same attitude when they graduate to cars.  If anybody was reallt serious about any or all of our social 
problems they would set up a 'zero tolerance zone' of say 10km from Nobbys, and every 6-12 months 
add another 5km to the arc. Eventually the Newcastle zone would link with Lake Mac and Maitland and 
Nelson Bay 
I find that the ABC radio traffic updates on a daliy basis are  very helpful information when driving 
I find the biggest problem is avoiding impatient, speeding drivers. 
I handed in my licence in 2008. My age is 90 with a clean driving record. 
I have always felt that speed limit should be displayed on every road sign - it only needs to be a small 
circle in the corner or even on the  back of signs facing the other way - it can be very confusing knowing 
speed limit inparticular arera and why not use existing signage to displauy this? 
I have given up riding a bicycle after nearly having been wiped out by careless door openers, and then 
having a nasty accident.  What a shame. 

I have now lately noticed that there are more cyclists on the road which I find annoyinig as a driver.  
The cyclists think that they "own" the road and do not consider the cars which may cause potential 
collisions which ends up being the drivers fault.  There should be actually more cyclist training 
especially for the amateur cyclists (who are usually baby boomers who have suddenly developed a 
health kick). 
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I have probably said enough but I was a councillor on the Coffs Harbour Council for 9 years and the 
first female Shire President. It was a most progressive shire. Newcastle is not.  As I said, the roads are 
a national disgrace and so are the footpaths. The centre of Newcastle and the inner suburbs are 
derelict.  Why would a cruise liner visit Newcastle. The city is like a ghetto and one cannot walk on the 
footpaths without fear of injury.  King Street! and the Mall!  What kind of engineers designed the 
undulating footpaths with clinker bricks, well, worse than clinker bricks, just dreadful tiles and where did 
the idea for grey come from! Oh, dear!  Just construct some roads, develop a program of 
reconstruction, put up some lights and beautify the place.  No wonder we have so many accidents. 
More speed humps!  What on earth are you thinking of.  There is far too much street furniture as it is.  
How could you possibly think of adding more.  Aged drivers, think YOUNG drivers! 
I have spent my working life in the Motor industry.  
 
I am qualified in Mechanical Engineering, I am a qualified Motor Mechanic and a licensed Loss 
Assesor.  
 
For approximatley 30 years I lectured to night classes in Automotive Engineering and Motor 
Maintenance. When the Adamstown Driving Range was open (now many years past) I was asked to 
lecture on the art of driving road motor vehicles until such time as permanent staff could be employed. 
 
My approach was to lecture on the control of a vehicle, the way in which steering and brakes worked 
and the limits of control of a motor vehicle in motion. Police working at The Range often discussed 
problems with me.  
 
Driving requires a knowledge of the limits of control - it requires 100% concentration - when turning, 
changing lanes - braking etc. Do not confuse other drivers. Let them know clearly so that each of you 
can handle the situation. Fail to do this and sooner or later there will be a smash.  
 
Treat other road users with full courtesy - most of them will reciprocacate. Where obvious courtesy is 
extended to you, acknowledge it. It will make the other driver feel good and encourage him to be more 
courteous more regularly.   
 
From memory, the Adamstown Driver Training Range was closed by the State Government ( at least 
this is my recollection). Up to that time I believe that it had an unimpeachable record.  
 
What is the cost of one bad smash? Severe injury, possible loss of life etc. and the sadness and trauma 
will go on for ever - not to meantion the financial loss. 
 
Re Question 14. All the road safety measures listed seem to have little beneficial effect on Road Safety. 
They do not refer to 'me' I am too good a driver. 
 
May I conclude by stating that I have driven (literally) all over the U.K. a number of times. I have driven 
from London through France, Switzerland, Italy and Spain etc. I have been fortunate, I have never 
caused a smash and I have never been breached for a traffic or driving offence, 
I know about the Newcastle speed check unit have never seen it in use. I could list a dozen roads in 
Ward 3 where it could be positioned on a 24 hour basis. It would help reduce the speed on local roads. 
Does it record stats/speeds and times for community information. Start with Turton, Georgetown and 
Christo Roads. 

I know I have waffled on about Kooragang but I use it alot and can see the growth in usage and the 
bottlenecks which develop. Last year all the traffic was diverted from Hexham due to an accident and 
with the increase in traffic it took 45 minutes to reach Mayfield from Stockton. The roads in Stockton are 
in reasonable condition but the lanes need some attention as they are damaged by the weight of the 
garbage trucks 
I mostly drive my car, but would like to ride my bike more- just feel it is not as safe as it used to be.  
('84-'89 as a student I only rode a bike, no car)- too much traffic now, drivers too fast and impatient with 
bad attitude to cyclists. 
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I notice a lot of drivers talking on mobile phones/texting while driving. I would like to see more police 
patrols and advertising programs to target specifically that kind of behaviour. 
I realize that trees are sacrosanct in Newcastle. (Observe the long going fuss about Fig trees in Cooks 
Hill. We all do not live in Cooks Hill. Most rarely go there. Council has more to do.) However back to the 
topic.  
 
At countless locations, trees introduce road hazard. Intersections become partial blind spots. Road 
signs are obscured. Street lighting becomes ineffective at critical places. Let's trim back the offending 
branches. Remove some trees entirely. Remember, in our climate there is no such a thing as a dwarf 
shrub! Any tree or shrub becomes 4 metres high and 3 metres wide in a few years. The problem 
returns. 
I ride a push bike quite freqently. I aways use a back street if possible that runs parrralel to the main 
street that I would take if I were in my car. You see people on push bikes risking their lives on busy 
main roads when there are much safer back streets only a few hundred meters away. I think bike riders 
should be made aware of alternate safer routs. 
i still thibnk the instruction from Jim Sullivan on NBN was the best information a driver could get, as it 
included what NOT to do, as well as what you should do. 
 
Bring the content back! Different demographics need different messages. 
I suggest removing all 4 way stop signs and just give one of the roads a give way/stop sign, it is not 
going to make any difference to traffic flow, as they are in low flow areas. It creates too much confusion 
and "rage" when people don't know to give way to the right. 
I think a lot of problems arise because drivers get frustrated with inadequate roads at peak periods and 
traffic lights that do not seem to be cycling in favour of the heaviest traffic density.  Eg Lambton Rd and 
Bridges/Turton Rds Broadmeadow in the morning rush. 
I think I've said enough 
I think one of the biggest issues regarding road safety in Newcastle (and likely everywhere) is the 
increase in the use of mobile phones while driving. 

I think road design plays a major part in many of the problems found. Driver habits, road rage and the 
level of frustration felt by drivers can be linked to this. I feel many road designs are done solely on cost 
and not to the benefit of traffic movement and flow. Things like short merging lanes do nothing to keep 
the flow of traffic moving and allow safe merging. The introduction of traffic lights along the Hexham 
strip will only increase frustration in my opinion as in the past ther was a constant flow of traffic where 
through Hexham and now there are 3 sets of light that will delay traffic lead to grater frustration. 
I think road safety campaigns are really quite adequate but the question is how do you get people to 
implement what they know ---eg not use mobile phones while driving, don't drink and drive, obey the 
speed limit, 
 
obey P plate speed limits. 
 
More police activity at all times of the day would be a good start!!! 

I think shock tactics have some value but could be extended beyond television advertising. As part of 
young driver training, is there some way for drivers to see real victims of accidents, whether through 
photos or actually visiting hospitals? 
 
 I don't what the answer is, but there must be some way to get through to people that yes it CAN 
happen to them (either being charged or someone being seriously injured or killed). I'm thinking 
specifically in terms of speeding and drink driving in young people. 
I think speed should be a major concern. Police should be allowed to have speed cameras everywhere 
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I think that the flow of traffic could be improved in the inner city by looking at the way the traffic moves 
in and out. perhaps making king st one way and hunter the other would be an innovative step. 
 
Also there is an issue in Florida ave new lambton since the installation of the mitchell st traffic lights. 
This has encouraged more traffic to use the lower half of florida ave and it is travelling too fast for this 
narrow windy road. Also motorists are not noticing the stop signs at the corner of mitchell and florida. 

I think the roads in newcastle are really not that bad - they are much better in the areas I regularly drive 
than they were 20 years ago.  However, the improvement in the condition of the roads has been offset 
to some extent by the increase in congestion.  Having to change lanes a couple of k's before you need 
to turn is pretty serious!  Then, if you forget it is a major deal to get in the correct lane (i am thinking 
particularly of the evening peak on maitland road - i need to turn left at sandgate - have to make sure i 
get in the left lane on the industrial drive at mayfield as once you turn off it onto maitland road at 
mayfield west - that's the lane you are in and that is it. 
I think there needs to be mandatory Driver safety awareness courses to people getting their licence. 
Also anyone that has any driving offence be it Driving under the influence, speeding etc, should be 
made to attend a course to educate tham on the dangers of speeding and not following safety rules on 
the road. 
I think we all see advertisements on Tv so much that they just do not sink in. My children however like 
some of the ads so they mimick them and remind the adults about safe driving. Perhaps more ads 
aimed at the children ? 
I truly feel it needs to come from a young age....teaching children to cross a road correctly and to repect 
the dangers of the the roads is the place to start!! 
I typically ride my bike to work from Lambton to Newcastle East and although I wear multiple lights both 
front and back, I consistently come across drivers that have no respect for cyclists or any 
understanding of the consequences that can occur as a result of a vehicle committing road rage upon a 
cyclist. 
 
Other risks drivers place upon cyclists include the lack of drivers ability to judge the width of their 
vehicle. I frequently  have to adjust my line of cycle as vehicles (trucks and cars) speed past me at a 
very uncomfortable distance (millimeters) trying to merge into a lane without paying attention to the 
cyclist. 
 
I understand that there are cyclists out there that do not pay attention to the road rules, however I do 
and it is no excuse for drivers to take the law in their own hands and teach a cyclist a leason they will 
never forget..... 

I wish to further emphasise Kooragang Island. The two lane bridge and narrow road along the island 
draws comment from everyone who travels along there. Whether I have been in a bus full of Probus 
people, with friends from anywhere in Newcastle, with family or visitors, there is comment about the 
lack of wisdom and vision in road planning there. This has been highlighted by the new coal loader and 
the rapid growth in structures along the road. 
I would be pleased to dicuss my previous observations and comments with a real person futher. 
I would like to see  digital time counters at crossings telling people how long they have to finish 
crossing. I think it would discourage many last minute attempts at futile crossings berfore the lights 
change. I  have seen these in Europe, even backward countries like Russia e.g. in St Petersburg (I 
wrote a letter to Council about it about 3-4 years ago), and they are extremely effective. 
I would like to see a lollipop lady at every school crossing. We pay enough money through our 
water/land rates, insurances,etc to provide for this.We have a small school but we still get lunatic's up & 
down the street. More parking at our school would be good also as there are 2 school here right across 
from each other. When picking up our children it is bedlam. 
I would like to see less trucks on the road. I drive along Industrial Highway and Kooragang daily. Trucks 
driving in both lanes trying to over take each other. Cars cannot get by it is very dangerous and very 
frustrating. Too many accidents involving trucks. 
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I would like to see some way of reminding drivers of current road rules - perhaps a short snappy 
reminder in a TV news break as I recall used to be done in the past on NBN.  Just an "Are you aware 
that....." or "Do you remember that....." or "Don't forget that...."   I see people making u-turns at traffic 
lights and errors with turning indicators at roundabouts, as examples, so just a quick 20 second spot 
revising road rules that people should know or have become careless in doing.  A different one each 
night.  There are those who received their licenses years ago, are inexperienced drivers, or hope not to 
be caught, so a quick review on a regular nightly basis near the conclusion of the evening news could 
be useful. 

I would like to see the progressive elimination of Black Spots on the roads in Newcastle. There may be 
argument about how to define a Black Spot, but I would suggest the broad term Bingle Spot - any 
accident which blocks the flow of traffic. 
 
The Top Ten Bingle Spots could be signposted in advance - "Bingle Spot 500m Ahead - Slow Down 
Now". 
 
Not all Bingle Spots can be eliminated by roadworks, but general awareness can be increased through 
signage. 
 
Hope this helps. 

I would really like to know why a Local Government ouncil is wasting so much money on these surveys 
and particularly on this topic. 
 
Please advise how we can find out answers to our questions. 
 
We should get the appropriate agency to do this work and it is NOT the local Council. 
Identify and improve flow through or around suburbs and put in landscaping, cichanes to slow traffic 
and improve cycling and walking in suburbs to create a village atmosphere, reducing noise and making 
the areas safer. 
if people could see with their own eyes the catastrophic injuries suffered by road trauma victims before 
they are granted their P plates we might reduce the incidence of crashes. 
 
visits to nursing homes by teenagers to witness their peers TPD should influence some of them. 
 
drug-driving is a serious issue in this area. 
 
i am yet to see or hear of any police activity to detect drug-drivers. 
 
road rage is a serious problem in our community. it is getting worse. 
 
some people do not have the personality to hold a drivers' licence. 
 
a personality test must be made a part of the testing procedure before a licence is granted. 
 
drivers should be selected at random for re-testing. 
 
anyone causing an accident should be compelled to re-sit their driving test. 
If the amount of traffic was reduced the roads would become safer. So the real aim for improving road 
safety should be to get people out of there cars and onto public transport, walking and cycling. But 
unless facilities for these activities are improved this wont happen. 
If the rail line intio Newcastle is removed traffic flow into the city centre will increase and create more 
accidents. 
If we have bike lanes we will save money on road safety. 
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If you are targeting younger drivers there is very little point in placing campaigns in papers as they do't 
necessarily read them - it should be more towards electronic media TV . Billboards and road side 
notices are only an added distraction. In there defence some younger drivers copy and drive as there 
parents do - Drive as I say not drive as I do. 

I'm originally from Melbourne and have lived in various states of Australia.  I have found Newcastle 
drivers, in general, to be unhelpful and 'protective' of their 'place' on the road.  For instance, this is 
evident when cars are attempting to merge; vehicles already in that lane most often do not allow space 
for the merging car.   
 
I also find a lot of drivers are intolerant of cyclists.  This is partly because there is no dedicated cycling 
lane to move that traffic away from vehicular traffic.  However, I also believe it is due to the 
overwhelming reliance on cars, as opposed to bikes and public transport. 
Implement strategies to encourage more use of public transport, encourage walking and cycling. 
Improve existing bike lanes please and add more. It's really hazardous sharing space with cars whose 
doors may open suddenly, with the added excitement of numerous reflectors, and thick white paint 
signage which is slippery in the wet! 
Improve traffic flow by better coordination of traffic lights 

Improving driver skill and attitude would be proactive way to proceed. 
 
Focus on 'what to do' rather than 'what not to do'.  Campaigns that demonstrate how to be a better, 
more courteous driver.  For example, pointing out various circumstances and how the best way to 
engage in them (like the NPBS drive alive series a few eyars ago) 

In general I think Newcastle in going the right way with its improved and better focus on cycleways. 
HOwever I would like to see a more concerted effort to provide safe sysle routes to the main 
highschools in the area.  
 
When mapping out these routes Council would also become aware of where major traffic hazards lie for 
kids trying to do the healthy thing, and bicycle to school.  
 
At the moment it is too dangerous for less alert teenage kids to bicycle.  
 
I think by doing this you could also focus on the benfits to child health and obesity problems.  
In my home country Norway, the schools have a huge training programme on safe bicycling to school. 
This has led to a large part of kids bicycle to school during summermonths from the age of 10/11 years 
of age (ie from mid primary school throughout high school). This is both disciplining and healthy.   
 
But of course the requirement is that there are safe routes for them to bicycle on. 
In my opinion the biggest road safety issue in Newcastle is the lack of proper cycle lanes. 
in my opinion, Newcastle has far too many speed signs, too many different speed zones, too many 
signs about road rules, which are a DISTRACTION  and an eyesore. The driver needs to be able to 
concentrate on the reading the road ahead and traffic conditions , not read endless signage. SIMPLIFY. 

In my opinion, road safety education and awareness needs to start at an early age.  Pedestrian road 
safety is taught at primary schools, yet to the best of my knowledge there is no driver road safety 
program taught in high schools.  The consequences of unsafe motoring (speeding, drink driving, etc) 
needs to be drilled into the younger generation from year 10 through to year 12. 
 
High school students need to be educated and shown (even in graphic) the results of unsafe motoring 
for at leasat one term in each of the final three years of high school.  Not only should this include 
unsafe driving, but should also cover the basics of car care and regualar safety checks. 
In relation to the CBD traffic the cutting of the railway line at Wickham would be a large advantage, with 
light rail introduced to work side by side with traffic flow. 
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In some states the 40 school zones remain in force for the entire school day rather than just 
starting/finishing time.  I think this would be valuable as some students come and go throughout the day 
(eg. high schools) and it means people would not have to check what time it is - just slow down all day! 
In the long run safe alternatives to cars will be valuable and multi purpose.  Greater congestion is likely 
to create more accidents. 
Increase numbers of cycle paths now!! 
Increased traffic congestion at peak times and impatience of drivers has increased over the past few 
years around the CBD. People in Newcastle still think they can get anywhere across the city in 5 to 10 
minutes - no longer the case. 
 
Improved public transport + cycling options are a must 
Instead of building overpasses, just get rid of the railway 

Instill in young drivers P platers red & green, the need to use care at all times when driving. Another 
issue is that the age limit should be increased to 18 before applying for a licence. the reason for this 
comment is the increasing use of MVs by High school students, who go by own car , park near their 
school all day jaming the local streets, the Schools dont provide on site parking for students, Why ? 
Also they often pack fellow students into their vehicles who in turn yahoo etc. this issue needs looking 
at, also -reason of provision of public transport or lack of. A survey near us (inner suburb) has indicated 
at least 200 vehicles (All P PLATERS)parked in surounding streets allday, and is further compounded 
by another High school a few blocks away in addition to the city CBD workers parking outside 
residences all day, it will be a major council problem of the future and will gain momentem.(further 
resident parking permits will need to be extended up to 2 kms from Newcastle & Newcastle West) This 
may assist in reducing unnessary MV usage/visual/gas  polution and for a sustainable greener city 
Is road safety a big issue for Newcastle.  Frustration with road usage would be but safety?  Is it any 
worse here than elsewhere? 
It is distressing to see how many 'P' plate drivers, speed or behave in an irrisponsible manner on the 
roads. 
 
There needs to be a way to bring the speed limit for 'P' plate drivers down so they get more experience 
before they are permitted to travel at high speeds. 
It is not all the road thats at fault many drivers don't drive to the condition of the road or weather 

It was interesting that a previous question gave 'pedestrians not following rules' and 'cyclists not 
following rules' as possible answers but not 'drivers not following rules'.  A 40kph speed camera in 
Beaumont St near the rail crossing would be very busy.  So would one in Fern St Islington.  There are 
enough rules and signs but people ignore them.  Let's not get to the situation in Seoul (Sth Korea) 
where the locals say lane markings are just for decoration, and traffic lights are advisory. [I've seen this 
and it's true].  I've seen cars illegally parked in the same places day after day but they obviously aren't 
getting booked so this practice is by default being condoned.  If you crack down on this behavior, the 
message will get through very quickly.  I lived in Wollongong at a time when the police there were very 
visible.  And at 4:00 am on 5 island Rd (a 4 lane in either direction road) the few people travelling would 
all be doing 60kph or less. 
It would be good if drivers used indicaters. 
It would be great not to have to stop at level crossings in Newcastle for trains. Overpasses are 
expensive but would help improve traffic flow and reduce congestion in the city. 
It's not a specific Novocastrian issue - broader education, training and an increase in basic respect for 
life and limb is needed in an overall approach to minimise risk and reduce hazard. 
It's not Council's job: the RTA conducts plenty of research into this and surely it's their role: why is 
Council duplicating a state responsibility??? 
-Just as we have 'Life Education' in schools doing healthy/drug free living we need bike & driver safty 
education in the schools. 
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Just reminding drivers to follow basic road rules would be a start eg use blinkers, orange light not an 
indication to speed up to get through lights, give way doesn't mean pull out in front of other vehicle and 
no stopping/parking means what its says 

Keep the cops on pushbikes - it is a good look. It provides visibilty, deterent and most of all a good look 
for Newcastle - a healthy and caring community. 
 
Advertise the website for local mobile speed cameras: it keeps the community engaged and aware but 
still provides the right message and penalty. The locals would be talking/aware about/of it while the 
offenders would always get caught. For it to be respected the site should be updated daily - just as the 
radio announcers in Sydney would make their listeners aware. It gices a great opportunity to run road 
awareness campaigns online in a similar fashion to the intro screens you need to live through for 
microsoft/ninemsn news products. 
Keep up the good work! 
 
Unfortunately there are a proportion of the community who do not care about road safety and nothing 
you can do will make a difference. 
Kooragand Island is in urgent need of a double lane road and lighting upgrade ! 
Lack of dual carriage ways in some areas e.g. Kooragang Island coal loader stretch before Stockton 
Bridge frustrates drivers and results at times in risky driving behaviour. 
Less chance for interruption to flow of traffic. Right hand turning bays. Roundabouts and narrow road 
sections are good at slowing traffic - traffic lights and four-way stop signs make trips take longer and 
make driving unpleasant. 
Listen to the residents when they complain about Streets and corner intersections Especially if they live 
in that area. 
Lobby businessses like Hunter Water, NIB, Energy Australia, AGL etc. Have Safety messages thru 
there. 
Make cyclists obey the road rules 
Make motorists stop before pedestrian crossings not in them. 
make public transport between major venues easier and more plentyful, CBD, Shopping centres, 
University, hospitals and have time tables appropriate for the users of these areas and times for peek 
use 
make school crossing safety the number one priority 
Many problems arise by having too many speed changes within the Newcastle area, eg 40 local area 
and school, 50, 60, 70 etc within metres of one another often without any rhyme or reason. 
 
Newcastle LGA should be a 50 zone everywhere except for local residential precincts which should all 
be 40. 
 
Real cycle/pedestrian pathways should be implemented over the next few years, not the pathetic 
shared car/cycleways currently being implemented. 
 
Any of the old tramway/ coal railway reservations that have not been gazetted public space should be 
investigated and reserved for future cycleway pedestrian paths, no reservation should be allowed to be 
sold off. 
Money is the big issue. The State and Federal Government should not put it all on Local Government.  
 
We are voters, we are tax payers (or have been), we are the future generation -  but, it seems that each 
generation has had to deal with the same complaints regarding road safety.  
 
Lets get it right by looking outside the SQUARE,(or the Circle) and being more open to ideas. Ones that 
may cost, but in the end WILL deliver. 
More bike paths that actually go to major destinations, not just random patches of path that start and 
stop in the middle of nowhere and go nowhere. 
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more comprehensive training and compulsary qualified driving instructor for more than 30% of learning 
time 
More cycle lanes will improve safety for cars and cyclists 
More cycle paths 
More cycling infrastructure. 
More pedestrian friendly initiatives 
Reduce speed limit in local areas to 40 kph 

More details on use of roundabouts and stop sign intersections (especially 4 stops at one intersection) 
in driver training.  Specifically 'give way to right rule' seems to have been lost to younger driver.   
Also, more emphasis in training drivers (of all ages) on the need to and reason for using indicators 
whenever the driverz plan a direction change to warn other drivers of his/her intention. 

More driver education around cyclists and their rights people are quite disrepectful to them and believe 
they do not have  rights to ride on the road. 
More bike paths and dedicated lanes would encourage more people to ride bikes and feel safe and this 
is better for the environment and peoples health. 
I would love to ride but feel very unsafe 
More driver education is urgently needed re using roundabouts - using changing lane signalling at least 
5 seconds - running amber to red lights danger. 
More education 
More education and awareness campaign about bicycles and cars sharing the road. 
more flashing lights at school zones are needed. Cut back trees that obscure street signs. 
More planning needs to be made when patching or fixing new roads, Something needs to be done to 
keep up with the growing population and subsequent increase in traffic in our region. 
More Police on Kooragang to stop speeding. 
More police on the road it not only improve road safety but also the safety conditions in Newcastle. 
More Police patrols at all times and places. 
More police prescence after midnight on weekends. 
More police presence is needed, particularly in identified trouble spots. 
More Police presence. 
More public transport 
More public transport - upgrade existing rail infrastructure; improve conectivity to the harbour with more 
crossings - that are set up not to conflict with the rail  ( Over passes & Under passes ) and rejig the 
busses to smaller & much more frequent services 
More speed bumps in all suburbs 
most road surfaces need upgrading and drainage is lacking 
My concerns and issues for consideration include: 
More pedistrian crossings at appropriate locations - need local knowledge imput 
More Speed and Red Light Cameras 
More Police Patrols 
Provide a system or means for the community to report - unsafe speeding etc. 
Reduce speed limits by 10 kph and maximum speed limit not to exceed 50 kph in CBD and 40 kph in 
residential areas. 
 
RTA to conduct safey checks on all vehicles - similar to trucks 
need better roads and less traffic - need planning so as not to end up like sydney 
Need for more police supervision of pedestrian crossings: motorists who won't stop, walkers who step 
onto marked crossing straight in front of cars about to pass over crossing. 
 
Also police action against cyclists who ride along footpath in shopping centres such as Beaumont St 
Hamilton (often without helmets) and expect walkers to "jump" out of way. 
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Need to fill in the gaps of the cycle way from isington park into town (along throsby to the foreshore) 
 
Need to provide a light rail loop though wickam - maryville - hamilton - broadmeadow - hamilton - 
junction and cooks hill to replace the heavy rail 
Need to improve safety for cyclists along Hunter Street as it is very dangerous with no room between 
parked cars and traffic on the street means you can get sandwiched or be at risk of opening doors. 
Need to introduce a clearway in the kerbside lane of King Street, Newcastle West, in the westbound 
lane between 3pm and 6pm weekdays, between Stewart avenue and tudor Street to help traffic get out 
of the city. 
Need to seriously look at effective ways to cope with ever increasing road usage and handling of peak 
hour traffic. 
Newcastle council is so slow on the uptake. The decision over the rail and the GPT is proof of that.  
Why don't you stop pouring pretty yellow concrete on coastal footpaths that are perfectly functional and 
instead build cycle ways and think about lateral solutions to very simple problems.  
example: hunter street is dead, but it takes 15 minutes to drive from one end of the city to the other. 
One solution. Make it a one way street, dedicate a lane to parking. 
Bike lanes are great way to bring the city back to life. more people would ride if there was better 
infastructure, there would be more street level activity.  
 
most of the road safety problems we have are nothing to do with infastructure though. It's plebs and 
bogans who drive into town and lap around the foreshore - it's people from wallsend and maitland who 
create all the problems. there's no real way to change socioeconomic problems like this but to change 
the culture of the city through intelligent planning. 
Newcastle drivers do not seem to speed in the local area as much as other areas I have lived and drive 
in - the roads don't really allow it which is a positive. 
Newcastle drivers have generally poor behaviour - not letting people in when you are changing lanes is 
the most noticeable thing 
Newcastle has a lot of younger drivers on P plates. Many of them lack confidence and road sense 
(didn't we all at that age?) and I think the sheer volume of these drivers necessitates an obligatory 
defensive driving or safe driving course. 

Newcastle has fantastic potential as a major cyclist city, alleviating traffic congestion and aiding public 
health (via exercise) whilst reducing environmental damage. Lack of driver awareness as to cyclists 
rights, inadequate response of traffic signals to cyclists and a lack of dedicated bike lanes render this 
fantastic scenario - in which Newcastle is healthier, greener and less congested - a longed-for ideal. 
Luckily, it would be very easy to implement a cyclist plan for Newcastle - council should start today! 
Newcastle is beautifull city and we loves it but we notices that there are more cyclist are on the road but 
most of them don't have any road sence. I have come accross many of them on daily basis.Most of the 
people ride bike just as they are driving car whcih can be dangerious. 
 
An other thing will be good if we have less and less Merge lanes in the city because they cause trafic to 
slow down and people are impatient and try to get in to lans and I have seen that also cause road rage.
 
Grifiths Rd,Newcastle Rd, Bridges Rd, etc are very busy Roads and very small round abouts are 
dangerious for example  Newcastl eand Dougles Street roundabout. 
Newcastle male drivers are appalling. The driving licence age should be raised and P Plates should be 
restricted further. The Victorian model is far better and saves more lives. Young Newcastle males often 
are generally very inmature in their approach to roads and other road users. Social psychologists could 
advise about agression control. 
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Newcastle needs to have a culture that respects the rights of cyclists on the road. Newcastle also 
needs decent bike paths across the city, not so called bike lanes that give people the wrong idea that 
cyclists should ride next to parked cars with opening doors. 
 
Newcastle has many suburbs that are flat and could become a great tourist city known for its cycling 
transport. Instead we think of commuting by bike as an after thought. It is truely pathetic. 
Newcastle needs to provide improved bike ways to seperate Cars from bycycles as the do not mix well 
on the roads. 

No more electronic signs please! They are dangerous distractions. Overhead units require drivers to 
take their eyes off the road to read them. Since most are changing the displayed message they can 
distract drivers who should be concentrating on the traffic. 
 
Get more police on the road and give them the authority to confiscate the car and mobile phone of any 
person using a mobile phone while driving. Police should not be hiding with a speed camera they 
should be on the move in marked cars. I live in New Lambton and my work base is at Hexham. I am a 
Field Service Technician Covering an area from the Hawkesbury to Port Macquarie and out west. I 
often go weeks at a time without seeing a single police car. 
Not having a licence anymore I am not on the road much except in public transport. More severe 
penalties for speeding and drink driving should be introduced. 
Not having an adequate rule for four way stop signs seems to me scandalous given the number of them 
in this city. 
 
Cars running orange and red lights now seem to be the norm and needs to be addressed. 
 
Lack of quick attention to reported potholes and dangerous road surfaces - there needs to be a hotline 
number for this. 
Nothing was asked about cyclists safety, I think we have not enough here to allow safe riding for 
children and those who cannot afford the risk of serious harm. 
 
Much better cycle ways and well published , in the rate noticews would be good annually. 
 
I would like to use a bike when the weather is kind but am too necessary to those around me to risk it. 
 
The Parkway /union st works are wonderful and oeverdue, personally I would have preferred a 
roundabout with a crossing further down .Perhaps they could just operate at busy times . 
 
Please do something about the cars on parkland as I fear a fatality adn I rarely see careful driving when 
leaving. 
 
Perhaps each year with the main rate notice info on what is being done and current cycle paths and 
bus routes could be added, and passed on to renters,etc. 
 
Large trucks do no seem to be a problem here as in sydney, i hope it stays that way but maybe a 
curfew would be one way of doing so. 

Older drivers need to be given alternatives. I have encountered more dangerous older drivers in the last 
week than idiot p-platers. These include two that were driving at half the signposted speed limits and 
one gentleman on a mobility scooter driving on the Pacific Highway at Bennetts Green. Community 
transport and public transport awareness for older residents is something we need to examine as our 
population ages 
One of the benefits of living in Newcastle is getting around easily by car.  As a retiree living in an inner 
suburb, there is not much to complain about but I would not want to be commuting from Maitland, 
Raymond Terrace or the outer suburbs.  Even these people are better off than Sydney area 
commuters. 
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Ongoing research & reporting on increased traffic in predominately suburban areas, especially 
focussing on safety of pedestrian access (especially children & teenagers) to parks & playgrounds, 
libraries & local shopping centres. 
P platers... If I only was a cop for one night! 
Pedestrians crossing over Maitland Road in Mayfield mainstreet not at crossings is highly dangerous. 
They stand in the middle of the road where there is no median strip while cars zoom by on either side. 
 
More cycleways needed for safe cycling. The more the better. 

People in Newcastle do not know how to use roundabouts and do not know how to properly merge, and 
there is little attention to slow drivers keeping to the left on multi-lane roads. I believe that road safety 
campaigns should address these measures with positive suggestions on driving skills and awareness 
rather than jamming the 'speed kills' mentality down people's throats. This obviously does not work but 
if we could perhaps educate people by offering advice on how to use the traffic facilities provided,then 
there might be fewer frustrated drivers on our roads with fewer accidents caused by people taking un-
necessary risks. 
People need to be educated on how important it is to concentrate when driving and to maintain a 
consistant speed when driving. 
 
I travel to nelson bay every weekend and i am constantly frustrated at drivers that travel at 10 or 20Kms 
below the posted speed limit on straight safe sections of road and then seem to speed up in dangerous 
sections of the road, or they will travel at the posted speed limit until a slight corner or hill comes up and 
slow down 10 or 20 Kms to negotiate it when the safe speed limit for the corner is only 5Kph below the 
posted speed limit, which results in a traffic line behind them and very frustrated drivers. 
 
Even traveling home from work along croadace road from lambton to wallsend you are likely to be 
travelling at only 50 Kph in the 70 Kph zone at any given time of the day because someone is not 
concentrating on what they are supposed to be doing when they are driving. 
People need to be educated to the reasons for them becoming safe and sharing drivers = ie people get 
maimed and killed on the road. 
People of all ages need to understand the differences of what it is like to be a pedestrian a cyclist and a 
vehicle driver eg:car,motor bike,truck etc and learn how to opperate safely together  
 
People of all ages need to understand the potential hazards and their impacts on driving safely 
People seem to be parking on wrong side of road which in turn makes them cross oncoming traffic. 
This used to be illegal what happened? This is very dangerous. 
Please do not use the style of speed humps recently placed in Janet Street Jesmond they are more 
dangerous than the road behaviors they are meant to reduce 
Please do something about the Stewart Ave / Parkway lights 

Please encourage more use of bicycles. To do this safely you would need to provide seperate bike 
paths. ie away from road traffic. When you see the old BHP "car park" photo, from when there were 
3,000 employees, and the parking area was full of bicycles, it seems ridiculous that Newcastle is not 
more supportive of bicycles on all the flat areas, and actively trying to encourage more students to use 
bikes to travel to uni and colleges (instead of owning their own cars). 
Please extend the free bus to 10 pm on Hunter Street, we would then go out to dinner more often. 
Walking on Hunter Street is awful after dark with drug affected youth and louts passing comments. It 
does not feel safe. If we could use the bus we would be more active which would help the economy of 
the CBD 
Please include cyclists and drivers in education campaigns - this form of education is severely lacking 
please move the bus stop outside 126 lambton rd as it is dangerous. 
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Please open Laman Street - either cut down the fig trees and plant again or leave them alone (I haven't 
noticed any of them falling down)  BUT DO SOMETHING.  Access to the Gallery and Library is pathetic 
and makes these vital institutions semi inaccessable.  Visitors come here and can't believe it.  Just like 
the rock that sat on the road at the beach for years. 
 
This council CANNOT MAKE DECISIONS - JUST LIKE THE OLD ONES. 
Please provide more public education and awareness of bicycle safety, benefits, and more 
opportunities for people to commute by bicycle 
Possibly the biggest problem wuth Road Safety is the lack of awareness by road users of speed 
signs,traffic conditions,their responsibility to other road users ie courtesy. 
Professional training only - for young drivers (no mums and dads). Make it standard, mandatory and 
comprehensive enough to be effective. Get rid of P-plate period, it doesn't exist anywhere in Europe. 
Once you are allowed to drive the car on your own, you are fully responsible for your driver conduct and 
competency - with all obligations but also with all rights. 
Provide clearly defined cycle paths to separate bikes and cars (bike track crossing of Glebe Rd) 
Public education for elderly people so that there wont be to many accidents on roads or pedestrians. 
Public transport needs to be improved so that cars are taken off the roads. Buses are not effective and 
only tend to clog our roads.  Light rail seems a better answer to the transport problem. It should be 
started within the city and be expanded throughout the Hunter and Nelson bay area. 
Put young adult drivers on P plates until the age of 20 years. Less hours on L plates but more on P 
plates. 
Rae Crescent Kotara is a primary school zone however has not footpaths despite previous requests for 
consideration.  improving road safety should include providing footpaths especially for pram access to 
prevent the school children and parents walking on the road to and from school. 
Refer to my submission 
Regular police programs targetting "P" Plate drivers who fail to clearly display the "P" signs at the front 
and rear of their vehicles.  Too often they are obscured behind registration plates, mounted on the 
bonnet or boot and even on the dashboard.  When in these locations that are either barely visible or 
totally obscured. 
 
Council pay more atention to road signs - stop and give way - at intersections that are obscured by 
trees planted in front of them. 
Remind drivers not ot use mobile phones when driving. 
Remove confusion 

remove roundabouts 
increase training for drivers on how to negotiate roundabouts 
 
remove unnecessary traffic lights 
 
improve traffic flow down Newcastle Road during peak periods 
Removing the rail line in a very poor idea, Trains do not have road safaty isuses 
Repair roads more police on roads in suburbs. Stop speed at peak hours on suburban areas. 
Return through freight to rail. 
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revenue raising by the police is not community service.  when you need a cop you cant get one, hoons 
driving badly arent picked up, just normal people going through expensive breath testing, bloody speed 
cameras everywhere that are purely revenue raising as most people are not being dangerous in peak 
hour traffic.  parking cops prowling around on weekends I hate, its disgusting, you want people in the 
city using the city but parking is expensive and timed.  buses need to be on time for the trains in 
maitland and other areas or people wont leave their cars at home.  the road between the 
junction/adamstown (think its scenic drive that travels through to merewether/charlestown - needs to be 
widened desparately, its the same narrow uneven road it was 30 years ago but the population has 
grown heaps. I also wish there were more overhead lights or signs on pedestrian crossings, especially 
in wet weather, light up the pedestrian crossings across the road for their safety from cars and general 
safety on the streets. Maybe a light on either side of the road that floods light across the road to make 
cars more aware you when they are not paying attention. 
Rights and responsibilities of cyclists need to be discused in the public domain. 

Road Safety is a matter of personal attitudes which need to be modified and reinforced.  
 
Unfortunately, many younger drivers lack control and need constant reminders of what it takes to drive 
a vehicle on the road. Their aggression levels need to be controlled, their access to high powered 
vehicles also needs to be controlled. 
Road safety is all about common sense. The least common thing in Australia. Need to get it through to 
people no on knows. 
road safety needs to address the users attention or lack of attention to using the road safely wheather 
as a driver,pedestian or cyclist 

Road safety needs to be a programme that involves all Councils within the Hunter Valley. In regafrd to 
roads, safety and other matters, responsibility is not governed by Council boundaries. The need for 
road safety has to be managed by all Councils in the Hunter Valley, acting in collaboration on practices, 
publicity and material improvements. It is a COLLECTIVE EXERCISE - not just a single Council 
enterprise. 
Road safety needs to start with preschoolers and progress as a subject through to drivers permit and 
licence. Health, awareness and perception. 

Road safety requires co-operation and tolerance between drivers. We all make mistakes (heavens! I 
made one last night) and we are all potential victims of others' miatakes (heck! this nearly happened to 
me last night!). 
 
It also is incumbent on ALL drivers to give pedestrians the benefit of the doubt - even when they are 
clearly under the weather and/or being a nusiance - after all, drivers are clad in a steel defence/assault 
devices while pedestrians are defenceless. And you only get one life. 
 
This is the reason why I specifically state my desire to see ALL roads choked, even though I am a keen 
driver. I've just returned from Adelaide where cars have to stop for trains and trams and lights ALL the 
time. My guess is that Adelaide is a lot safer for pedestrians than Newcastle. Who cares if it takes an 
extra five minutes to get from Merewether to Mayfield!!! I'm sure people in Adelaide just factor delays in 
automatically. We should do the same: we should be obliged to 'chill out' on the roads. Who knows, we 
might even get to enjoy it. 
Road safety risk increases with traffic volume.  Reducing traffic volume through improved public 
transport options could reduce safety risk.  Building bigger, better roads increases car use and traffic 
volume eg F3. Incentives should be provided to drivers to reduce car use, and limit car trips in order to 
reduce traffic volumes. 
road signs obscured by trees and very old road signs should be replace ... the whole newcastle area 
should be surveyed 
Road surface on Eastern Avenue Tarro needs urgent attention! 
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Road usage patterns needs to be studied and overloaded routes identified. 
 
Roundabouts need to be provided to replace traffic lights in many areas.  Newcastle is a city yes, but 
after about 6pm the presence of traffic lights in many areas surrounding the city and outlying suburbs 
only hinders traffic flow. 
 
Switching traffic lights to flashing orange mode after say 8pm could improve traffic flows and save fuel 
in areas where traffic volumnes decrease significantly after peak periods have expired. 
 
Improved public transport needs to be developed to encourage people out of cars and onto greener 
modes of transport. 
 
Car parking areas in the city surrounds needs to be reduced, and/or the prices significantly increased at 
all hours, to encourage people to use public transport to visit the city centre or travel to work. 
Roads in general are quite poor in Newcastle. There have been some improvements lately but more 
needs to be done.  
 
Limiting the use of 4 way stop signs and installing either traffic lights or roundabouts wll also cause less 
confusion seeming that nobody knows how to actually use a 4 way stop sign. 
Roads in Newcastle are good compared to other cities. To improve safety, I would reduce cars on the 
road. Would improve BUS and train services. Leave the existing train line to Newcastle. Promote public 
transport. 
Roasd safety and accisents have become a political issue for fundraising by an incompetent 
government.Newcastle Council should not be spending ratepayers money in this state government 
area and if it does then this should be from a specific levy fund from the parking fines imposed in the 
city. The Auditor General will verify the tremendous fall in road deaths compared to the tremendous rise 
in the lose of patients in public hospitals because of poor bureaucratic administration.  
 
Road Safety should not be a specific council concern and further expensive advertising campaigns 
should be carefully assess and generally avoided. This survey makes too many assumptions re needs!! 
Roundabouts can be very difficult for pedestrians. Need to make sure there are pedestrian refuge 
areas. 
 
We should be working hard to make cycling in Newcastle safe. Dedicated cycle lanes and bike paths 
are essential. There are many people too scared to ride on the road who would happily commute by 
bike if it were safer. Newcastle is a perfect size to make itself an Australian model for excellence in bike 
transport facilities. 
RTA road rules books should be free so people can keep up to date with changes to road rules. 
Safe and convenient public transport, and it's genuine promotion and support by community leaders is 
an effective means of taking pressure off ever-expanding road useage and systems. Safety in this case 
includes well lit and patrolled transport interchanges. 
Safe driver training for 'P' platers 
Safer vehicles and responsible driving behaviour, combined with compliance to road rules, and efficient 
& timely road maintenance are the keys to road safety. 
safety lecture for senior high students should continue as well as safe driving instructions/lessons with 
emphasis on consequences i.e injuries they could get or the cost of fines. It might be an idea to extend 
this type of program to T.A.F.E and univerity students 
Scenic Drive needs to incorporate a cycle lane each way. 
School zones are still often hidden and zones which continue for a short distance around street corners 
are dangerous 
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Separated cycleways on major routes (not just the ones I specified in my area) 
 
The current marked lanes are not wide enough to be cycleways, and are not separated from parked 
cars. 
 
Education programs need to look at all road users to increase awareness. 
Signs on slippery footpaths. 
 
My feet went from under me on the broken and patched footpath in Newcomen Street just after King 
Street. My wrist was broken, in plaster for 6 weeks, didn't mend, operation now necessary to put a pin 
in. Accident reported to Michael Osborne and Margaret Henry with the suggestion a sign is needed to 
draw attention to the condition of the footpath when wet.  
 
The accident has been an unlooked for expense and has prevented me from working for a time. 
Slow down better to be late than DEAD ON TIME. 
Small buses (people movers)running frequently on routes decided by neighbourhoods.  
 
Vehicle licences state the limit of horsepower of any vehicle the holder can drive to their experience. 
So many drivers do not stop behind white lines, where they apply & also cross single & double lines 
when driving. 
 
An amazing number of drivers stand on pedestrian crossings 
 
when waiting to turn right or left. 
 
Bike riders use Hunter Street as a two way street in the CBD 
 
every day. 
 
There are not enough notices in the newly opened Mall telling drivers to give way to pedestrians. When 
there is one it is too high to be seen. 
 
A city limit of 50 km should be "set in cement" for the best part of the inner city. 
 
Parking bays would make around the sides of large parks would improve inner city parking. 
 
When the rail is taken out parking along the line would be possible in many places 
Some of the streets in the city are very steep and slippery and while there are hand rails when it rains 
they are also slippery. Coucil should look at putting in stairs instead. 
some of the traffic lights are pretty unsafe especially when the light is green for pedestrians and 
vehicles  at the same time- this is very dangerous for the pedestrians especially at night. in the UK you 
can never pass a green traffic light at the same time as a pedestrian has a green light to walk. it should 
go from red to amber flashing to warm drivers of pedestrians. 
Some road rules are unclear to many people - especially in relation to 4 way stop signs and to a lesser 
extent roundabouts 
Speed is focussed on way too much - driver skill, appropriate speed limits and good roads are very very 
important. 
 
Speed is important but the speed should be appropriate to the conditions and that choice is informed by 
driver training. A limit is an arbitrary number. If visibility is a few metres, speed must change. If visibility 
is clear, the road is good, wide and free of traffic, then a 40 or 50 zone should not apply.. 
Speeding and running red lights are prevalent and a growing trend in Newcastle. Need a heavy 
enforcement campaign to make this trend stop and reverse. 
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Speeding continues to be an issue. Many motorists must consider the posted speed limits a minimum 
not a maximum speed. Daily, on every occasion I drive, I observe the speed limits and am frequently 
passed by a flow of traffic driving much above the limit. 
 
Having said that, speed limits that constantly change along a single stretch of road, surely creates 
confusion amongst drivers. Speed zones need to be rationalised and the number of speed zone 
changes reduced. 

Speeding is a perennial problem. Speed limits are widely regarded as the minimum not maximum 
speed to travel. Often "peer pressure" from the drivers behind encourages us go faster.  
 
Suggestion: 
 
I would like Council to set an example by placing a sticker on the back of all council vehicles which 
reads "This Driver Obeys all Speed Limits" 
 
Council drivers would then be given further incentive (moral support) to live up to the sticker by 
observing the spped limit. One vehicle slowing down to the spped limit has a multiplying effect on other 
traffic.  
 
Drivers of these vehicles should be disciplined if they incur a speeding infringement. 
 
Perhaps other govt agencies and businesses could be encouraged to join the campaign. 
 
I suspect that drivers of offical vehicles who would not support this campaign are probably the habitual 
speeders. 
Speeding late at night along side streets is prevalent, especially as hotels close. 
State governments and councils seem to think reducing the speed on roads solves the problem when 
usually the problem is the roads. When you have a weekend where 500 cars are booked for speeding 
on the freeway it is telling you the speed limit is wrong. 
 
Around schools on major roads overhead bridges should be provided as well as fences to stop 
pedestrians wandering across the road not slowing the traffic to 40, a very poor but I guess cheap 
solution. 

Stop installing traffic lights as the only solution to traffic problems. You are contributing to and causing 
the traffic congestion and driver frustrations. Look at the traffic flows and not take the easy and costly 
option of traffic lights. The people of Newcastle want progressive,innovative solutions to traffic flow 
problems - NOT another set of traffic lights that will impede progress. We are the traffic light capital and 
the general populous hate it!!!! 
suggest we include the pedestrian,the bike rider, the physically challenged  and the motorist 
perspective on roads and traffic issues.eg at a pedestrian crossing the lights at the top of Northcotte 
drive and City  it is ok travelling north to south but unable to travel safely  east west as there is no 
Pedestrian crossing. 
 
Many council lane ways are over grown, slippey and dangerous for example from the The Grove to 
Flowerdale Avenue.The issues with maintenance of Lanes does put pedestrians on roads when they 
could choose a safer route 
Suggestion to incorporate pedestrian lights crossing in Glebe Road, into Smith Street and Lingard 
Street Merewether.  This is a particularly dangerous intersection and pedestrian crossing. 
Taking the rail line out will make it much worse. 
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Target your audience - many of the people answering this survey are probably concious of road safety 
and drive approapriately - it is those that think they own the road that cause problems and are intolerant 
of other vechicles, bikes and pedrestrians. 
 
Design roads to be cycle and pedrestrian friendly, more people will use these forms of transport and 
therefore will create a culture of understanding other users and tolerance. 
 
Many people are scared of adopting these forms of transport as roads have been designed for cars 
only not other users. 
Tell me this where is the Bus shelters this is another fools statement Bus shelters do they exist I do not 
know where wake up you fools ande have a good look at what you provide now i will give it to you in 
one word ZILCH. 
Th surface of many of our roads is rouch and cracked. We need a better organised maintenance 
program for local roads. 

thanks for teh opportunity. 
I have noticed many new traffic lights. 
I have recently been hit by another car when using a round-about, and now find them stressful to use. 
They are everywhere. 
the "P" plate drivers I have seen worry me.  I live alternately in Newcastle and Sydney due to work 
commitments and I find Newcastle has a larger proportion of aggressive, loud, dangerous "P" plate 
drivers and I often feel concerned not only for the quality of their driving but the possibility of road rage 
incidents.  I feel that this must go unnoticed by those able to stop it as it is quite apparent. 
The biggest issue is the lack of visible police presence. They should be out there to prevent speeding 
and other dangeous practices, rather than using cameras just to raise revenue. 
The biggest problem that I see is that we have a laid back "she'll be right" attitude built into the culture. 
So many people will take the risk and drink/drive because they don't want to pay for a taxi (expensive 
and huge delays). Plus drug use is quite common and so we end up with a lot of people off their faces 
driving around. These types of crimes need much tougher penalties to act as very serious deterents 
because it is totally unacceptable.  
 
The other issue is that young men just love cars and drive the cars in a highly dangerous manner to 
test out their abilities and "have fun" - I used to be one of those young men and I drove like a lunatic 
and did all the usual burnouts and high speed runs down the Newcastle link road when I was 17 etc. It's 
built into the males that they want to see what the cars can do, and I think they will often do anything to 
find a quiet/secluded location just to give the car a good run. So we have to provide an alternative 
option or proper driver training where they can have an "outlet" in another way without it being on the 
road. 
 
I think when I have my own children, I will be very open about driving with them, particularly boys. I will 
anticipate that they will want to do the same things that I did, and I would tell them the lessons that I 
learnt (car spinning out on occasions and almost colliding with other cars or the gutter) and explain to 
them how easily it can happen even when you think you are concentrating fully. I think young boys 
need to hear from more role model men who can relate to them and the way they think, but have learnt 
the mistakes. 
The cars/youg drivers using the Nobby's area late at night as a social get together needs to be cleaned 
up or at least the litter and anti-social behaviour does. 
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The condition of Callistemon Close, Warabrook is pretty poor.  Every time it rains BIG potholes form.  
The roundabout on Warabrook Blvd is the same - and the potholes can be quite unsafe on the 
roundabout.  It almost seems like you need to start from scratch on a few roads in that area. 
 
* Great to see the traffic lights going in at Union St & Parkway Ave - long overdue there! 
 
* The 40 kmh speed zones that have been introduced in some local commercial areas, such as Darby 
Street, Georgetown shops etc, could be well placed in a number of other areas.  Around the shops at 
The Junction (Union St between Glebe Rd & Kenrick St) is screaming out for it, as is the Adamstown 
Commercial centre (have had too many near misses on the pedestrian crossing outside the Nags Head 
due to people rushing down Brunker Rd to try and make the lights). 
 
* There should be a School Zone along Glebe Rd between Union St & Watkins St to account for the 
kids walking to/from The Junction PS and St Josephs.  It should also extend along Union Street from 
The Junction PS to past St Josephs.  The before and after school care kids walke this route each day.  
I know there's traffic lights - but this is another area that I've seen numerous near-misses due to people 
trying to beat the lights and a high volume of pedestrians (often school aged kids!). 

The congestions on the roads going from the West of the City to the east is a big problem, and seems 
to be getting worse, with more and more traffic lights and lanes merging. Particularly at peak before and 
after work times.  
Anywhere that lanes merge there is potential for problem (eg travelling east and west on Russell Rd 
(where it changes to Rugby and then Alma and then Lambton Rds) near Martines, there are cars that 
try and sneak around and then drag each other and then you see road rage develop. Make a right hand 
turn lanes or left hand turn lanes only with one going straight ahead, then there is less potential for 
problems and clearer for drivers, particularly those new to the area what is happening. I see truck 
drivers getting cut off all the time. 

The construction of the roundabout for the connection to Stockton at the Stockton bridge has been an 
excellent road saftey project and similar project in bad locations would be useful. 
 
I find there are a number of Newcastle drivers who speed, tailgate, are aggressive and won't allow cars 
to merge. Drinking driving and speeding are real concerns and aggressive truck drivers. 
The Council could do their part by enforcing rules about cars parked on footpaths etc as I think respect 
for others with your car starts there. 

The design of this questionaire was a bit of a problem for me. HAVING to specify one area in need of 
improvement, without having an 'all of these' or 'I don't know' option was a problem, and I stopped 
being able to take the survey seriously after that. I felt (rightly or wrongly) that it was manipulative, and 
trying to falsely rig stats. Sorry about that! 

The extremely short section of Lingard St which runs between Glebe Rd and Railway/Morgan St 
roundabout at Merewether, outside the Prince of Wales Hotel, urgently needs a few barrows of 
bituman, as Council, in there infinite wisdom,has sealed every other section other than this.  
 
Every time I cross Glebe Road from Smith St to Lingard St I must swerve the deep potholes to avoid 
wheel alignment damage.  
 
As Pauline Hanson would say "Please explain!!!!" 
The facilities for cyclists in Newcastle leave a lot to be desired. For the safety of both cyclists and 
motorists there needs to be better paths for them to use. 
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The fault lies not within our roads but within ourselves. We need to learn how to control a vehicle 
skillfully - not many people can, and drive at speeds appropriate to road conditions. Road construction 
and maintenance is a bottomless revenue pit. You can never spend enough - road usage will expand to 
meet improved conditions. By all means let's make sure our roads are safe but driving skills and 
attitudes are the things that have to change 

The further extension of the homemaker centre is going to cause traffic arrest at xmas time.  Cars will 
be queuing there and I don't know how motorists are expected to drive through kotara without long 
holdups waiting for shoppers to get into the centres.  the roads are not designed to take such numbers 
of cars at peak periods and the developers need to be made accountable for the destruction of our 
suburbia and treed suburb that is now congested, polluted and noisy. 
The issue of road safety is difficult to tackle solely at local government level. Things like improving the 
safety and condition of road infrastructure would provide a strong foundation for good road safety. 
Expensive public safety campaigns in the local media may not always be the best way to achieve 
improvements in road safety. 
The lack of road courtesy by drivers is a serious concern. Running red lights is becoming the norm. 
Everyone is in a hurry. 
The lack of safe cycle paths is a major issue for cyclist and car drivers. Lack of effective drainage 
causes dangerous road conditions when it rains. 
the main issues I see are unrelated to Council powers  & therefore matters for other authorities, eg. 
glaring (misaligned) headlights, which are no longer checked at reg. inspection. total disregard for 
unbroken lines. dangerous lane-weaving. high-powered cars driven by inexperienced drivers. My home 
looks out on double unbroken lines marked by Council (thanks) which are obeyed by fewer than 1 in 10 
motorists ( or worse during Westfield sales). Unless a speed hump is installed on the western (short-
cut) lane of the curve they will continue to pose a real risk of head-ons. At Belair school times, some 
parents continue to park as close to the gate as possible, regardless of risk to other people's children.  

The more the better 

The need for road safety publications is unnecessary for the drivers who believe they are the best 
drivers, i.e. at a guess 98%.   
 
Re-education of Newcastle drivers in the correct method of using round-abouts, and in fact most drivers 
should be retested - in a manner not to frighten them - after say 25 years - road rules change often. 
 
Revenue raising parking fees, and other road fees do NOT save lives  - check the deaths per 1000 
from around 1930 onwards - and we now have one of the lowest deaths on the road. 
The proposed GPT mall would significantly increase vehicular traffic into the City. This would be to the 
detriment of city life including non-vehicular safety and amenity. 
The road from Stockton Bridge to Simms Metal is good, from there to the new Tourle Street bridge is a 
disgrace. with the amout of traffic from Nelson Bay of a morning, than the traffic from the Koorangang 
industries, along with R,A,A,F, Base @ Williamtown of an afternoon must be an embarrasemnt to the 
N.C.C.& the State Government. 
 
Considering the Government of the day in the mid 1960's planned the Stockton Bridge of 4 lanes to 
make an allowance for growth, the current State Government designing a 2 lane bridge 44 years later is 
beyond belief!! 
The roads are generally in quite good condition. 
The Safety Concerns question should have an all of the above response. 
 
The right hand lane is not for 'P' platers at any time. 
The state of cycle ways in Newcastle is disgraceful, as are pedestrian crossing options. 
The way traffic signals are controlled by the RTA encourages people to speed to ensure they make it 
through the next set of signals.  They really are run by an incompetent monkey. 
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There are far too many traffic lights which hamper the flow of traffic, roundabouts are a safer option and 
allow flow through traffic. 
 
overhead pedestrian crossings on major roadways is the safer option. 
There are far too many trucks on our roads making travelling just as a passenger so very dangerous 
and frightening. Speed humps are also very dangerous. 
There are simply not enough options for people other than to clog up the roads with cars. Better bike 
lanes and attractive public transport will relieve pressure on the roadways. 
There are too many speed zones and signs. 
 
Safety would be improved by reducing the amount of signage and the number of speed zones. 
 
Instead of huge numbers of no standing / stopping signs, a better system would be to use a solid or 
dashed line along the curb to indicate restricted parking - as is done for clear-ways. 

There is a general intolerance in society that translates into road safety issues with regards to drivers. I 
also cycle and find that I am intimidated by the aggressive way that many drivers behave. 
 
Relieving some of the pressure in peak times would also contibute to raod safety. Encouraging use of 
public transport and cycling would aid this. I have also trialled using the bus to travel to and from work.I 
gave up the convenience of having my car but found that it was costing me $30 per week to catch the 
bus, the same as my fuel bill. 
 
Encouraging tolerance and adherence to road rules will always impact but the more drivers there are 
then the more there are that flout the rules, just on percentages. 
There is a huge car culture that exists in the Newcastle area which leads to an arrogance about the 
supremacy of cars and drivers in road use.  I have lived and travelled in many places and have never 
experienced the poor levels of driving skill that I have in Newcastle.  Drivers are impatient, they don't 
give way when they should, they are abusive to cyclists and often disregard them as legitimate road 
users and they drive too fast.  This can be addressed by better design of roads and better education of 
drivers. 
 
Cycle ways are a tokenistic gesture to the community and are a political solution to a fundamental lack 
of commitment on the part of all levels of government towards a meaningful solution to an integrated, 
environmentally sustainable transport system which is safe for even the youngest members of our 
community to use.  They are dangerous to cyclists from impatient and sometimes arrogant drivers who 
do not respect them as legitimate road users and drive too close when passing or simply pass in a 
manner that endangers the cyclist and other oncoming drivers.  The other issue is having a combined 
parking and cycle lane.  Drivers routinely do not check before opening doors and knock cyclists off their 
bikes. 
 
Having facilities such as in the Melbourne CBD where the council has provided a public showering 
facility with cycle parking to encourage people to ride to work rather than drive will remove traffic from 
the roads and immediately make them safer. 
 
Newcastle needs an integrated transport plan that takes cars off the road and creates safer roads for us 
all. 
There seems to be a culture of aggressive "P" platers in Newcastle.  Perhaps we need to think about 
giving these people 4 cyclinder cars and limiting their speed until they show the maturity to graduate. 
There won't be fuel soon so prepare by putting in bike tracvks now. 
Theres not enough disincentive for irresponsible drivers. Should be easier to lose license.  
 
More pedestrian overpasses/ underpasses on busy roads are needed. 
This is a bloody stupid survey. 
 
Forced me to select answer to question or could not continue. 
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Results will be biased and irrelevant. 

this town sux to ride a bike around its so dangerous 
Today I travelled in 2 taxis which I felt quite nervous in, the first  taxi driver liked to speed up and put the 
brakes on at the last moment, and the other over took a car at the traffic lights on the outside lane and 
then proceeded to turn left in front of it, we were lucky to make it home in one piece, I feel that the taxi 
driver should have to sit specific tests, as to not endanger the lives of others. 

Today's peak hour traffic is bad. Tomorrow's will be worse. Planning should be done for the future not 
just for today's problems. 
 
There should be a review of the 4 way stop sign corners. I have seen too many cars drive through 
ignoring the signs. Ans many drivers do not know who has the right of way. There is confusion. 

Too much money is spent on road safety campaigns when in reality it would be more help to have less 
cars on the roads by improving public transport and cycling options. Australia spends massive amounts 
of money on safety campaigns (especially road safety) and it could be better spent encouraging people 
to get on public transport. Of course to encourage that, a massive improvement in public transport 
systems and cycle-ways would have to occur. 
Town planning in Newcastle is a joke. Any local council that allows the commercial growth of an area 
like Kotara, without adequate provision for effective traffic flow, parking, public transport, etc is 
obviously devoid of the most basic city planning management skills. Council should rationalise their 
planning department - get rid of the useless planners and hire in professionals. 
Traffic flow is as important to road safety as anything else. Some safety initiatives only serve to slow or 
stop traffic which can lead to driver frustration and increase of problems such as risk taking and road 
rage. 
 
Traffic should be encouraged to use main roads and rewarded with high speed travel and a 'good run'. 
Drivers should be discouraged from resorting to urban back street short-cuts because of main road 
congestion. 
 
Planning for the future means choosing these main roads now, continuing to improve them to heavy 
use standard and minimising roadside infrastructure. Shopping malls and industrial estates should be 
set back and have their own access roads. 

Traffic lights at Turton Road and Lambton Rd at Broadmeadow are highly variable in the mornings - 
sometimes there is a lot of congestion with lights hardly staying green for any time at all, and other 
times traffic is flowing freely.   
 
Land use planning integrated with public transport options would be beneficial. 
 
The high degree of car dependence from areas developed to the west of Newcastle and around 
northern Lake Macquarie, combined with the RTA's intention to establsih Griffiths Road as the primary 
route from the F3/Hunter Expressway to Newcastle is a disaster waiting to happen.  Better planning of 
greenfields areas to encourage a 'centres policy' approach and use of publcih transport started now 
would result in a better long term option. 

Traffic needs to move through Newcastle at a slower pace. To many drivers flaunting the speeding laws 
and with no police on the roads drivers are not obeying most road rules. I have noticed an increase in 
drivers not stopping at stop signes or a more dangerous habit is speeding through red traffic lights. But 
a more alarming one is drivers cutting corners! I have been nearly wiped out a few times because this 
seems to be a common practice. Maybe we need silent cops reinstalled in some areas. 
unfortunatley, you cannot teach most people good common sense and consideration on the road, 
which is usually the problem - good luck!! 
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Unmarked police cars enforcing the fact that there are so many people driving and talking on mobile 
phones.  Everytime I drive out of my street you can see people talking and texting. 
 
It never ceases to amaze me the people breaking the law, just go for a drive on Newcastle Road. 
 
They are breaking the law and putting me and my family at risk. 
Use of mobile phones whilst driving law should be enforced more. 
Very pleased to be part of the Newcastle Voice. Keep up the good work! 

We are encouraging people to get out of cars and use bicycles where possible but the dedicated 
bicycle lanes are not continuous so that involves cyclists joining into main stream traffic at various 
stages.     Driving up hill from Park Ave to Charlestown Road is an absolute nightmare when there are 
cyclists in front of you.      It is necessary to drop car speed down to less than 10 kph and I spend all my 
time looking in the rear view mirror to ensure that a car will not fly round the bend, expecting me to be 
travelling at 50 or 60 kph and plow through the back of my car. 

we definitely need dedicated bicycle lanes, not just the ones that exist where cars drive into.  they are 
not safe for bicycle riders.   the bike and pedestrian paths around the foreshore, wickham etc are 
fantastic - more of these that link up other parts of the city wold make it easier for people to cycle, and 
encourage more people to cycle.   
 
a disability audit would be good for people in wheelchairs, women with prams, people who have a 
mobility disability etc.   
opening the mall to traffic was probably stupid - it is unsafe, people forget it's a road, and don;t pay 
attention to the cars.  you need to clearly differentiate the road from the footpath, at the moment they 
look exactly the same. 
We need more police on the roads, drivers today do as they please, it's getting out of control on the 
roads especially around shopping areas. 
we need more police out were they can be seen 
we need to cut the carnage on the roads 
We need to look at a region wide campaign to get cyclists and motorists to work together to reduce the 
angst and incidents on the road. Amy Gillet Foundation is active in providing materials. 
Well i've already put a bit on the other pages. 
 
I do see a lot of people using mobile phones while driving, even mothers with children in the car (saw 
this yesterday). 
 
I don't know how to fix this though. 
Wharf Road is a particularly unsafe road due to traffic volume and severe lack of enforcement of illegal 
driving practices. 
What really seems to be missing is a  
 
PRO-active plan for traffic in Newcastle and the surrounding suburbs. From an outsiders view, changes 
seem to be made as a reaction to a problem without consideration for what that might mean for the 
future eg yes, we needed another bridge over Tourle St BUT 2 lanes??? The additional coal loaders 
were already on the way, which logically meant more trucks and yet a 2 lane bridge was built and the 2 
lane road remains. This arrangement causes traffic congestion throughout the day, not just at peak 
times. 
 
Without a 'big picture', changes are made which later have to be unmade, to make way for more 
changes to be made .......... 
 
There is certainly a need for the police and the NCC to keep up with the 'favourite haunts' of the 'speed 
racer' drivers. Serious consideration needs to be given to providing a venue for car enthusiasts to meet 
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and particpate in controlled and safe activities - a bit like the PCYC for car enthusiasts. Again being 
proactive not punitive and reactive. A combined NCC/police/NRMA/car club initiative perhaps? 

When is Australia going to start drivers education in high schools. It works in America!!! 

While I appreciate that road conditions can assist in road safety, I believe the main issue is people's 
attitude to the rights of other people to use the road as well.  I dont care how many hours you make 
learner drivers drive before they get their provisional licenses if they have the wrong attitude 500 hours 
is not going to make any difference.  The current need for learners to do 100 plus hours is ludicrous 
unless of course you have shares in 'Driver Training Schools'! 
While I feel Council has a role in road safety by making sure the roads are in the best possible 
condition, I do not think council's resourses should be used in running publicity education programs. 
This should be done on a state and national level for most effectiveness. 
 
I would rather see all council's resourses used to make sure the road surfaces are in the best condition 
possible and footpaths are provided as well as good curbing and guttering and appropriate signage 
used. 

whilst not a newcastle specific issue, more driver skills improvement across all demographics. Too 
many people dont put any thought or knowledge into driving. Every license renewal all drivers should 
have to sit a knowledge and driving test. currently a system exists where drivers are tested and highly 
scrutinised as new drivers and then never again until elderly.  This doesnt reflect changing driver skill 
and changes to road rules. 

Why is the law against driving while talking on the phone not enforced? 
 
I have noticed increasing parking on footpaths, forcing pram pushers onto the road and putting them in 
danger. 
 
Clear demarcation of residential roads/ feeder roads / long distance roads whould improve safety. 
Residential roads should be made unattractive to through traffic to deter all but local users. This can be 
done with mid block road closures, road narrowing, & 30km speed limit. 
WHY NOT GET A WHOLE GROUP OF YOUNG PEOPLE TOGETHER AND ASK THEM WHAT WE 
SHOULD BE DOING, NOT ONLY FOR THEIR OWN AGE GROUP, BUT FOR US ADULTS, I AM 
SURE THEY WOULD PROBABLY SURPRISE US WITH THEIR WISDOM.!!!! 
why not make Hunter street one way going in and King Street, one way going out of the city 
Widening the footpath from Newcastle baths to Nobby's Beach and making traffic one way along that 
strip would make walking safer 
With so many phone users and young texters it is irresponsible that there is no MAJOR education and 
penalty regime that addresses this dangerous practice. 
Yes the speeding down the newcastle link freeway from Beresfield to Wallsend in horrendous at peak 
hours (just before 4pm and 6pm). P-platers are the worst offenders...maybe if they are find for speeding 
they should have higher penalties like loss of licence to act as a major deterent. 
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You definitely want to improve traffic flow at peak times.  May be you close off more access streets, the 
way things are done in Hamilton. 
 
I think overall if the streets look shabby and the shop fronts are run-down, people don't want to 'respect' 
the area and obeying speed limits and following rules is generally informed by 'respect'. 
 
About forwarding this to others, why don't you let locals access the survey on facebook? 

You guessed it, just fix the roads! 
 
We bang on about education and get enormous bang for aour buck but I suspect we are close to the 
saturation not tipping point.  Lets keep doing what we are doing with education etc but now turn our 
attention to the road conditions so people feel safer when driving. 
You need someone to look at turning points at traffic lights like Maitland Road and Elizabeth Street right 
hand turn at Tighes Hill. Alice, Hugh and City Roads right hand turns need a green arrow. Traffic 
speeds down Hught Street Merewether at a dangerous speed and it is hard to make a right hand turn 
into City Road, Merewether. If you need to ring me about this my phone number is 49693969 or 
0403742055. 
You need to apply basic risk assessment and control prinicples - the hierarchy of controls. Education / 
human behaviour is at the bottom of the hierarchy as behaviour is the hardest to control. With the roads 
as crowded as they are, cyclists ignoring the rules, stupid traffic flows etc people get impatient and 
cranky and accidents happen. You need to engineer the problem out rather than wasting money on 
more education. fix the roads, fix the traffic patterns, get the pushies of the road and don't have school 
zones on major thoroughfares. The one on lookout rd is a joke - no child or parent will ever cross those 
4 lanes (there is nothing on other side anyway) and in 10 years I have only seen kids anywhere  near it 
outside the school zone hours anyway. It just slows things down needlessly and makes people think the 
rules are stupid when applied blanketly like this - if it was based on risk assessment this wouldn't be a 
school zone.  
 
Traffic planners really need to come down to earth. One wonders if they even drive or use the roads 
they change as anyone with half a brain can predict the outcomes. 
You need to improve infrastructure for bicycle commuting, this entails reducing speed limits, 30 k's is 
ideal as sustainability experts recommend this. Bicycle routes need to be continuous so that cyclists are 
not exposed suddenly to having no lane. There needs to be safe crossing points over major roads on 
these routes, to allow cyclists to obey the law. 
 
If you build the infrastructure people will start to use it, less cars means less cyclists on footpaths, safer 
roads for cyclists and safer waliking for pedestrians. And better health! Less pollution 
 
Also intorduce racks on trains/buses to carry cycles 

Young drivers are driving too fast and are being distracted by mobile phones. 
 
We need driver education and training programmes with practical driving skills tought similar to 
motorcycle rider training. 
 
We need the Police to enforce the 50km/hr speed limits in suburban streets. 
Young drivers fines should be increased and enforced to reduce the amount of poor driving by P and L 
drivers 
Zero tolerance regarding legal infringements. Ban bad drivers by taking their license. 
Simple 
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